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FOREWORD

THE following Report is published by the Western Pine
Manufacturers' Association, as the association believes it

constitutes a valuable contribution to a better understanding

of the lumber industry. The mills that were covered by the

field work were almost wthout exception members of this

association and the bulk of its membership was covered,

—

consequently it is believed that the study accurately reflects the

condition of the industry represented by the association at the

time it was made.

It is recognized that some of the conditions have been altered

by the war and by natural developments and changes in the

industry itself, but the basic facts contained in the following

study not only constitute a valuable record, but are in many
instances of permanent value to anyone seeking a knowledge of

the fundamental principles under which the industry operates.

This Association regards this work as the most thorough and
comprehensive economic study ever made of any section of the

lumber industr3\

WESTERN PINE MANUFACTURERS' ASSN.
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FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION.

Washington, May 29, 1917.

The Forester,

U. S. Department of Agriculture,

Forest Service, Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir: At the request of the Forest Service the Federal Trade Commission
has examined the report of the Forest Service on Timber Ownership and Lumber
Production in the Inland Empire and recommends its publication.

The statistics and other facts in this report have been for the most part collected

by the Forest Service, but the record of the hearings of this Commission regarding
conditions in the lumber industry, and other data in its possession regarding the
organization of the industry, have been placed at the disposal of the Forest Service
under the plan of cooperation which has been adopted by the Forest Service, the
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce and the Federal Trade Commission.

With the conclusions reached by the Forest Service with respect to conditions in

the Inland Empire in the production and distribution of lumber, and with the
suggestion in the public interest of remedy therefor, the Federal Trade Commission
is in general agreement. For the particular statements of fact, however, and the
method of their presentation the Federal Trade Commission assumes no responsi-

bility. Nor, with respect to matters peculiar to its jurisdiction, does the Com-
mission consider itself limited to the conclusions reached by the Forest Service.

By order of the Commission.
(Signed) L. L. Bracken,

Secretary.
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TIMBER OWNERSHIP AND LUMBER PRODUCTION
IN THE INLAND EMPIRE.

Bv DA\aD TowNSEND Mason

INTRODUCTION.!

The following study of the lumber industry in the Inland Empire was made in

1915. Since it was impracticable to publish the report immediately after it was

completed this introduction is added to call attention brief! 3^ to some of the more

important occurrences since the study was made.

In 1915 the industry in this region, as was also the case in nearly all of the other

large lumber producing sections of the United States, was experiencing a serious

depression. The causes of the situation as it then existed are set forth in the body
of the report. The conditions and tendencies of that time presented many serious

problems to the industry, and in addition threatened the interests of the American

public owing to the economic impracticability of husbanding timber resources wisely

with due regard for future needs.

The lumber industry in the Inland Empire presents a totally different picture in

1920. Many factors have led to an enormous excess of demand over the available

suppl}^ of lumber unparalleled in the previous history of the industry. A great rise

in lumber prices has resulted from the frenzied bidding of lumber buyers. The main

problems of 1915 do not harass the lumber manufacturer today. The high tide of

lumber prices has largely removed his financial difficulties. The overload of stump-

age with its carrying charges is no longer a nightmare. His concern is rather to

manufacture and sell in the present favorable market all of the lumber which his

organization can produce, and obtain the cars to deliver.

Timber values have increased materially, especially during the past year. One

now hears of sales of timber in which white pine brings a price sometimes exceeding

$10.00 per thousand feet, western pine prices as high as $6.00 per thousand feet, an

increase of perhaps 50 per cent over 1915 values. The higher prices just mentioned

ordinarily apply to timber purchased for immediate cutting. Stumpage values have

now possibly reached an average of $2.25 per thousand feet; in other words they per-

haps have caught up with the original outlay plus six per cent compound interest

indicated in figure 3.

The period since 1915 has been much like the period immediately preceding that

j^ear in that there has been no marked tendency on the part of the larger owners to

acquire timber. In the case of ten owners, each holding not less than 250 million

feet of timber in Idaho both at the beginning of 1913 and at the end of 1918, it is found

that they had an aggregate of 16 billion feet of timber at the beginning of the period.

During the period they cut 10 per cent of this quantity, and they added to their

reserves approximately 5 per cent, so that at the end of the period the ownership

included 95 per cent of the quantity on hand at the beginning of the period. These

owners could easilj- have acquired far more than the 5 per cent indicated if they had

been inclined to do so.

In 1915 timber owners were not in the least interested in managing their properties

with the object of the permanent production of forest crops. Today the timber

owner is inclined to study the situation more carefully to see if possiblj' it may not

be profitable to grow timber as a permanent business. The great Ij' increased pi'ice

iThis introduction was wTitten in June, 1920.



of forest products and the knowledge that the country will in the immediate future
require from the Inland Empire a larger portion of its timber supply than it has in

the past, has brought about some change in sentiment.

The utilization of the timber cut in the woods has become closer. It is now
considered profitable to cut smaller trees, to remove logs of smaller diameter and
logs of a greater per cent of defect than was the practice in 1915. In some cases logs

as small as 4 inches top diameter are now utilized.

The rate of cutting standing timber has not increased materially since 1915. It is

probable that the decreasing lumber cut in the South will give the Inland Empire
an opportunity to increase its cut materially during the next ten years.

In 1915 there was a strong desire on the part of many timberland owners to

liquidate their holdings owing to the great burden of carrying costs. Owing to the

profitable state of the industry carrying costs are not troublesome at present. There
is now a strong desire to cut as much lumber as possible to take advantage of ex-

ceptionally high prices. The labor situation, mentioned later, is one factor prevent-
ing the cutting of as much lumber as manufacturers would like to produce.

Since 1915, costs of production have increased greatly. It has been difficult to

secure labor. Working hours have been rather generally reduced from ten to eight

hours per day. Wages have been greatly increased. Wood sawyers, for example,
received a wage of approximately 27J^ cents per hour in 1913; in 1919 the wage was
about 623^ cents per hour, or an increase of 127 per cent. Similar increases have
been made in other phases of woods work and in mill work. In an endeavor to secure

and hold better labor, substantial improvement has been made in the conditions

under which the labor of the lumber industry lives. Another cause of the rise in

production costs is found in the great increase in the cost of supplies and in the

difficulty with which supplies such as saw mill machinery and heavy logging equip-

ment are secured.

Lumber prices have risen rather steadily since 1915, reaching early in 1920 the

highest prices known in general lumber markets in the United States. A report

dated April 15, 1920, from the District Forester at IMissoula, Montana, addressed to

the Forester in Washington (from which among other sources is drawn part of the

information given in this introduction) makes the following statement:

"The present high cost of forest products (to consumers) is not due to the deple-
tion of forest resources in this region. The long freight haul, high wages, poor
class of labor, number of hours of effective time per day, difficult logging chances,
shortage of stock on hand, and skyrocket bidding for lumber are the main factors
affecting the present prices."

Undoubtedly the most important of the factors just mentioned is the fact that

the buyers of lumber have been bidding wildly, one against another, to obtain such

lumber as has been available, for their bidding has carried lumber prices to a point

where they bear no reasonable relation to the greatly increased cost of production

caused by the other factors mentioned.

The market in which Inland Empire lumber is sold has shifted somewhat since

1914. In 1919 about twice as much Imnber was sold east of the Mississippi River as

in 1914. To Table 29 in the Appendix there is appended a supplementary table (29A)

comparing the shipments in 1911, 1914, 1917 and 1919. As a result of building re-

strictions and of the great demand for munition and supply containers developed

during the war the proportion of lumber used west of the ^Mississippi River decreased

substantially. A reason for the continuation of this situation in 1919 is found in the

three successive drouth years in eastern Montana which have reduced the farmers

of this region to the point where little construction has been under way. If a good

crop is obtained in Montana in 1920 the demand for lumber in this territory will

probably be greatly increased.

In reading this report it should be kept clearly in mind that the data presented

and the conclusions drawn are based upon the conditions existing in 1915 and prior

8



thereto. The greatly increased profits obtained by lumber manufacturers in 1918

and 1919 furnish in certain respects a new outlook on the situation discussed in the

body of the report. Material profits have tended to stabilize the lumber industry

in the Inland Empire as in other parts of the West through strengthening the financial

backbone of the industry and affording opportunity for the reduction of indebtedness.

Some of the capital obtained through the liquidation of timber resources in the East

and South is being reinvested in forest enterprises in the West, which to some extent

has a stabilizing influence through the introduction into the West of more strongly

financed timber owners. Nevertheless certain of the fundamental problems evident

in 1915 have not disappeared. They have rather been lost sight of in the present

favorable market situation which is likely to prove more or less temporary in

duration. It is well for lumber manufacturers and timber owners to recall the

conditions which confronted them in 1915 and not lose the benefit of the lessons

then learned. An opportunity is now afforded to utilize this period of prosperity in

such ways as will give the industry greater permanent stability and prevent a

repetition of the more distressing of the conditions formerly obtaining. A period of

prosperity may dangerously tend to increase production, to extend credit, to reach

out in new developments which may not be soundly financed and which might lead

to a depression similar to that of five years ago.

In general it has not been attempted to carry this report beyond the period which
it originally covered. It has been possible, however, to extend some of the tables

where the data for later years were found readily available. It is feared that in the

hasty revision of the report in the light of later events it may not read as clearly as

it should, since in a few places statements have been introduced to indicate occur-

rences since 1915. These, no doubt, will be self-evident. In general the report

presents the situation as it appeared in 1915.

THE STUDY AND ITS CONCLUSIONS.
THE SCOPE AND PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

The study of the lumber industry in the Inland Empire was undertaken as part
of a comprehensive investigation including timber ownership and lumber manu-
facture in the main lumber producing regions, the principal lumber markets of the
United States, the foreign lumber markets, the replacement of lumber by substitutes,
the utilization of low grade lumber and mill waste, and the adaptation of lumber
manufacture and grading to the requirements of consumers. It was the purpose of

the investigation to determine the fundamental economic facts in the situation, their
effect upon forest conservation, and their bearing upon public policies in relation to
forest land. The study was conducted by the Forest Service of the United States
Department of Agriculture in co-operation with the Bureau of Corporations, the
Federal Trade Commission, and the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.

PLAN OF WORK.

The study of timberland ownership and lumber manufacture in the Inland Empire
was made in 1914 and 1915 by the author, with the assistance of Donald Bruce,
Stephen Malven, Joseph Kittredge, Emanuel Fritz, and Roscoe Haines, all members
of the Forest Service.

Data on the lumber industry in the Inland Empire were gathered from practically
all available sources of information, including the records of the Forest Service, the
Bureau of Corporations, and other Federal Bureaus, the States, the counties, the
Western Pine Manufacturers' Association, the Montana Larch and Pine Manu-
facturers' Association, and individual lumber manufacturing and timber owning
companies. Thirty-nine of the leading companies in the Inland Empire were asked
to permit the gathering of data directly from their books. These companies repre-
sented an annual cut of approxim^ely 1,100,000,000 feet out of a total of approxi-
mately 1,600,000,000 feet in the entire region. Thirty-three of these companies
consented to open their records to representatives of the Forest Service. These
firms cut approximately 86 per cent of the lumber cut by all 39 companies, and about
60 per cent of the entire cut of the Inland Empire. Their records go back over 25
years in some cases and represent altogether nearly 300 mill years—counting each
year's operation of each company as one. Not all of the available records were
examined, however, for especially in the earlier years the records could not be under-

9



stood without considerable interpretation, and usually, owing to changes in per-

sonnel, lapses of memory, etc., there was no one to do the interpreting. Altogether,

the records of about 200 mill years were examined; and of these about 150 were in

condition to be analyzed and used in certain of the tables given in this report.

A sufficient general discussion was held with 42 persons of importance in the

lumber business in the region to get thoroughly at the general situation as it ap-

peared to these men.
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THE REGION COVERED.

The Inland Empire as generally known has somewhat indefinite boundaries.
It is usually thought of as a part of northern Idaho, eastern Washington, and eastern
Oregon. For the purposes of this study, however, the boundaries were drawn as
indicated on figure 1, thus including the watershed of the Columbia River east of

the Cascade Mountains and a little additional territory. The Rocky Mountains and
their outlying ranges cover the eastern portion of the territory, in Wyoming, western
Montana, northern and central Idaho, and a small corner of northeastern Washing-
ton. The east slope of the Cascade Mountains forms the western edge of the Inland
Empire. The Blue Mountains of northeastern Oregon and southeastern Washington
are separated somewhat from the main Rockies, and even more definitely from the
Cascades. These mountain ranges, together with the foothill country lying at their

bases and portions of the plateaus of central Washington and Oregon, support the
forests of the Inland Empire.

The total area of the Inland Empire is about 143,000,000 acres, equivalent to that
of the New England States, the Middle Atlantic States, and Virginia. About 55
million acres, or 38 per cent, is classified as forest land, although part of this is barren,
owing to its location above timber line. The population of the Inland Empire, about
1,100,000 persons, will doubtless be greatly increased in the future, but probably
will never become as dense as in the manufacturing regions of the east. Water power
is abundant for manufacture, but iron and coal are not found in large quantities.
The principal activities of the Inland Empire are agriculture, mining, grazing, and
lumber production. There are large areas of agricultural lands. The Butte and
Coeur d'Alene mining regions are famous producers of copper and lead respectively.
Although large areas formerly devoted to grazing are now more intensively used for

agricultural crops, grazing is still of great importance; and much of the land is more
valuable for grazing than for any other purpose. The lumber industry engages the
services of about 14,000 men, and has an annual payroll of about $14,000,000. It is a
business which will increase in importance.

The Inland Empire was first explored by Lewis and Clark about 1805. Although
Roman Catholic missionaries had been in the territory for a number of years, the
whites really took possession of the country only in the fifties, when they came to
engage principally in placer mining for gold. Placer mining later gave way to deep
mining for silver, copper, and lead, and at the same time the stock industry developed
in importance. Agriculture, and last of all lumbering, became important after the
coming of the railways.

The principal features of the transportation system of the region are the Northern
Pacific Railway, which was completed in 1883; the Oregon-Washington Railroad and
Navigation Company, completed in 1884; the Great Northern Railway, completed
in 1893, and the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway, completed in 1909. These
four transcontinental carriers are fed by numerous branch lines. The lumber in-

dustry, to a greater degree than any other industrj'-, has been responsible for their

construction. It has brought about the building of several branch lines, such as
the Sumpter Valley Railroad in eastern Oregon, the Idaho and Washington Northern
in the region to the northeast of Spokane, and the Washington, Idaho and Montana
Railroad in the Palouse District of northern Idaho. These railways furnish com-
petitive shipping facilities for most of the lumber of the region, although a number
of the mills can ship over but one line.

There is no water transportation from this region, except down the Snake and
Columbia Rivers from Lewiston at the western edge of Idaho. At present no lumber
is produced at this point, so that all of the Inland Empire product is shipped by rail.

It msiy be found feasible ultimately to ship lumber to points on the Snake River and
thence by water to the mouth of the Columbia, where it could be reloaded into sea-

going vessels. Many large streams are used to float logs to the mills, especially in
the eastern part of the Inland Empire.

The first settlers found the Inland Empire forests occupying only a little more
area than at present. The forests were called upon to supply material needed in
the early mining activities, and up to the present time mining has required a large
and increasing amount of timber. The live-stock industry required only a little

timber for fencing, houses, barns, etc. The construction of the railways consumed
considerable amounts for ties and trestles. Agricultural development, which re-

sponded to the coming of the railways, increased the amount of timber needed for
local uses.

It was not until about the beginning of the present century that the lumber
industry of the Inland Empire began to do more than supply local demands. About
that time a number of Lake States lumbermen came to the region with the purpose
of producing lumber for shipment in considerable quantities to Mississippi Valley
and Eastern markets. Nearly all of the present operators in the region came from

11



the Lake States. They have developed a business which now markets most of its

products east of the Rockies. While the lumber industry was called into existence

by the local needs of mining, railway, and agricultural interests, it has outgrown the
mere supplying of these demands, and has expanded until no small part of the rail-

way, agricultural, and commercial interests of the Inland Empire are now dependent
upon it.

For convenience in discussion, the Inland Empire is divided into several regions

within each of which general conditions are similar. These regions are outlined in

figure 1.

STUMI'.\GE AND OPER.\TION CONSIDERED SEPARATELY.

The stumpage phase of the lumber industry is most easily under.stood if discussed

separately from the manufacture of lumber. The stumpage phase includes the

acquisition, protection, and holding of timberland to the point where the manu-
facturing part of the business is ready to use this raw material. The best organized

and largest lumber companies usually handle stumpage separately from operation,

and for this purpose have separate accounts, administrative organizations, etc.

The general subject of stumpage includes, then, the original co.st of timberland,

methods of financing timber purchases, timberland taxes, interest on borrowed
money, protection of timber from fire, insects, and trespass, and the administration
of timberland, including the handling of rights of way and minor uses such as grazing,

camping, etc. The operating phase of the industry, which secures its stumpage for

immediate use by direct purchase (or by credit to the stumpage account if the

operating company is the owner of the timber cut), includes the various processes

of logging, milling, and selling the product.

Another reason for making this separation is the great diversity in stumpage
ownership among various timber owning and operating companies. Some own
large quantities of stumpage and do not operate; others own some stumpage and
conduct large operations; others own very little stumpage and operate on a consider-

able scale; and still others conduct sawmills but own no stumpage at all. In order

to study the industry fairly, these discrepancies must be eliminated by a separate

consideration of its two phases.

THE PUBLIC INTERESTS AFFECTED

The people of the United States as a whole, and especially the people of the

Inland Empire, have a vital interest in the proper management of timberland and
in the stability of the lumber industry. Although the aggregate quantity of standing
timber is large, all of it is going to be needed by the country in the long run. With the

huge expansion of population in the United States which is still to come, with the

increasing number and variety of products derived from forests, the people of

the United States will need all the organic material that can be produced on their

farms, from their mines, and in their forests to use for food, clothing, shelter, fuel,

and the innumerable articles required by a civilized people. The forest is one of the

most important sources of organic material, and it must be managed not as a mine
to be abandoned when exhausted, but in such a way as to produce continuous crops.

Over one-fourth of the area of the Inland Empire is better suited to growing timber
than for any other purpose.

The continued prosperity of the Inland Empire as a whole depends in no small

degree upon the stability of the lumber industry. Many people are employed directly

by this industry, many others provide supplies of various kinds needed by it, and
many more are engaged in transporting and marketing its products. It puts into

circulation great sums of money each year for labor, supplies, and freight. It pays
a considerable share of the taxes.

Those who use water for domestic supplies, irrigation, power development, and
navigation, are interested in the maintenance of forests on the watersheds on which
they are dependent. Recreation is recognized as a prime necessity to any people.

Forests must be maintained and administered with this in view as one of the im-

portant uses. It is entirely practicable to manage the forest so that it will produce
maximum crops of wood continuously, do its full duty in watershed protection, and
at the same time serve as a splendid playground.

SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Of the 143 million acres in the Inland Empire, 55 million, or about 38 per cent,

lie in the main forest belt. Of this amount, however, 6J^ million acres lying above

timber line or scattered through the timberland are barren or suited only to grazing;

8 million acres are alpine forest which will not produce merchantable timber but are

of great importance in protecting streamfiow; and 4 million acres will be more valu-

able when the merchantable timber is cut if used for agriculture than if maintained

as forest producing land. The remaining 36K million aores are best suited to the
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permanent production of forest crops. Of this land there is estimated to be 277
billion board feet of merchantable timber, or 10 per cent of the standing timber in

the United States. Thirtj'-three per cent of the timber and 16 per cent of the land

are privately owned.
The privately owned timber, which consists of the heaviest and most accessible

stands, was acquired principally between 1898 and 1907, at an average price of 77

cents per thousand feet. Standing timber rose rapidly in price from 1900 to 1907,

reaching an average of about $2 per thousand feet. The price fluctuated very little

from 1907 to 1914, but since then has perhaps fallen off slightly.

Private investments in standing timber are in many cases proving a serious

financial problem, owing to the heavy current charges and the considerable period

during which they must often be held before cutting is possible. For this reason
it appears unlikely that standing timber will increase greatly in value for some time
to come.

Inland Empire forests have suffered severely from fire in the past. No serious

efforts at protection were made before 1905, when the Forest Service took charge of

the National Forests. Since 1906 private owners, through organized protective

associations, have greatly reduced fire losses on their lands. Thorough fire pro-

tection is a matter of the first importance in forest management, not only to preserve

merchantable timber but also to permit immature timber to ripen and to enable

reforestation to take place naturallj^ on cut-over areas.

The growth of timber now taking place is estimated at 1.4 billion feet annually.

It is believed that this rate of growth could be more than doubled in the future with
effective protection and careful management.

The lumber industry was a decidedly local affair in the Inland Empire prior to

1900, with nearly all of its product marketed at home. Since then the business has
expanded rapidly. Its products now go largely into the great markets of the

Mississippi Valley at an average cost for freight of about $7.50 per thousand feet.

About 1.6 billion feet of lumber is now cut each year.

In view of existing market conditions, the use of raw material in the woods
approaches a reasonable standard. The waste of timber merchantable under
current manufacuring standards amounts to about 3.5 per cent of the gross estimate
of the original stand; about 8.7 per cent is lost through defects and breakage. About
14.1 per cent is left standing in the form of less valuable species which often cannot
be taken profitably.

The sawmills of the Inland Empire are operated on the average at less than one-

half of their theoretical maximum capacity; prior to 1917 this capacity was being
increased rapidly by the construction of new mills and the remodeling of old.

The mill selling price of lumber for the 6 years ending with 1914 averaged $14.85

per thousand feet. During this period the average book charge for stumpage was
$2.67 per thousand feet of lumber produced, logging cost $6.13, and millmg $6.10,

which gives a total of $14.90. These figures do not include any interest paid on debts.

The total investment in the industry is about $135,000,000, of which $90,000,000

is an actual outlay, without interest, for standing timber, and $45,000,000 is invested

in logging and lumber manufacturing plants. For taxation purposes, this privately

owned timber and the land upon which it stands has an assessed value of about
$140,000,000; if the figures at which it is charged on the books of the companies in

connection with logging operations are used, the total value is $280,000,000. The
investment in the reserve supply of raw material is exceedingly large in proportion

to that in manufacturing. The debt in connection with both the timber and manu-
facturing investments amounts to about one-third of the total.

In 1914, after allowing a profit of 6 per cent compound interest on the actual

outlay for the stumpage cut that year, the manufacturing end of the business earned
3.3 per cent interest on its investment. During the period from 1909 to 1914, inclu-

sive, putting in the stumpage cut not at its actual cost but at approximately its

going price, and including no interest as a cost, the business earned ari average of

1.06 per cent, or less than enough to pay the interest on its debts. Dividends have
been paid by some companies operating under exceptionally favorable circumstances,

but they are the exception rather than the rule.

The industry pays about $1,500,000 taxes annually on its timberland, and about
$500,000 on its manufacturing plants. About 14,000 people are employed in the
industry on the average, with an average annual payroll of about $14,000,000; about
$12,000,000 goes to the railways for freight; several million dollars more is distributed

locally in paying supply bills.

The lumber industry is not in a stable condition. This is made evident by the

exceedingly small average profits in the business, the existence of much unused
milling capacity while additional capacity is being developed, and the constant
tendency to cut more lumber than the market will absorb. The principal cause of
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instability is the great pressure to liquidate the stumpage investment. This is due
to the necessity for raising funds to i)ay taxes, interest on debt, fire protection, and
timber administration costs; to the belief that stumpage investments will yield no
large speculative profits in the future and the natural inclination to realize on a
non-income producing property; to the danger in some places of destruction of

timber by fire; to the desire to realize on and keep active the manufacturing invest-

ment; to the wish to hold down overhead charges per unit of product by a large

volume of production; and to the need for holding together the personnel of lumber-
ing organizations and the desire to maintain local communities dependent upon the

industry. All this has led to exce:>dingly sharp competition. Lack of cooperation

is one of the most noticeable features of the industry.

Stability in the lumber industry must be the starting point for clean use and
systematic renewal of its forest resources. It is equally essential to the prosperity

of the local people wholly or in part dependent upon the industry, and to the security

of its many investors. The wood-using ])ublic will benefit in the long run from
greater stability. To that end, cooperation is desirable among lumbermen and
between the Government and the lumbermen in many ways which are not adverse

to public interests.

The private owner is not now interested in managing his timberland for the con-

tinuous production of forest crops, because the rate of profit probably obtainable

from such management is less than the interest rate which he has been willing to

consider heretofore. Furthermore, he is having difficulty in holding his merchant-
able timber securely. The public interest demands that streamflow be protected
and that wood supplies be produced for the future. As a partial solution to this

problem the State and Federal governments should adopt a policy of acquiring
timberlands. This should apply particularly to cut-over lands best suited to timber
production, to areas of immature timber, and to inaccessible tracts which will not

be in demand for many years. In addition, the private owner should learn that the

management of forest lands for the continuous production of crops of timber will

yield a profit, even though small, and the government should encourage him to engage
in this business by making conditions as favorable as practicable through cooperation,

wise tax laws, and other means. A more stable form of timber ownership, whether
public or private, is desirable so that the pressure to cut and its attendant waste
may be reduced.

The lumber industry can do much to increase its own efficiency. For generations

the industry has been conducted too largely by rule of thumb and tradition. It is

time for it to adopt a more modern scientific spirit. Research needs to be ap-

plied in developing better methods. The social welfare of employees must re-

ceive more consideration. Cooperation should be developed in many directions

which will make the business sounder, more effective on the technical side, and
better adjusted to its markets.

THE RAW MATERIAL—TIMBER AND TIMBERLAND.

STANDING TIMBER IN THE INLAND EMPIRE

The Inland Empire has an estimated stand of timber amounting to 277 billion

board feet, or about 10 per cent of the standing timber of the United States. This
region is still far short of the development which it will some time reach in lumber
manufacturing, for it is now producing only 5 per cent of the softwood lumber cut

of the country. About 56 per cent of the timber in the Inland Empire consists of

two species of soft pine resembling that of the Lake States rather than the harder
and heavier pines of the South, which are primarily structural woods; about 30 per

cent consists of Douglas fir and larch, which are well suited to structural purposes.

Table 1 shows the quantity of standing timber by species and States. It also

gives this information separately for privately and publiclj^ owned timber. The
information on which this table is based was obtained from the records of the Forest
Service for timber in the National Forests and from previous investigations of the

Forest Service on some of the Federal land outside of the National Forests. Infor-

mation was also obtained from the records of the States and from many individual

timber owners. The results of the investigation made by the Bureau of Corpora-
tions,' although modified to some extent in the light of later information, furnish an
important basis for many of the estimates. The data which Table 1 summarizes are

given in greater detail in Table 12 in the Appendix.

' The Lumber Industry, in four parts, published by the Department of Commerce and Labor, Bureau
of Corporations.
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Table 1.

—

Standing timber in the Inland Empire by Stales, ownership, and species.

(Log scale estimate in millions of feat board measure.)
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the Inland Empire will actually cut out 32 per cent more in lumber than the estimates
here given.

On the other hand there is a loss between the sound logs in the standing tree and
the logs delivered on the saw deck, owing to breakage in fellmg, waste in sawing
trees into logs, loss through the inadvertent or intentional leaving of timber or logs

in the woods, breakage, damage or other loss in minor transportation (especially in

live chuting), loss from breakage, sinkage, and straj^age in stream driving, a slight

loss from railway cars in transit, breakage in unloading logs from car to mill pond,
and deterioration in transit through checking, rot, etc. For these losses as they
usually occur, however, allowance has been made in the figures given for overrun.
Thus, if the overrun percentages here given are correct, and if the timber were all

accessible, 365 billion board feet of lumber could be sawed from the estimated stand
of 277 billion board feet in the Inland Empire.

Another factor of uncertainty afifecting this whole matter is the degree of utiliza-

tion, which is discussed elsewhere. In the estimates given here it is assumed that
utilization will not vary much from the present practice.

Table 1 shows a total of slightly under 16 billion feet of "miscellaneous" species.
This includes greater or less quantities of all the other species listed. This is because
for a given tract the estimator is especially interested in the leading species present,
and primarily in the more valuable species. Other species which occur only in-

cidentally are grouped as "miscellaneous." This classification includes exceedingly
little white pine or yellow pine, a small amount of larch and Douglas fir, and some
cedar and Engelman spruce; it consists mainly of white fir, lodgepole pine, and
hemlock.

THE CHARACTER OF FOREST LANDS

Table 13 in the Appendix shows that the total area of what may be called forest

land in the Inland Empire is about 54.5 million acres. This acreage includes con-
siderable areas of high mountains covered with bare rock or meadows. At lower
elevations there are many open meadows suitable for grazing. The land of this kind
amounts approximately to 6.4 million acres. There are also large areas of woodland
in which the trees, although of considerable age, will probably never be suitable for

sawlogs. These areas are valuable in protecting the sources of streams, but they
are of little or no importance as producers of timber for commercial purposes.
Altogether there are about 7.9 million acres of this character of land.

Approximately 36.3 million acres of land, unsuited to agriculture, is of such a
character that it will produce commercial timber. This land is divided into 3 classes:

(1) areas not at present forested but which may be forested by planting or other
means, 1.5 million acres in all; (2) areas now bearing j'oung timber not yet of

merchantable size but which will become merchantable if protected, 4.7 million

acres in all; and (3) areas upon which there now stands timber of merchantable size

suitable for logging, 30.1 million acres in all.

The land now bearing merchantable timber but which may best be devoted
permanently to agricultural purposes when cleared includes about 3.9 million acres.

SPECIES OF TIMBER.

Table 1 shows that there is estimated to be approximately 277 billion feet of

standing timber in the Inland Empire, of which about 67 per cent is publicly owned.
Of this amount only 21.6 billion feet is white pine, the most highly prized of all of

the species thus making up less than 8 per cent of the stand. The Inland Empire
has, however, 41 per cent of all the white pine in the United States. About 60 per
cent of the white pine is privately owned. Western yellow pine—western soft pine,

western white pine, or western pine^ as it is commercially known—makes up ap-
proximately 104 billion feet, or 37.5 per cent of the total stand. It is estimated that
there is approximately two hundred billion feet of western pine in the United States,

so that the Inland Empire has over half of it.

Approximately 9.5 per cent of the entire stand is larch, which exists in the United
States in considerable quantities only in the Inland Empire. Nearly 20 per cent of

the total stand is Douglas fir, but this is inferior in quality to that in western Wash-
ington and Oregon for it does not produce nearly so high a percentage of the better

grades of material.

PRIVATE ACQUISITION OF TIMBERLAND

One-third of the timber of the Inland Empire has passed from public to private

ownership. The title to most of this changed hands between 1900 and 1907 during

1 For this species the term "western pine" is used in this publication, for it is the name by which the
species is best known commercially.
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a period of very active timber purchasing. At present comparatively little timber
is changing hands.

What object had private individuals or corporations in seeking title to the timber-
lands in the Inland Empire? A large amount of money had been made in timber
investments in the Lake States prior to 1900. The Lake States lumbermen began to
see the end of their virgin timber supply, which had once been thought inexhaustible.
Most of these men had done well in the lumber business and wished to stay in it.

They looked for a new supply of raw material as the basis for future operations.
At this time, especially in connection with a growing sentiment for forestry, there

was much discussion of the possibility of a timber famine. Substitutes for lumber
had not yet cut seriously into its markets. The consumption of lumber had been
increasing up to 1900 at least in proportion to the increase in population. The creation
of Federal forest reserves in advance of a well developed plan of administration and
use appeared to lock up considerable areas of timberland from use.

Influenced by all of these factors, lumbermen east of the Rocky Mountains began
to look to the West for new supplies of timber and for the profitable investment of

money made in the business. Others who were not lumbermen but had heard of

large profits in the timber business began also to look to the West with a view to
timber speculation. The year 1900 marks approximately the beginning of a strong
demand for the timberland of the Inland Empire; the timberlands of the Coast Fir
region and of California had been in demand for some time before. In 1900 prices for

stumpage were very low, but with the growing demand prices began to climb rapidly.

The United States was originally the owner of all of the land in the Inland Empire.
Timber passed readily from Government ownership into private hands under the
Federal land policy. The Northern Pacific Railway land grant included the odd-
numbered sections to a distance of approximately 40 miles on each side of the main
line of the railway. Large quantities of timberland were disposed of under the
Timber and Stone and Homestead acts. Some passed by grant to the various States,

and thence into private hands.
Aside from any question of actual frauds in the Inland Empire, there was a very

considerable amount of land which could not have passed into private hands had the
Homestead and Timber and Stone acts been strictly enforced. The Government
land policy—already exceedingly generous—was made all the more so in effect by
the plan of administration, which made the salaries of registers and receivers depend
largely upon the amount of land passed from Government to private ownership.

Very naturally, a loose administration of the public land laws resulted. A "land
conscience," as it is called, developed in the West; and many men felt its influence.

The fraud which frequently occurred in connection with timber claims was rather
largely on the part of individuals, although sometimes promoted by men who wished
to assemble large tracts of timber for some particular lumber company or to be sold

at a profit to a lumber company.
The public land laws, under which this situation developed, were wholh' unsuited

to the economic situation, which required that the lumber industry develop on a
fairly large scale rather than with a little saw mill for every 160 acres of timberland,
as the Timber and Stone act apparently contemplated. For the timberland frauds
which took place the government must accept a share of responsibility, since the
laws were inadequate to economic needs and were laxly administered. At the same
time the western demand for the rapid distribution of public resources which was
fostered by land speculators and lumbermen, as well as by many other elements in

the western States, had a large part in influencing the land policy of the Government.
The period of most rapid acquisition of timberland in the Inland Empire began

about 1900 and lasted for the next five or six years. By 1909 the timber not already
privately acquired had for the most part been included in National Forests and was
no longer available.

Data gathered in connection with this investigation show that purchases of the
following quanties of stumpage, in millions of feet, were made in the years given:

Million Million
Feet Feet

1898 24 1907 1,183

1899 4,929 1908 45
1900 660 1909 284
1901 1,848 1910 571
1902 5,515 1911 54
1903 1,406 1912 14

1904 1,541 1913 134
1905 123 1914 502
1906 1,092 1915 128

None of these purchases were directly from the United States.
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These purchases amount to 20 billion feet only, out of the 92 billion feet private!
owned in the Inland Empire. The}- are considered fairly representative, however,
as to the time of acquisition by the present owners, and represent the process of

building up their holdings.
Large holdings, frequently based on purchases from the Northern Pacific Railway

Company or from States, developed in many places in the Inland Empire, typically
in northern Idaho, western Montana, and in Oregon. The development of these
larger holdings and the concentration of ownership is discu.ssed at considerable length
in the report of the Bureau of Corporations. At present there is little indication of

further tendency on the part of large owners to increase their holdings. The large
timber owners are now buj-ing but little timber, usually only for immediate cutting
or for strategic reasons. Since 1910, when the Bureau of Corporations' data were
collected, comparatively little timberland has changed hands in the Inland Empire.
The expression "Is timber an asset or a liability?" was decidedly common in 1914
and 1915, an indication of the changed point of view which makes the timber owner
hesitate to increase his holdings. Many of the small owners who were holding out
for large prices about 1909 were by 1915 anxious to get the timber off their hands;
while the larger owners are usually refraining from buying, although they can fre-

quently get these small holdings at a loAver price than that asked several years ago.

ACCESSIBILITY OF TIMBER

It is roughly estimated that on the basis of the pre-war wage scale 20 per cent of

the Inland Empire timber can be logged to the mill for less than $4 per thousand feet

log scale; 22 per cent will cost between $4 and §7 to log; 28 per cent will cost between
$7 and SIO and 30 per cent will cost over $10. The privately owned timber is on the
whole much more accessible than the public timber.

Calculations were made for representative portions of the Inland Empire showing
the accessibilit}- of timber privately and publicly owned. The resulting tables are
designed to show the cost, under pre-war operating conditions, of getting timber
from the stump to a mill located on a common carrier railroad either now in existence
or which will, in all probability, be constructed within the next 30 or 40 years. The
tables separated the timber into two classes: that accessible to existing railroads,

and that accessible to projected railroad routes. The timber was then separated
into four other classes: (1; stumpage which could be logged from the stump to the
mill-site at a cost of less than $4 per thousand feet log scale; (2) timber subject tot
logging cost between $4 and .$7; (3) timber under a logging cost from $7 to $10; and
(4) timber under a logging cost of over $10. Three main timber tj'pes were recognized

:

western pine stands, consisting of over 50 per cent of western pine; white pine stands,
consisting of more than 25 per cent of white pine; and mixed stands, embracing all

timber not included in the other two tj^pes.

It was found impracticable to prepare tables of this character for the entire
Inland Empire, but the principal timbered regions were included; nameh', western
Montana, Idaho north of the Salmon River, and all of Oregon east of the Cascades,
eastern Washington, southern Idaho, and the small portion of Wyoming are omitted.
The areas included contain approximateh' 72 per cent of all the timber in the Inland
Empire. The data from the three regions covered are summarized in Table 2.

Further details are given in Table 14 in the Appendix. While these tables are
necessarilj' rough approximations, it is believed that they will fulfill their object of

indicating in a general way the relative degree of accessibility of the timber, both
private and public.

In Montana only 0.3 of 1 per cent of the timber, all in the western pine type, falls

in the class of that which could be logged for less than $4 per thousand feet. This
timber is 83 per cent privately owned. The class which could be logged for between
$4 and $7 per thousand feet includes 18.1 per cent of all the timber; of this class 40
per cent is privately owned and approximately SO per cent is in the mixed type.
The $7 to $10 class includes 35.1 per cent of the timber in western Montana, of which
over 90 per cent is in the mixed type; only 23 per cent of it is privately owTied. Of
the Montana timber 46.5 per cent will cost more than $10 to log; this is all in the
mixed type and it is only 16 per cent privately owned. For western Montana these
generalizations may be made; the most valuable timber, that in the western pine
type, is the most accessible; the most accessible timber is very largely privately
owned; the least accessible timber, consisting of the least desirable species, is

mainly in the hands of the Government.
Table 14 in the Appendix shows that in northern Idaho the timber is on the whole

somewhat more accessible than in Montana and that the public owns a higher per-
centage of all of the timber, both accessible and inaccessible. Here again the
western pine type includes rather largely the most accessible timber. In Oregon
the timber is decidedly more accessible than in either Idaho or Montana, and in this
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State a considerable quantity of comparatively accessible timber is publicly owned.
The timber in the south Idaho region is somewhat similar in accessibility to that in

Montana; while the eastern Washington timber is probably somewhat comparable
with that of north Idaho.

Table 2.

—

Accessibility of timber in the Inland Empire.



owners sometimes acquired timber which is inaccessible and can not be profitably
logged under present market conditions. The least accessible of the privately
owned timber may not become marketable for very many years, especially if the
prices for lumber and stumpage remain at a level determined largely by the quantity
of accessible timber that can readily be put on the market. The relative accessi-

bility of Coast and California timber as compared with that in the Inland Empire
also has an important bearing on this question.

It would doubtless be wise, as part of a broad public policy of acquiring cut-over
lands suitable for permanent forest management aiming at the production of timber
and the protection of watersheds, to secure and place under public management
suitable portions of the privately owned inacessible timber.

GROWTH OF TIMBER. PRESENT AND FUTURE

The most reliable data available indicate that the timber of the Inland Empire
is growing in volume at the rate of about 1.4 billion board feet annually, making no
allowance for losses by fire damage. Of course fire, which causes great losses, can
not be disregarded. It is discussed at another point. This rate of growth can be
greatly increased in the future under skillful forest management which secures a
full restocking on cut-over areas. It must be emphasized that thoroughly effective

fire protection is essential if this growth is to be secured and utilized.

In an attempt to get at the fundamentals of forest economics in the Inland
Empire it is desirable to determine, as nearly as practicable, the probable future
growth of timber under various conditions. Table 13 in the Apjjendix shows for the
various regions of the Inland Empire: first, the growth which it is estimated is now
taking place; second, the growth which would take place if all of the timber were
barely ripe for cutting or still younger, and had been produced without intensive
silvicultural management but with adequate fire protection; and third, the possible
growth if none of the timber were overmature and all areas were managed so as to
secure a maximum yield from each acre of timberland through having a complete
stocking of desirable species.

Table 15 in the Appendix indicates the estimated rotation for the various forest
types occurring in the Inland Empire, or the earliest age at which the timber of a
given type becomes merchantable for cutting, together with the average annual
growth which will take place under three different specified conditions. For the
western pine type, it is considered that a rotation of 120 years will be needed to
produce saw timber. Western pine of this age is not of course up to the quality of

that now being cut, but after the present supply of virgin timber is largely gone,
much younger, smaller, and lower quality timber will be marketable. Timber of

this type which is now fully mature and from which fire has been excluded is esti-

mated to be growing at the rate of 25 board feet per acre each year.

Fires in the past have not damaged this tj^pe nearly so badlj^ as the white pine
type or the larch-fir, spruce, lodgepole, and other types; but they have caused a

large and insidious damage which takes various forms, such as fire scars at the butts
of trees causing a loss in the butt logs, burning trees off occasionally, killing repro-
duction or even old trees at times, stimulating insect damage and rot, etc. This
and other sources of damage have had the effect of offsetting the growth in mature
western pine stands, over large areas, so that the average acre does not bear nearly
so large a volume of timber as there would be if fire had been excluded during the
past two hundred years. If fire is prevented, a net growth is set up in the average
stalid which is estimated to be approximate!}^ 25 board feet per acre each year. In
other words, if a merchantable stand of western pine now averages 10,000 board feet

per acre and fire is kept out for 20 years, the stand will then yield 10,500 board feet

per acre. This rate of increase is believed to be conservatively estimated. The net
increment for merchantable timber in other types is estimated similarly.

The growth of mature or overmature stands is not nearlj^ so rapid as that of young
stands which have not yet reached maturity. From data collected bj^ the Forest
Service in various types it is estimated that before reaching maturity timber pro-
duced from natural reproduction grows at the rates indicated in Table 15, Appendix;
that is, where no efforts have been made to secure a full stand but fire has been kept
out. Natural reproduction with a fair degree of stocking ordinarily follows cutting
operations in the Inland Empire if fire is excluded. The average growth of young
western pine is estimated to be 60 board feet per acre each year.

Where natural reproduction is supplemented by leaving seed trees, or seeding or
planting to secure a full stand, eliminating the open spaces which invariably occur
here and there in natural stands, it is estimated that the average annual growth
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will be increased 50 per cent. Under this condition the average growth of young
western pine will be increased to 90 board feet per acre per year.

These, estimates were prepared in detail in order to show approximately what
growth is now taking place in different regions in the Inland Empire and what
growth may be expected in the future under different conditions. Detailed data
not published herewith show that northwestern Montana contains 588,000 acres of

young timber now growing at an average rate of 73 feet per acre per annum; that
there are 2,679,000 acres of mature timber standing on land permanently suited to
timber production and 707,000 acres of mature timber on land suitable for agri-

culture when cleared, both now growing at the rate of 38 feet per acre per annum.
In northwestern Montana as a whole the annual growth is now 171 million board
feet.

As the old timber is gradually removed by cutting, more and more of the land
which is suitable to the permanent production of forests will have young rather than
mature timber growing upon it. This change from mature timber with a com-
paratively slow growth to young timber with a comparatively rapid growth will

increase the total annual production of the region. When the condition is reached,
which of course cannot be for very many years, that none of the timber is over-
mature but all of it is making the good growth possible in young stands, the growth
in northwest Montana will be 258 million feet per year, as compared with 171 million
feet now. This estimate is based upon natural reproduction only, with no artificial

reforestation to fill in natural openings, and assumes that fire damage is eliminated.
If the forests are intensively managed so as to bring each acre to its greatest

productivity, it is safe to assume that the production of northwestern Montana can
be brought up to 387 million feet.

Similarly, it is estimated that the present annual growth in the entire Inland
Empire is approximately 1,400 million feet, and that if none of the timber were
overmature the growth would be 2,500 million feet annually. If intensive forestry
were practiced, including the planting of blanks, the yearly production would reach
3,700 million feet. Probable fire losses must be deducted from these estimates to
get at the net growth. As indicated under "Forest Protection and Losses" it is

believed that the annual fire loss can be held below an average amount of approxi-
mately 300 million feet.

FOREST PROTECTION AND LOSSES

Beginning about 1905, as the result of both private and public enterprise, a pro-
tection system has been developed, which has considerably reduced losses due to
fire. In the past fifty years, however, fire has done an immense amount of damage
in the forests of the Inland Empire. Tree diseases and insects also do much damage,
and in many respects are more difficult to control than fire.

Fire protection is essential in connection with all of the timber types in the
Inland Empire. Even in the western pine type, least susceptible of any in the region
to fire damage, the best estimates available indicate that careful protection of mature
stands results in the accumulation of an average net annual growth of 25 board feet

per acre where otherwise fire and other losses practically offset growth. Thus a
rough balance has existed between growth on the one hand and decay, fire, and
insect damage on the other. Taking very large areas of western pine into considera-
tion, the total quantity of timber has probably been about the same for thousands
of years back, excepting as modified by exceptionally severe fires and recently by
cutting. If fire had been prevented during the past 200 years, far more timber would
be available in the western pine and other timber types. With western pine stumpage
at $2 per thousand feet, 25 feet is worth 5 cents, while it costs only a fraction of

5 cents per acre per year to protect the western pine type from fire. Furthermore,
the elimination of fire also prevents damage to the quality of the timber. The loss

in volume from fire is largely in the old trees now ripe for cutting, and the growth
replacing them is largely on the smaller trees of poorer quality. In other types still

greater damage is done by fire than in western pine.
Before the country was settled by the whites, it is believed that fires ran through

the western pine type at intervals of perhaps 20 years on the average; through the
lodgepole forests, once in 40 to 60 years; through the white pine type, once in 50 to
80 years; and through the larch-fir type once in 40 to 70 j^ears. Of course this does
not mean that every acre in any of these types was burned over so often; small areas
have possibly escaped fire for more than a thousand years, while other areas have
burned very frequently.

The settling and development of the Inland Empire by the white race since
1850 has increased the sources of fire hazard materially. The principal human causes
of fire are railroads, brush burning, logging operations, campers, prospectors, etc.

From 1850 to 1905 the white man increased the fire hazard of the Inland Empire,
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doing little or nothing to protect the forests from the fires that he started. The
Forest Service started its protective work in 1905, and the private protective asso-
ciations began their work in North Idaho in 1906. Before this time the General
Land Office, while administering the Forest Reserves, made some efforts at fire

protection.

There are certain factors which tend to make privately owned tihiberland a
greater risk than National Forest timberland. The oldest and most valuable stands,
which would suffer the greatest loss in case of fire, are largely in private hands;
while the younger, less valuable stands and less valuable types of timber are in the
hands of the public. Furthermore, the logging operations going on mainly in pri-
vately owned timber increase the probability of the occurrence of fire. As the
merchantable stands now privately owned become older the fire risk becomes greater.
On the other hand the private timber is more accessible, so that it is easier to get to
the fires to put them out.

It is impossible to estimate with any degree of certainty the losses from fire

which have taken place since 1900, or to attempt any estimate at all of those before
that time. Even in the last few years, since private and Federal forest protection
have greatly reduced losses, the records are decidedly incomplete and subject to
error. It is very crudely estimated that in 1910 three billion feet of public timber
and one billion feet of private timber were burned. Again in 1914 it is estimated
that 100 million feet of public and 400 million feet of private timber were burned in
the Inland Empire. These are by far the most serious fire years that the Inland
Empire has seen since systematic fire protection was undertaken. These years,
which were probably closer together than dangerous fire years ordinarily come,
have clearly demonstrated the greatly increased efficiency of fire protection in 1914
over 1910. Hence 1914 is a better basis of estimating future losses in bad years than
1910. Means of detecting and getting to fires are being improved in the forests of
the Inland Empire; and it is reasonable to believe that, with intelligent, energetic
efforts at protection in the future, the average annual loss will diminish. With a
probable loss of 500 million feet of timber in a bad fire year such as 1914, with a fair
system of protection which will probably be bettered materially in the future, and
with comparatively little fire loss in the moister years, such as 1911, 1912, and 1913,
which usually intervene between the bad fire years, it is believed reasonable to esti-
mate that average annual fire losses in the future will be less than 300 million feet.

Forest insects are responsible for insidious losses which in the aggregate are very
large. Much of this sort of damage is usually overlooked by the casual traveler in
the forest who does not recognize the work of insects as causing the death of many
trees scattered more or less regularly along his path. Occasionally, under conditions
favorable for insects, the rather evenly distributed normal losses are greatly increased
by insect epidemics which kill a large proportion of the trees of certain species over
considerable areas. The ordinary losses from insects are allowed for in the estimates
of growth. Different species of trees vary in their susceptibility to insect damage;
white pine is especially susceptible. Far greater efforts than those made in the past
are required to reduce the damage from this source.

Fungus diseases rot the heartwood of trees and cause damage in other ways.
Tree diseases cause an enormous total loss, although the loss is a hidden one and
varies with the species of timber and type of forest. In some cases of very defective
stands the total loss in yield of merchantable timber is as much as 25 per cent. The
best information available inidicates that the losses from decay in stands now being
logged average about as follows for the various species: western pine, 4 per cent;
white pine, 12 per cent; Douglas fir, 5 per cent; spruce, 2 per cent; larch, 5 per cent
lodgepole pine, 2 per cent; cedar, 20 per cent; white fir, 25 per cent; and hemlock,
30 per cent. The average for all species is put at 6 per cent. Allowance for this
source of loss has been made in the estimates of stumpage and growth. Forest
pathologists of the Bureau of Plant Industry are working in co-operation with the
Forest Service upon the solution of this problem. Under intensive management,
losses from decay can be greatly restricted by removing infected trees at each cutting
and by logging stands before disease becomes widespread or far advanced.

While it is not possible to secure commercial insurance against any of these forms
of loss, preventive and control measures will generally pay for themselves many
times over. Although organized efforts at protection have greatly reduced fire losses
in Inland Empire timber, there is still much room for improvement in the protective
systems. Federal and State governments especially must expect to spend large sums
in developing their protection systems to the point where the timber resource is

reasonably safe. Among many necessary measures it is especially important to
make the forests more accessible by the construction of roads and trails.

Table 16 in the Appendix shows the total expenditures and the expenditure per
acre by each of the Idaho associations and the Northwest Montana Association.
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Similar data are given for nearby National Forests where conditions are similar

except as to accessibility. Table 16 shows that the north Idaho associations had
spent prior to 1915 over $600,000 on about 1,600,000 acres in their fire protective work,
an average annual expense of $0,064 per acre or $0.0035 per thousand feet of standing
timber. The expenditures on the north Idaho National Forests are slightly lower
per acre but higher per thousand feet of timber protected, for the average stand
per acre is much greater on the privately owned land than on National Forest land.

'Owing to the comparative inaccessibility of the National Forests, they are harder
to protect than the privately owned timber.

While the Forest Service is looking forward to the future and is providing for the
reforestation and careful protection of cut-over areas, the private owner is doing
little or nothing in this line except incidentally. He is protecting his mature timber,

but is not interested in the young growth excepting in very rare cases and then for

sentimental rather than practical reasons. The welfare of the public in the future

demands that areas of young growth and cut-over areas bearing reproduction, on
land suited best to the permanent production of timber, be protected from fire.

UTILIZATION OF TIMBER IN LOGGING OPERATIONS

The degree to which stumpage is utilized in the woods is important alike from the
points of view of the stumpage owner, the operator, and the public. Utilization has
varied materially with the market conditions existing at different times, the
accessibility of the stumpage itself, and the ideas of the individual operator. Since
1909 the closeness of utilization has decreased in some ways and increased in others.

The less complete utilization occurred especially in 1914, when lumber market
conditions were particularly bad; subsequently there was an improvement in both
market and degree of utilization.

A number of sample areas in the cuttings of various operators and of various
years were accurately measured to determine the degree of utilization. The results,

given in Table 3, show that on the average 26.3 per cent of the original stand was
left on the ground, either standing or down. This is divided into merchantable
material cut and left, cull material cut and left, and standing merchantable timber.

Of the total original stand, 3.5 per cent which would be considered merchantable
under Forest Service scaling practice was cut and left on the ground. This is net
scale after making deductions for cull.' On the sample area showing the maximum
amount of merchantable material left, the waste was 7.8 per cent; the minimum was
.3 per cent. This material was in the form of logs, high stumps, merchantable tops
and long butts.

The logs were those left by accident where partly hidden by snow or brushf
broken logs still containing merchantable material, and poles left in skidways
Waste in this class of material average 2.6 per cent, with a maximum of 6.1 per cen*-

and a minimum of .2 per cent. Loss of this sort varied somewhat with the operator

but not with the time of cutting.

Highstumps are those cut unnecessarily high above the root swelling, thus wasting
merchantable material. On well supervised Forest Service operations there is no
loss from this cause. Loggers who have operated on the National Forests show the

effect of the low stump requirement when operating later on privately owned land,

and some private operators have developed very good practice in this respect. In

this respect utilization has improved with time. The average loss from high stumps
is .4 per cent; maximum 2.1 per cent, minimum zero.

1 Logs were scaled to a sLx-inch top limit for white pine and eight inches for other species. White pine
logs containing not less than 33 per cent and other species containing not less than 50 per cent of sound material

were considered merchantable. White pine logs less than 8 feet long and other logs less than ten feet long were
considered unmerchantable.
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Table 3

—

Utilization of timber in logging.

[Based on 22 accurately measured, representative sample plots, averaging 3.13 acres each, in northern Idaho.
Cutting done 1908 to 1915.)



standard in the utilization studies just mentioned would, of course, show a much
greater percentage of waste.

The utilization in many cases has shown a lack of definite standards for the

individual operator or for the region as a whole. No information has been available

to date to show conclusively what logs it is profitable to take under a given set of

conditions; whether, for instance, where the cost of logging to the mill is $S per

thousand feet, a 20-inch surface clear white pine log 70 per cent defective can profit-

ably be taken. Information of this character can be secured only through careful

research, which small operators cannot afford. The present method is too often to

leave the foreman to use his own judgment as to what he takes, and this is largely

because the mill man him.self u-sually cannot tell him any better.

There is a large amount of misinformation as to what kinds of logs will sink or

float in stream driving. Some operators decline to put logs in the water that other

operators are taking consistently. They believe the logs will not float, although
others have definitely proved that logs of the character in question do float. On the

other hand, it is doubtless true that some operators are taking out logs which cannot
be profitabl\^ handled. Until accurate, detailed information is available, no one can

tell under what conditions it paj^s to take certain classes of logs from the woods.

The stumpage owner wishes to see the cIo.sest possible utilization of his timber
(excepting the trees to be reserved for reforestation purposes, in the case of the

Forest Service). The logger and mill man wishes to take only such timber as will

be profitable. The public interest in the maintenance of a permanent supply of

timber for consumption, and in making the virgin supply last as long as possible,

lines up with that of the stumpage owner in the desire to .see very complete utilization.

It also supports the policy of the Forest Service in reforesting and protecting cut-over

lands which should be devoted permanently to forest production.

On the whole it is clear that when lumber prices have been satisfactory woods
utilization has been'much closer than at times when prices have been low. High
prices justify the expense of logging certain clas.ses of material which cannot be

profitably handled when prices are low.

TAXATION OF TIMBERLAND

Taxes on standing timber in the Inland Empire average about ^1.7 cents per

thousand feet annually; or to look at it from another angle, it takes .SI. 10 from the

selling price of each thousand feet of lumber manufactured each year to pay the

timber tax bill. The property tax system, which taxes j^ear after year a crop which
can yield a revenue only once in one hundred years or more, tends to force premature
cutting. It is highly desirable that some equitable form of yield tax be adopted for

timberland, so that taxation may tend to conserve rather than to destroy prematurely

this great natural resource.

The data available on this subject indicate that in Idaho taxes now amount
annually to approximatelv 1 .5 cents per thousand feet of standing timber. In Oregon
taxes amount to slightlv less than this; in :Montana they amount to approximately

2 cents per thousand feet annually; while in Washington they average about the

same as in Montana. These differences are doubtless due to the varying relations

between the needs of the different States for funds, the wealth of the State available

for taxation, the development of the particular region, and especially the attitude

of the local assessors in determining stumpage values. As between States at least,

taxation appears to bear no definite relation to the value and accessibility of timber.

Idaho has .37 per cent of white and western pine, while Oregon has 67 per cent of

western pine. The latter on the average is more accessibly located than the Idaho

timber to the extent of .S3 less in logging costs, yet taxes in Idaho are slightly higher

than in Oregon. In all cases the taxation per acre or per thousand feet of timber has

been increasing quite regularly since 1900. For the Inland Empire the average annual

taxes for the 12 years prior to 1915 was about 1.4 cents, and had reached 1.7 cents

at the end of that period.

In the case of one companv in northern Idaho the taxes amounted to the following

number of cents per thousand feet from 1902 to 1914, inclusive: 0.71, 0.86, 1.59, 1.1,

0.96, 1.21, 1.37, 1.14, 0.9. 1.11, 1.18, 1.43, 1.54. The increase is due no doubt to the

increasing need of the State resulting from the growth in population and the con-

struction of more costlv public works. It is also due to the increased number ot

countv governments and the rising value of stumpage .since 1902. In the case just

cited, 'which is regarded as rather tvpical, the increase in the tax per thousand teet

has not kept even with the increase in stumpage values. In 1902, stumpage of similar

character had an average value of less than S0.50 per thousand feet; in 1909 it had

an average value of about $3; and in 1915 it had an average value of about b2.r>0 per
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thousand feet. Thus while the tax per thousand feet had a little more than doubled,
the value of the timber had multiplied 5 or times.

An examination of conditions in Washington under the direction of the Forest
Service in 1912 indicates that farm lairds bear the lightest percentage of assessment,
or approximately 25 per cent of their' actual value, while timber lands are assessed
at approximately 33 per cent and city real estate at approximately 40 per cent.

The lumber stocks in mill yards are assessed in some cases at a figure nearer their

actual value than most other forms of property in the vicinity.

Many people favor the ai)]jlication of the property tax system to standing timber,
since it is a form of wealth to which a large unearned increment has accrued. Thus
through taxation, the public, which originally owned the timberland, will take back
to itself a part of the unearned increment. At any rate the local public usually does
not know or sj^mpathize with the taxation difficulties of the man who owns mature
timber, but generally feels that he secured the timber in the course of speculation,

has done very little to enhance its value except to expend perhaps a fraction of a

cent per thousand feet yearly in fire protection, and that the taxes now collected

do not take an unfair proportion of the unearned increment already accrued.
One large timber owning company, cutting at a rate which will exhaust its virgin

supply in about 95 years, is now paying taxes on its timberland ecjuivalent to about
$1.55 per thousand feet of lumber cut annually. The taxes of another owner with
about 60 years supply amount to $0.75 per thousand feet on the cut. For the Inland
Empire as a whole, timberland taxes amount to about $1.10 for each thousand feet

of lumber produced from logs cut from privately owned lands. For companies whose
annual cut is sufficient to eliminate the timber holding, in approximately 20 j-ears,

the taxes on timberland amount to about 25 cents per thousand feet of lumber cut.

The difficulty with the present system of taxation is that it requires the timber
owner to raise annually a considerable sum of money with which to i)ay taxes on a

form of property which in the main is producing no income. Many owners feel that
they must secure this money from the manufacture of lumber. This tends to force

the cutting of more lumber than can be readily marketed, and leads to the evils of

over production. A system under which the taxes would be payable when the timber
is cut, that is, a yield tax, would remove this pressure. In a region like Xew England,
where virgin timber is largely gone, where second growth timber is taking its place

and owners must hold the growing forest for a long while before it will be ripe for

cutting, the people are interested in raising timber and are therefore making progress

toward scientific tax laws for forest lands. Timberland should, of course, bear its

share of taxes; but the method of applying the tax should be such as to encourage
wise utilization rather than to hasten the rapid cutting of timber, with incomplete
utilization and without provision for reforestation.

If the scheme of taxation were changed to a yield basis in the Inland Empire and
it were considered necessary to raise the same public revenue from timber, the tax
would amount to approximately $1.30 per thousand feet on the cut from privately

owned land. In any case, a yield tax would tend to check rather than hasten cutting,

and would thus be a conserving factor. The present system of taxation maj^ readily

be decidedly unfair to timber owners; uncertainty as to the future of timber taxation
is another of the forces leading owners to cut timber as rapidly as possible; it also

has a tendencj'^ to discourage private owners from managing their lands with the
object of continuously producing crops of timber.

The lumber industry as a whole pays j^early taxes in the Inland Empire to the
extent of approximately two million dollars. In some of the timbered counties of

northwest Montana and northern Idaho the industry pays from 15 to 30 per cent of

the taxes. The lumber industry is an important source of tax revenue, and as such
its welfare should be carefully considered by the public. The whole matter of

taxation is a deep problem which this report does not pretend to solve. It is merely
desired to point out here that it is a vital public as well as industrial problem which
deserves serious consideration.

NATIONAL FOREST TIMBER POLICY

Lumbermen have sometimes feared that National Forest timber would be sold

in such large quantities and at such prices as to depress further the unsteady lumber
market. Such fears have had a psychological effect in tending to make stumpage
investments appear less desirable. It is the policy of the Forest Service to increase

the use of national forest timber in order to reduce the deficit incurred for the pro-

tection and administration of the Forests and to compensate the States and counties

moie adequately for the withdrawal of property from taxation, ^ as well as to supply
(fitiirate dtmands made upon the forests. Under the conservative sj'stem of

' *] 1 ( (( 1 1 i:'tf )((c i-\r '.' jf 1 cent of the gross receipts from the forests, to be used for roads and schools;

]( jcj (cr.1 ncie is cjjtrc'cdby the Government for public roads.
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appraisals followed, however, and the requirement that timber purchased be manu-
factured immediately, the sales made have been only those logically required for

the supply of established mills or the normal expansion of the industry in particular
regions. The fear that national forest timber may be dumped on the market at
bargain prices is unfounded.

TIMBER BONDS AND COST OF TIMBERLAND ADMINISTRATION

The bonded indebtedness of the companies cutting lumber in the Inland Empire
is approximately four million dollars. The bonds are usually based on both timber-
land and operating plant. If the amount of the bonds is divided between timberland
and plant in the same ratio as their respective investments, about 40 per cent of the
value of the bonds would be chargeable to timber. It is probable, however, owing
to the fact that a considerable part of the combined plant and operating investment
is not "fixed," that much more than 40 per cent is actually secured by timberlands.
These bonds usuallj^ pay 6 per cent interest, but with brokerage charges and dis-

counts the borrowed monej^ ordinarily costs between 63^ and 7 per cent.
Stockholders' notes are a more common form of debt and make up a considerable

amount. It is estimated on the basis of the known condition of about 20 per cent
of the private holdings that the debt on all of the private timberland in the Inland
Empire amounts to about $25,000,000, or $0.27 per thousand feet of standing timber.
At 6 per cent this requires about $1,500,000 to meet annual interest payments, about
$1 for each thousand feet of lumber produced annually in the Inland Empire, or
about $0,016 per thousand feet on the standing timber. A considerable part of this

interest is paid by issuing new notes.
A discussion of the various forms of debt will be included in connection with the

finances of operation. The main point here is to indicate that there is a considerable
debt on the timber of the Inland Empire, and that it is one of the forces tending to

' promote the cutting of stumpage.
The costs of administration of timberlands, including estimating, supervision,

legal expenses, etc., have not been determined accurately; they vary decidedly from
one company to another. As nearly as can be estimated, however, approximately
one-fifth of a cent per thousand feet annually on the standing timber is a fair amount
to allow for this expense.

TIMBER CUTTING

RATE OF CUTTING STTJMPAGE.

In the period from 1906 to 1915 inclusive, about 15 billion feet of lumber was
produced in the Inland Empire; in the previous 50 years there was cut, probably,
about 11 billion feet, which gives a total of 26 billion. Taking into consideration
the type of timberland and the degree of utilization, the cutting probably averaged
about 9,000 feet of sawed lumber for each acre cut over; the areas now being cut
probably yield about 15,000 feet of lumber from each acre. Thus there has been
cut over about 3,000,000 acres, and cutting is proceeding at the rate of about 100,000
acres per year.

During the ten years prior to 1916 there was produced an average of approximately
1,500 million feet of lumber each year. Allowing a 32 per cent overrun of lumber
tally over woods estimate, this means an annual reduction bj^ 1,140 million feet of

the estimated amount of standing timber. The present average rate of cutting

(based on the three years 1913 to 1915 inclusive) is approximately 1,600 million feet

of lumber, or 1,210 million feet of stumpage. This does not take into account the
timber cut for other purposes than to be sawed, as that cut for fuel, posts, poles,

hewn ties, round mine timbers, pulpwood, etc. The available data indicate that
the equivalent of about 25 million board feet in the form of cedar poles and about
35 million feet in the form of hewn ties, a total of 60 million, is cut per year from
material that could be used for saw logs. A considerable additional amount is

taken from material not suitable for saw timber, neither as by-products of logging
operations or in thinnings.

Table 17 in the Appendix shows for 1912 the rate of cutting by timber species and
by regions, contrasted with the total stand of timber. New mills started since 1912

have greatly increased the cut from such regions as the Deschutes, where the cut
was very small in proportion to the available supply of timber.

The data show that the present rate of cutting in the Inland Empire is not
diminishing the timber supply with great rapidity. It must be kept clearly in mind,
however, that the development of new uses for wood, the expansion of the pulp and
paper industry, and the inevitable decrease in production of such regions as the Lake
States and the South, will bring new demands to the Inland Empire.

Of the cut of approximately 1.6 billion feet of lumber in the Inland Empire in

1914, 15 per cent was obtained from the National Forests, while nearly all of the
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remainder was cut from jn-ivately owned land. The National Forest cut was rela-

tively most important in the Klamath and Deschutes regions, where 42 per cent of

the lumber came from this source. In northern Montana 35 per cent came from the
National Forests; in eastern Oregon 21 per cent; in the Coeur D'Alene region 18
per cent; in the Missoula region IG per cent; in the Pend Oreille region 14 per cent;
and in other regions a rather negligible amount. (See Table IS in the Appendix.)

PUESSURE TO CUT TIMBER.

A strong pressure is apparent on the part of Inland Empire stumpage to seek a
market. The existence of this pressure means a constant tendency to overproduc-
tion. Private owners have numerous reasons for desiring to cut their timber. The
taxation of standing timber year after year tends toward the confiscation of its

value; and the owner frequently feels the necessity of cutting at least a part of the
timber in order to raise funds with which to pay taxes. The uncertainty as to the
polic.y of the Federal Government in disposing of its timber has its effect. The
timber of the Inland Empire is mortgaged more or less, as is shown in another place,

and frequently timber must be cut to raise the interest needed annually. In northern
Idaho especially, but for the most part of little importance elsewhere, fire danger
tends to stimulate cutting to some extent. The white pine tj-pe of northern Idaho
is also especially susceptible to insect damage, another cause of the pressure to cut.

In most cases, furthermore, the investment in timber has been running along for a
number of years Avithout much return to the owner who is anxious to realize, especi-

ally since ojiinions among lumbermen indicate more or less doubt about the returns
on such investments in the future. The question is sometimes asked, "Is stumpage
really an asset, or is it a liability?" Other reasons arise in connection with lumber
manufacturing operations to stimulate cutting, which will be discussed under
"The Productive Industry."

THE VALUE OF TIMBER

For the privately owned timber of the Inland Empire the present owners paid an
average of 77 cents per thousand board feet (timber estimate basis), the average
date of purchase being January 1, 1904. Taxes have increased the outlay by an
average of 1.3 cents per thousand feet yearly; fire protection has had an average
annual cost of 0.13 cents; administration has cost 0.2 cents per year per thousand
feet. Adding these costs the timber owner had paid out, up to January 1, 1916, an
average of 97 cents per thousand feet, not including any allowance for interest.

Some believe (the writer does not) that "constructive" interest should be added
as a cost. If constructive interest had been added at the rate of 6 per cent com-
pounded, the stumpage would have stood on the books at an average of $1.83 on
January 1, 1916. The stumpage cut in 1914 (the latest year for which information
is available) was charged as an operating expense at $3.06 on a timber estimate
basis.

Timber had an average price of about 30 cents per thousand board feet in 1900;

by 1907 it had reached about $1.75, most of the rise having taken place during 1905

and 1906. Prices remained stationary until about 1913, but since that time stump-
age had declined somewhat in selling value. It does not now appear probable that

there will be material increase in price during the next few years; and after that it

appears unlikely that stumpage will increase in value fast enough to earn more than
3 or 4 per cent compound interest on a present conservative valuation.

ORIGINAL COST OP STUMPAGE.

Practically all of the privately owned stumpage was acquired from the United
States, the original owner, through railroad grants, State land grants, lieu selec-

tions (mostly railway), the Timber and Stone Act, or the Homestead Act. In the

case of the railway and State grants no money payment was made to the Govern-
ment. For timber land acquired under the Timber and Stone Act the Government
received approximately $2.50 per acre. Since the timber so acquired ordinarily

ranged from 6 to 30 thousand feet per acre, and in the Inland Empire as a whole
averaged about 11,000 feet per acre, the stumpage cost, if the land be considered
valueless, was approximately 23 cents per thousand feet.

In the case of land acquired under the Homestead Act the claimant obtained the
land with its timber without cost, excepting for practically negligible fees, if he
succeeded in convincing the Land Office that he had made his home on the land for

5 years. Otherwise, by making commutation proof at the end of 14 months', actual

or alleged residence, the land was secured by the payment of $2.50 per acre within
and $1.25 outside of railway grant limits. Since a large part of the timberland so

acquired is within railway grant limits, the stumpage cost averaged about 20 cents
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per thousand feet to the original entryman, who usually obtained title through
commutation.

Railway grant timber still held by the railway will be left out of consideration in

discussing stumpage values, since it was acquired under conditions entirelj' different

from those under which other stumpage was obtained. Timber began to be privately
acquired in considerable quantities about 1898. The earlier purchases of railway
grant and Idaho state timber wei'e at rates varying from about 10 to 60 cents per
thousand feet.

The persons securing timberland under the Timber and Stone or the Homestead
act usually retained ownership for a short time only and then sold to various lumber
companies, timber owning corporations, or speculators. A "claim" of 160 acres,

originallv costing $400, would be sold to a lumber companv by the original claimant
for anywhere from $500 or $600 up to $12,000 or $15,000. These figures represent the

usual minima amd maxima, although occasionally surpassed. The higher prices

were paid after 1905, and for heavy stands of valuable species. These prices, figuring

on an average stand of about 8,000 feet per acre for the lower prices and 30,000 feet

for the higher prices, indicate a range from 40 cents to $3 per thousand feet. Most
claims, even in the early days of stumpage dealings, probably sold at a rate to net
from 60 cents to $1 per thousand feet for the timber. Most of the timber pvirchased
from the State, the railway, or original entrj-man still remains in the hands of the

first purchasers, if no consideration is given to reorganizations which sometimes
changed companj^ names.

Table 19 in the Appendix shows that, for purchases of approximately 21 billion

feet the records of which were obtained in the investigation, the average price paid
was 70 cents per thousand feet. These prices are all on a stumpage estimate basis,

and the estimate is that given in this report rather than the earlier estimates, which
were usually lower. These purchases took place during a period of 18 years, from
1898 to 1915 inclusive, with a weighted average date of purchase of about January
1, 1904. If the railway timber not jet sold, amounting to about 15.5 billion feet, is

left out of account, about 30 per cent of the timber in private ownership is repre-

sented in these purchases.
There is included relatively little of the timber secured from the United States

under the Homestead or Timber and Stone Acts. Such timber passed into the

hands of the present owners, mainly timber or lumber companies, at prices averaging
between 60 cents and SI per thousand feet. The privately owned timber not
accounted for in Table 19 amounts to about 54 billion feet. Combining 21 billion

feet at an average price of 70 cents with 54 billion at 80 cents gives a weighted average
price paid bj' the present owners of 77 cents per thousand feet.

In the case of over 90 per cent of the jjrivately owned timber, timber and land
were bought together, the land usually being considered practically valueless. In
the prices here given the entire initial investment is charged against the timber and
none against the land. This is considered reasonable since the land had little or no
value when most of the timber was purchased. The value remaining in the land
after the removal of the timber will be discussed later in this report.

MOVEMENT OF STUMPAGE PRICES.

Figure 2 shows the movement of stumpage prices from 1898 to 1915 for some of

the timber which actually changed hands. In timber purchases from private owners
from 1898 to 1905 the price averaged between 25 and 30 cents per thousand feet (see

Table 19, Appendix). The earlier prices represent mainly large transactions rather

than those involving single claims; usually the claims brought higher prices than
are indicated.

In 1906 the recorded prices show a great jump. The rather violent ups and downs
since that time are more ap])arent than real, depending upon the position and
strength of the seller and the amount sold more than upon the average going price

of timber at that time. The accessibility and quality of the timber also play an
important part in its price, which can not be brought out clearly in a graphic

presentation.
Figure 13 (Appendix) gives the stumpage prices on National Forests separately

for different types of timber. The white pine type includes stands in which 25 per

cent or more of the volume is white pine; the western pine type includes stands of

which 50 per cent or more is western pine; and the mixed type includes all other

classes of green timber. The price in each sale is reduced to a flat average, although
usually, especially in the white pine and western pine types, different prices are set

for different species, depending upon their relative values. The appraised price of

a number of unsold logging chances in the white pine and mixed types is also given.

The conditions under which sales of National Forest timber are made differ

materially from the usual type of private sale. In Forest Service sales no large
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expressing the idea that stumpage is a serious burden and that the industry would
be better off if the Government had not parted with its timberland but had handled
it under something like the Canadian license system. Furthermore, there has come
a realization of the enormous amount of timber in the Western States, and with it

the thought that very many years will be needed to cut it all. Many had speculated
or invested in timber in the belief that it was a rapidly disappearing commoditj^
whereas it did not disappear fast enough to yield the profits which had been
anticipated.

With this feeling that stumpage is not such a profitable commodity to own as
had once been thought, developed a desire to be rid of it, which has contributed to

a fairly constant state of overproduction. At times, in response to crop and general
business conditions, the market has become unusually good for the time being, as
in the summer and fall of 1912 and following the fall of 1915. These temporary spells

of strong demand have reduced yard stocks and stimulated cutting all the more.
The flurry in 1912, for example, largely due to the excellent demand stimulated by
unusual conditions, caused applications for the purcha.se of National Forest timber
in northern Idaho and western Montana aggregating IS billion feet. By the time
maps and estimates were completetl preparatory to the sale of part of the timber,
the flurry was over and practically no large sales resulted. The same thing was
repeated on a smaller scale in the summer of 1916.

Overproduction, while rather constant, has not made it.self evident so much
through the actual stocks in mill-yards and their effect on the market as through
potential conditions in the industry. With only one-half of the theoretical capacity
utilized, the operators are ready and anxious to turn out vastlj^ greater cjuantities

of lumber than can be marketed. This potential overproduction, together with a
far smaller amount of actual overproduction, held the market price down after 1909;
while during the same period costs of production rose somewhat through the
decreased accessibility of timber, increasing labor costs, and increasing tax and
interest charges.

STUMPAGE CARIinXG COST.

The original investment in stumpage does not by any means represent all of the
cost of the timber to the owner at the time of cutting. The earlie.st purchases,
generally speaking, were made at the lowest prices, but on the other hand have had
to bear cariying charges for the longest time. Since only about 20 years have
eiapsed on even the oldest purchases, carrj-ing charges have not yet increased the
first costs to a very great extent. Taxes have varied from one-half cent per thousand
feet in the earlier days up to two to five times that amount. They averaged 1.3

cents per thousand feet during the period, and at its close about 1.7 cents.

In northern Idaho especially', considerable money has been expended for the pro-
tection of the timber from fire; $620,000 was expended from 1908 to 1914 inclusive,

by the protective associations, with an average of approximately one-third of a cent
per thousand feet per year. In the entire Inland Empire the average annual expense
for the protection of private timber from fire since 1903 has been about 0.13 cents
per thousand feet.

Administration expenses, including the cost of cruises made from time to time,

handling timber records in the office, i)rotecting timber from trespass, conducting
legal work in connection with timber holdings, etc., have averaged approximately
one-fifth of a cent per thousand feet annually.

The losses are still more difficult to estimate, since in most cases the private
owners themselves do not know what they have been. Even for such a fire j^ear as

1910, when it is known that the loss was considerable, definite figures are rarely

available. It is probable that in 1910 more than 2 billion feet of privatelj' owned
timber in northern Idaho and western Montana was damaged more or less by fire.

Altogether it is roughly estimated that 3 billion feet of privately owned timber had
been so damaged down to the close of 1915, or using 12 years as the average period
of ownership, approximately 250 million feet per year. This annual damage by fire

represents approximately 0.3 per cent of the timber privately owned in the Inland
Empire. It is impossible to say how much timber has been killed by insects.

In Table 13 (Appendix; it is estimated that the privately owned timber is now
growing at the rate of about 270 million feet 3'early. The rate of growth has not
changed materially during the past 10 or 15 years. It is believed, therefore, that
while fire has probably destroyed 250 million feet annually, the loss has been about
offset by growth. While this is probably true for the private timber as a whole, it

is small comfort to individual owners who have seen all or large parts of their timb'^r

holdings practically wiped out by fire with no insurance.
To what extent shall interest be considered as a cost? Some companies borrowed

money to be used in buying timber. In these cases interest forms an actual outlay.
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In some instances money was borrowed from stockholders of the companies and the
interest i)aid b\- the issuance of notes. Interest on such notes was in some cases
at the rate of .5 per cent per annum and in a few exceptional cases as low as 4 per cent,
simple interest; but generally the interest rate has been about (> per cent.

On the ]irivate stum])agc of the Inland Fmpirc as a whole it is estimated that there
is an average debt of about ."^0 cents per thousand feet; (3 ])er cent interest on this
amount gives a present annual charge of l.S cents per thousand feet. This debt has
been increasing, and it is estimated that its amount has been such that an average
of 1.2 cents jier thousand feet yearly during the r2-year average period of ownership
will cover the interest on it.

Interest is an actual outlay only on the i)art of companies using borrowed money
and to the extent that borrowed monej^ is u.sed. The distinction between owned
and borrowed money is frequently merely a matter of business convenience in

financing an enterprise. It is of course important to the proprietor of the enterjjrise

whether he finances it with owned or borrowed cajjital, but the enterprsie itself is

not concerned with the source of the capital. The same is true of a public or
economic viewpoint of the lumber industry. We are interested in the earnings of

an enterprise or of the industry rather than with the division of earnings among
those who furnished the capital. From this point of view, interest is not a cofil at all

but a hoped-for return. The only real costs are the initial exi)ense of acquiring the
timber together with the continuing expenditures for taxes, protection, and adminis-
tration; to add interest to these is merely a process of capitalizing the expected or
hoped-for returns from the timber.

As a specific example, one compam' bought a considerable quantity of t'mber,
principally in 1902, the cost averaging 22 cents per thousand feet. In this case the
taxes have averageci 1 cent per thousand feet per year, or 13 cents for the period
imder consideration. For protection during 8 years one-fourth of a cent per year
should be added, and for other annual expenses, one-fifth of a cent. The actual
outlay for this timber has thus been 39.6 cents per thousand feet. If G per cent
compound interest is figured on all of these outlays the actual cost plus the interest

amounts to approximatel.y 70.7 cents per thousand feet. This particular company
is now charging $5 per thousand feet on its books as its stumpage cost in connection
with cutting operations.

In another case stumpage was purchased about 1900, at an average price of

49 cents per thousand feet. The taxes for 15 years have averaged 1}^ cents, a total
of 223^ cents. Administration, estimating, fire protection, etc., have added }4 cent
per year, a total of 3 cents. This gives a total actual outlay of 74.5 cents. Compound
interest at 6 per cent on these outlays will add 82.8 cents, bringing the capitalization
calculated in this way to $1.57 per thousand feet. This companj^ is charging its timber
on its books in connection with its operations at $1 per thousand feet.

In another instance a company bought individual claims in 1906 at an average
price of $1.50 per thousand feet. In this case taxes have added 15 cents to the actual
outlay, protection 2 cents, and administration 2 cents, making a total of SI.69.

Compound interest at 6 per cent would add $1.25, giving a capitalized value of $2.94.

The stumpage is now being charged as an operating expense at $3.72. This company
for several years marked up the book value of its stumpage at an increase of 6 per
cent annuallj^, but stopped the practice when it found the value getting too high.

Again, a companj- bought timber at an average date of 1907 at $1.93 per thousand
feet. Taxes have added 10.8 cents, protection 2.4 cents, and administration 1.8

cents; thus the total outlay is $2.08. Compound interest at 6 per cent would add
$1.38, giving a capitalization of $3.46. This company for several years charged its

stumpage at $3.50, but recently reduced it to $2.76 as being more in line with the
going prices of the species which it owns.

As nearly as can be determined the actual average outlay to January 1, 1916, for

privately owned timber in the Inland Empire, excepting railway timber, has been
sorrewhat as follows, without allowing anything for interest:

Original cost, January 1, 1904 $0 .77

Taxes 12 j^ears at 1.3 cents 156
Fire protection 12 years at .13 cents 016
Administration, etc., 12 years at .2 cents 024

Total $0,966

Compound interest at 6 per cent on these original outlays Avould add 86 cents per
thousand feet, giving a total capitalization of $1.83. While the writer does not believe

in capitalizing stumpage by adding interest to actual outlay, such calculations are

given to show their effect. In 1914 this timber was charged on the books of the

companies cutting it at an average rate of $2.32 per thousand feet, lumber tally, as
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shown in Table G, which is equivalent to $3.06 per thousand feet on a stumpage
estimate basis.

REALIZATION FROM STUMPAGE," BOOK CHARGE; PROFITS.

While in a given case the actual profit is a definite sum, the methods of measuring
it varj' widely. One method is to deduct the actual outlay, without interest, from
the amount realized and consider the diffei'ence a profit. For example, the average
money profit on stumpage charged off at the 1914 rate was $2.09, the difference

between the book charge of $3.06 and the actual outlay of 97 cents.

A second method is to express the money profit as a ratio between the actual

outlaj' and the increase in value. For example, the book charge of $3.06 minus
97 cents actual outlaj'^ equals a profit of $2.09, which is 215 per cent of the outlay.

A third method is to take "time" into account by converting the profit per cent
into simple interest spread over the number of ^-ears that the investment has been
running. For example, 215 per cent divided by 12, the number of years from January
1, 1904, to January 1, 1916, gives 18 per cent simple interest. (This is a short cut
method giving only approximate results.)

A fourth method is to assume as a "cost" (really a process of capitalization), some
rate of compound interest on the capital invested and to consider the difference

between the "cost" thus determined and the price realized as profit. For example,
on stumpage cut in 1915 at $3.06 per thousand feet, the "profit" above all actual
outlays together with 6 per cent compound interest is $1.23 per thousand feet. There
are, of course, many other ways of measuring or distributing the amount of profit

realized.

In discussing "profits" there are certain points which deserve consideration.
To be readily and generally understood profits should be expressed in percentages.
To say that in a given timber transaction there has been a profit of one dollar per
thousand feet has meaning to a lumberman, but is unintelligible to a shoe manu-
facturer. Furthermore, the time element must be given due consideration b}'^ relating

the percentage of increase to a definite unit of time, which is commonly the year.

Those who are accustomed to short-time transactions usually think in terms of

simple interest; but in the case of investments extending over long periods, say for

ten years or more, it is more nearly correct technicallj' to compound interest once
each year. The difference in the rate at which a principal increases under simple
and compound interest becomes very great over extended periods. One dollar with
simple interest at 6 per cent accumulates to $1.60 in 10 years, while with 6 per cent
compound interest it accumulates to $1.79. In a 20 year period the same rate of

simple interest brings the sum to $2.20, and compound interest to $3.21. The latter

is equivalent to simple interest at 11 per cent.
Under the fourth method cited above, compound interest at six per cent is figured

as a "cost" because in some cases the timber owner has borrowed money and is

actually paying for it at that rate; in other cases, although the timber owner may
have borrowed nothing, he considers that since he could loan his money on excellent

securitj' at that rate, the timber venture must yield at least six per cent to pay him
for the lilse of his capital, and that profits on the venture begin only after the six per
cent has been realized. While there is much to justify this point of view, it is con-

sidered preferable, rather than to look through the eyes of the owner in account with
the timber business, to look through the eyes of the business itself and consider as

profit all increases in value above actual outlay. There is a vast difference between
figuring compound interest in anticipation of desired profits and figuring it to measure
realized profits.

It is believed, therefore, that the best way of measuring profit is to enter only
actual outlays under cost, not including interest; and then, after determining the
present value of the stumpage cut, calculate the actual rate of compound interest

earned on the investment. If $3.06 is figured as the return from timber cut in 1915

on an outlay of 97 cents, the rate of compound interest earned is approximately
11 per cent. Similarly, for timber cut from 1809 to 1914, inclusive, the profits as

shown by Table 11 have been 32, 25, 21, 17, 13, and 12 per cent compound interest

respectively, for the successive years. This rapid decline has been due partly to the
declining book charge for stumpage, but more largely to the effect of the time element
in compound interest. It should also be borne in mind that the book charge for

timber against operating costs is largely arbitrary and has often exceeded a reason-
able valuation of the stumpage. •

It is likely that annual carrying costs will be greater in the future than the average
of the past 15 years. They have increased on the whole and are now higher than the
average for the period. Furthermore, the relative accessibility of the stumpage cut
in the past and in the future furnishes another obstacle to rapidly increasing realiza-

tion. Table 6 shows that the average cost of logging has increased from slightly over
$4 per thousand feet, lumber basis, in 1905 to a little less than .$6.50 in recent years;
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this is equivalent to an increase from about $^1.80 to about S7.80 Ior scale, a difference
of $3 per thousand feet. During this time the book charge for stumpage rose from
.'j;i.24 in 1905 to $4.25 in V.W.) and then fell to $3.0G in 1914. The decreasing book
charge since 1909 has not kepi pace with the decreasing accessibilitj' of the timber
cut, to which the increased logging cost is mainly due.

Owing to the manner in which the data on stumpage values have been handled,
charging all of the original cost to the timber and none to the land, the value of the
cut-over land constitutes an additional profit. Much of the land has no value for

any purpose except timber |)roduction. This would frequently mean no value at
all to the private owner, excepting the possibility that the State or Federal Govern-
ment may buy it for forest purposes. iSome land can be sold for grazing at about
$2.50 per acre; and some is suitable for agriculture, and can be sold for $5 to $50 per
acre, probably averaging about $10. Some areas are barren permanently, or suited
onl}^ for protection forests. Assuming that 25 per cent is agricidtural, at $10, 20 per
cent fit only for forest growing, at $1, and 55 per cent adapted to grazing, at $2,50,

the average value of cut-over land is estimated at approximately $4 per acre, or about
40 cents per thousand feet distributed over the timber before cutting. Since cut-over
land has been largely retained by the operators, and its value is less definitely
established than in the case of the timber, it has been considered inadvisable to
include its value as part of the profits discussed above.

For a group of representative companies of the Inland Empire which cut approx-
imately 2,028 million feet of lumber in the three years 1912, 1913, and 1914, the average
rate charged for stumpage on the books is .$2.94 per thousand feet, log scale; or,

allowing for a 10 per cent overrun of log scale over stumpage estimate, $3.23 per
thousand feet of stumpage. These values vary for indivudual companies from an
average of 97 cents per thousand feet to $5.09. The book values of stumpage are very
largely arbitrary, the charge being set at whatever figure the management of the
company considers proper. In some cases what appear to be extraordinary high
figures are used, while in others the prices appear decidedly low. The general object
is supposed to be to approximate the value of the stumpage at the time it is cut.

In order to secure a check on these figures, competent officers of the Forest Service
made rough appraisals of the stumpage value which the Forest Service w'ould place
on the identical timber which these companies had cut during the 3 year period, if

the government had owned it and had offered it for sale. This appraisal showed an
average value of $2.44 per thousand feet, log scale, or approximate!}^ 50 cents less

than the companies charged on their own books.
For the most part the company charges are not very far away from the Forest

Service valuation, although the book values of individual companies range from
$2.48 above to $1.62 below the Forest Service appraisals. Furthermore, it must be
taken into consideration that most of these book values were fixed about 1908 or
1909, when the Forest Service would unquestionably have appraised the identical

stumpage at a higher value than under the conditions existing during the last few
years. So, while companies owning stumpage are figuring it at a decided advance
over its original cost, it appears that on the average they are charging it at a rate
not very far from its present value.

The data given in Table 6 indicate that during the six years from 1909 to 1914

the average selling price of 3,103 million feet of lumber sold by a group of companies
was $14.85 per thousand feet, while the average cost of production, including de-
preciation but no interest on capital invested, whether owned or borrowed, and
omitting stumpage as an item of cost, totals $12.23 per thousand feet. This leaves

a margin of $2.62 between the $14.85 selling price and the $12.23 cost of production,
available for division between stumpage and profit on the operation. This particular
group of companies has charged all of the margin and 5 cents more to stumpage,
leaving a 5 cent loss on the operation but yielding profits on the investment in the

stumpage cut varying from 32 per cent compound interest in 1909 to 12 per cent in

1914, as shown in Table 11.

It would seem, however, that profits should be distributed between the operating
investment and the investment in timberland. If the entire margin of $2.62 were
credited to the operating end of the business, with nothing for stumpage, 8.3 per

cent would have been earned by the investment necessary to produce lumber, no
part of which represents investment in standing timber. The proper division of

profit between the manufacturing operation and stumpage owner is open to dispute.

In the long run any ordinary manufacturing business must earn some profit or cease

to exist. The margin between the price obtained for lumber and the cost of pro-

duction (exclusive of stumpage and interest) would thus have to be divided between
manufacture and stumpage rather than be assigned wholly to stumpage. On the

other hand, lumber production is not at this time an "ordinary" manufacturing
business. Because of the strong pressure to liquidate stumpage, many timber
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owners manufacture and sell lumber with the primary object of getting as much
cash as possible out of their stumpage. Lumber manufacture is merely the tail on
the stumpage dog.

"cost" of growing timber.

Table 20 (Appendix) gives the "cost" of growing timber of various types and
under various assumptions if timber so produced is capitalized by adding compound
interest. Or, to state it in a better way, this table shows the prices which will have
to be realized from stumpage if certain rates of compound interest are to be earned
as a profit on the investment. Data are given for the principal types occurring in

the Inland Empire; namely, the white pine type, occurring principally in northern
Idaho and to a limited extent in northwestern Montana; the larch fir type, occurring
principally in Montana and northern Idaho; the western pine type, occurring prin-

cipally in eastern Oregon and Washington but to some extent throughout Idaho
and western Montana; and the lodgepole pine type, scattered more or less throughout
the Inland Empire. Forest investigations indicate that white pine timber of a

suitable size for cutting can be produced in one hundred years. Similarly, the larch

fir type requires 120 years to produce timber of merchantable size; western pine can
be produced in the same period; lodgepole pine requires 140 years. The yield per
acre under present conditions of cutting in each of these types is estimated, both
where the stand is fully stocked with trees as by planting, and where the land has
reproduced naturally without artificial aid, but with protection from fire. In the
first case it is estimated that the white pine type will yield 30,000 feet per acre; in

the second case the yield is set at only one-half as much. The yields for the other
types as indicated in the table are fixed similarly. These yields have been set down
after considering carefully the amounts produced in fulh- stocked stands and in

stands of average stocking examined by the Forest Service.

In case planting is resorted to in order to obtain the larger yield, it is estimated
that it will be necessary to spend $5 per acre (on the pre-war wage scale) in the
planting work. It is also assumed that protection and administration, together with
all other annual charges, will cost 6 cents per acre. It is further assumed that the

cut-over land can be sold for .$2.50 per acre for grazing purposes and that it should
therefore be entered at this figure as part of the investment of a private ojjerator

for raising timber. This cost has not been included in the case of the Government,
since it is believed that the land has this value, to the public, when forested, as a

watershed protection measure. In other words, the Government is justified bj^ the
general public need for protecting stream flow, in carrying an investment of $2.50

per acre in the land, whether it is merely a protection forest producing no merchant-
able timber, or whether it is capable of producing stumpage which can be marketed.
The private owner, however, merely chooses between selling the cut-over land for

$2.50 per acre and carrying an investment of that amount as part of the business of

raising timber for sale.

Although taxes are not levied against the Government they must be met by the
private owner. In this calculation taxes are entered at 5 cents per acre per j'ear,

materially less than the present rate on land bearing merchantable timber. It is

hoped that the tax policj' of the States will come into better adjustment with timber
production in the future, so that the private owner of cut-over land will be less

handicapped in growing a second crop.

Under the conditions stated, Table 20 shows that the actual outlay required to
produce one thousand feet of white pine from natural reproduction on Government
land is $0.40, while on privately owned land the necessary outlay is $0.73. This is

actual cost with no allowance for interest.

Few western lumbermen are now willing to engage in a business in which they
see less than 6 per cent compound interest. This is partly due to the large profits once
obtainable from timber transactions, partly to the comparatively high interest

rates common in the West, and partly to a lack of understanding of the earning
capacity of timberland, or indeed of any other investment, over great periods of

time, owing to the effect of compound interest. In 100 years $1 at 6 per cent com-
pound interest accumulates to $339.31, while at simple interest it would only reach
$7. Few, if any, investments grow in value at a rate to keep up for a long period of

years with 6 per cent compound interest; and it is certain that timber values will

not do so. Owing to the nature of the investment a much lower rate should, however,
prove satisfactory to the private investor who is at all inclined to go into the business
of raising timber.

In Table 20, in the case of timber grown by the Government, 3 per cent com-
pounded is figured. In the case of private owners, however, 6 per cent compound
interest is the rate used, since most lumbermen feel that at least this rate of interest
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should be earned by the investment. It is considered that the hazard of fire and
insect damage has been taken care of in stating the figures for final yield.

The table shows that, when interest is considered a cost, white pine can be pro-

duced by the Government through the use of natural reproduction for ?2.43 per
thousand feet, while the same timber produced by private interests would build up
a capitalization of $98 per thousand feet. The great difference is due, of course, to

the higher interest rate, the inclusion of a land value, and the cost of ta.xes in the

case of the private enterprise. Similarly, it is calculated that western pine can be
produced by the Government from natural reproduction for .SS.43 per thousand feet;

but western pine privately produced would come to $.586 i^er thousand feet.

The figures in this table are given by way of illustrating the effect of different

conditions and especially of different interest rates. It is evident, of course, that

vastly different results can be secured by juggling with the interest rate. The essen-

tial idea which it is aimed to bring out at this point is that, when interest is included
as a cost, the Government is able to produce timber at a far lower figure than is the

case with private owners, who have ta.xes and land investments with which to reckon,

and who figure with comparatively high interest rates. Private individuals who
demand returns involving high interest rates cannot be expected to engage in the
business of growing timber under present conditions in the Inland Empire.

However, it is believed that careful study will convince an increasing number
of private owners that a compound interest rate much lower than six per cent will

furnish a reasonable return. Government action is likely to make conditions more
favorable for the private management of forest lands for the production of crops of

timber at a moderate profit. The private owner will more and more realize that
his cut-over lands contain forest values in the form of half-grown trees, saplings,

and small seedlings which, if protected from fire and left to the forces of nature, will

grow steadily in quantity and value. These considerations will more and more lead

conservative owners to retain and protect their cut-over lands. While the future

will doubtless bring such changes, it must be clearly recognized that there is at

present little interest along this line on the part of private owners.

FUTURE VALUE OF STUMPAGE.

The present value of stumpage depends upon the expected future income from
the sale of timber itself or of products derived from it. From this return must be
deducted all costs of carrying the stumpage until the income is received. The cost

of producing lumber in the future, as well as all other classes of manufactured goods,

will be affected by the cost of supplies and labor. During the 20 j^ears before the war
the prices of all classes of products averaged together rose approximately 40 per cent,

or at the rate of 2 per cent a year. If prices continue to rise the supplies needed in

lumber production will increase in cost and labor must receive a higher wage to bear
the increasing cost of living.

The effect of various substitutes upon the price of lumber and hence upon the

value of stumpage is important. If the manufacturers of cement and steel are able

to lower their costs of production relatively to commodities in general, they will

tend to limit the use of lumber more closely than at present. This maj^ or rnay not
take place, although the tendency is to reduce costs of production in these lines.

Furthermore, the future price of lumber in the United States will also be affected

by the price at which lumber can be imported from other countries. The development
and marketing of other sources of timber supply, both inside and outside of the

United States, is going to be of great importance but must be considered elsewhere
than in this report.

How changing types of building construction, the requirements of urban life, and
changes in popular demands will finally affect the demand for lumber remains to

be seen.

The price of lumber during the next fifteen or twenty years will probably be
affected materially by the pressure to cut standing timber. If stumpage owners,

influenced by increases in taxation, fear of fire losses, a realization of increasing

interest outlays, or the desire for immediate liquidation of values, insist upon cutting

more lumber than is readily marketable, its price will remain relativelj' low. With
the exceedingly keen competition which exists in the lumber business accompanying
a strong pressure to cut stumpage, it appears probable that the price of standing
timber will not advance considerably for some time to come.

It has been stated repeatedly that stumpage values must rise to the "cost" of

growing timber. Such statements usually imply that the value of standing timber
willultimately equal the cost of its production, including in "cost" actual production

e.xpenditures plus compound interest at 5 or 6 per cent on all production expenditures

and capital investments. Has this idea a sound economic basis, or is it a fallacy?

Turning once more to Table 20, one sees that white pine can be produced by the
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Government for $2.43 per thousand feet, while lodgepole pine can be produced for

$15.42. White pine is justly a highly prized species, owing to its excellent qualities;

it has an established reputation; and it now brings a good price in the Mississippi
Valley. It grows in less time and in larger quantities per acre than does lodgepole
pine. Furthermore, Avhite pine usually occurs in places from which the cost of

getting it to the mill is less than in the case of lodgepole pine; it can be logged with
less expense, because the logs are larger; wuder boards can be sawed from the logs;

and its light shipping weight is another factor favoring a high mill price. Does anj^

one believe that lodgepole pine stumpage will sell ultimately at 6 times the price of

white pine merely because lodgepole pine grows more slow!}' and produces smaller
trees and smaller yields than white pine? Not at all. The operation of the laws of

supply and demand for the lumber of both species in our most important markets
will fix their stumpage values. As previously shown, also, the "cost of production"
can be set at any price one chooses within exceedingly wide limits, b}' juggling with
the rate of compound interest.

If stumpage values on Inland Empire timber are not going to be determined by
"cost of production" but by competition with outside supplies of timber and with
substitutes, what is likelj- to take place? A consideration of western Europe, es-

pecially France and Germany, where timber is in great demand and is imported to
obtain a sufficient supply, where forestry has been practiced for centuries, and
"costs" of production are fully known, will teach us something on this point. In that
part of the world stumpage reasonably well located and in quality similar to our
second growth forests about one hundred j^ears old, in which the trees are mostly
from 12 to 20 inches in diameter, had a value before the war of from $16 to $24 per
thousand feet; and this in the face of the most intensive demand known anj^where.

The Inland Empire is a very different sort of country from western Europe.
It can probably never support so great a population in ratio to acres of timberland.
France, for instance, has total area of about 9 per cent small than that of the Inland
Empire; it has a forest area of about 23 million acres and a population of about
40 million; there is approximately 0.57 acres of timberland per person. In the Inland
Empire, with a population of about 1,100,000 and a forest area of 40 million acres,

there is now about 36 acres of timberland per person, 63 times as much as in France.
The Inland Empire, as one of the important timber producing regions of the United
States, will probably always export a considerable quantitj' of timber and its prod-
ucts, so that its stumpage values will be related to lumber prices in markets in the
Mississippi Valle3^ This means a transportation cost of $7 to $9 per thousand feet,

which the French forest product does not have to bear, for French forests are close

to French markets. It is believed that we must look forward to but moderate rises

in stumpage values and never to very great values for the more inaccessible timber.

Since the carrying costs of stumpage when combined with compound interest

cause it to increase very rapidly in theoretical capitalization, it appears hopeless
to realize any high interest rate on stumpage now valued at $1.50 to S3, much of which
probably will have to be held from 30 to 60 years. In the course of this investigation
several lumbermen said that their stumpage had cost them $1.50 to $2 a thousand,
that at the present rate of cutting it would last 50 to 60 years, and that they expected
to realize 6 to 8 per cent compound interest on the investment. In order to secure
any such profit, stumpage values must go to a price which there is slight hope of

realizing. Figure 14 (Appendix) gives data on this point. These men have figured

from the wrong end. A more logical w&y is to determine the approximate length of

time required to remove the stumpage, to estimate as closely as possible—-which is

largely guess-work at best—the prices that stumpage will bring during the process
of removal, and then calculate the interest which may be earned. Several lumbermen
who have studied the stumpage situation carefully have come to the conclusion that
generally speaking, there will be no large profits in the future, and that stumpage
owners will have to be satisfied with a moderate rate of increase.

Figure 3 shows certain relations which have already been mentioned. It indicates

the movement of the average annual price at which sales have been made, so far as

information has been secured; and it shows the probable average going price of

stumpage, taking into account the data available and also a large nurnber of sales

of individual claims for which exact information is not available. Taking January
1, 1904, as the average date of purchase of private stumpage and 77 cents as the aver-

price, it shows (1) the increasing cost of stumpage due to the annual outlay for taxes,

protection, and administration, (2) the cost capitalized with compound interest at

3 per cent, and (3j the cost capitalized with compound interest at 6 per cent. This
figure shows that the average original cost plus 6 per cent carried capitalization

above the going price in 1916.

Since 1^9 stumpage has not advanced generally, and from now on there is no
good reason to believe that it ^ill advance fast enough on the average to yield an
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and will cooperate with the public in a far-sighted plan for utilizing forest land to

grow successive crops of timber.

THE PRODUCTIVE LNDUSTRY—LOGGING, MANUFACTURING,
MARKETING.

Until about 1900 the lumber industry in the Inland Empire existed almost
exclusively to supply local markets. In that year the cut was only 560 million board
feet. With the development of railroad transportation, the rapid settlement of

much of the territory west of the Missouri River, and the decreasing lumber cut of

the Lake States, the Inland Empire found new markets. The cut expanded rapidly
until in 1907 it had reached 1,400 million feet; it has grown slowly since 1907, and
in 1915 was about 1,600 million feet.

A strong tendency to operate the sawmills beyond the ability of the market to

absorb their product is evident. The "maximum theoretical capacitj"^" of the larger

mills is only half utilized. The capacity of the larger mills has been expanding very
rapidly, while small mills have decreased greatly in number.

The yard stock carried normally at mills in the Inland Empire is exceedingly
large in proportion to the annual shipments, averaging about 75 per cent. In 1914,

a fairly representative j^ear for the period immediately preceding the war, 15 per
cent of the product of the Inland Empire was distributed locally, 22 per cent went
to eastern Alontana, 7 per cent went to Rocky Mountain States outside the Inland
Empire, 35 per cent went into the ^Mississippi Valley west of the river, 12 per cent

into the eastern part of the Mississippi Valley, per cent to the Atlantic Coast, 2

per cent to Canada, and less than 0.1 of one per cent into other exports. The pros-

perit}'^ of the country as a whole, and especially good crop years west of the ]Missis-

sippi, are reflected in the lumber shipments.
Freight rates on Inland Empire lumber average about S7.50 per thousand feet

from mill to market, thus furnishing the railroads with traffic amounting to about
$12,000,000 yearly.

The average cost of producing lumber from 1909 to 1914 was $12.23 per thousand
feet mill talh-, exclusive of stumpage or interest charges. This left an average
margin for stumpage and profit of $2.62. Logging costs increased on the average
about SI.00 per thousand feet during this time. A consideration of the cost of

different steps in lumber production at different mills showed a rather widespread
between the highest and lowest, indicating considerable room for increased efficiency.

The industry employs about 14,000 men in the Inland Empire, the number fluctu-

ating somewhat because of the seasonal nature of the work. Unsatisfactory labor
conditions, especially in the woods, can be improved. The industry was found to
be distributing about $28,000,000 annually for wages, supplies, and freight, a sum
which is exceedingly important to the general prosperity of the Inland Empire.

LOGGING AND LUMBER MANUFACTURING OPERATIONS

In the smoother parts of the Inland Empire logging is a comparatively simple
process. In the rougher places, however, where much of the work is now being done
and a far larger proportion must be done in the future, many different methods
suited to local conditions must be used. At the present time about 35 per cent of

the logging involves the use of power skidding; the remainder is done by horses.

Logs are transported an average distance of 40 miles from the stump to the mill; a
large part of this transportation is by railway, although stream driving is used at

some stage in handling about 40 per cent of the timber. Stream driving involves

on the average a loss of about per cent of the logs, or a total loss in the Inland
Empire of about $190,000 yearly. The sawmill plants have nearly all been recently
constructed, so that they are decidedly modern. Owing to the considerable pro-
portion of choice woods and the long distances which they must be transported to
market, lumber is highly manufactured.

CURRENT METHODS OF LOGGING.

Approximately 80 per cent of the logging is done by the companies which manu-
facture the lumber. The other 20 per cent is conducted mainly by contractors who
more or less directly represent the manufacturers to whom the logs are delivered.

In .some cases the logger contracts to deliver logs from the manufacturing company's
own timber land. In other cases the logger engages to log timber purchased by the
manufacturer from the Forest Service or other land owners. In some cases the
logger locates a suitable piece of timber and finds a manufacturing company willing

to buy logs delivered at a satisfactory price. In contrast with the open log market
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on Puget Sound, less than 2 jjcr cent of i\w. logs arc ])ro(luce(l in tlic Inland Empire
without a definite ])urchaser in view.

The areas now being logged in the Inland Empire give an average rut of about
12,000 board feet i)er acre, log scale. The California j)ine country, more nearly
comparable to the Inland lOmpire than any of the other principal producing regions
of the West, cuts about 20,0()(^ feet per acre; California redwood cuts about 00,000
feet; and Coast fir from 40,(XK) to /SO,000 feet. Not only does the quantity of timber
per acre average much less in the Inland Empire, but the individual trees are con-
siderably smaller than in the other regions just named. White ])ine averages five

to seven IG-foot logs to the tree, and the logs run S to 12 i)ieces to the thousand board
feet. Western i)ine averages 4 to 5 logs to the tree, and about ^^ logs to the thousand
feet. Larch tnd s])ruce run about the same as white pine. Douglas fir averages
from 3 to 5 logs to the tree and about 10 to 15 logs to the thousand feet. Lodgepole
pine runs still smaller than Douglas fir.

In the early days of the industry in the Inland Empire, plenty of timber, mostly
western pine, was found on flat land handy to railways or clriveable streams. This
presented a very simi)le logging problem. The timber, which throughout the Inland
Empire is of a size easily handled by horses, was "skidded" (dragged on the ground)
direct to the mill or to the stream, or was skidded, decked up in piles, and loaded
on wheel vehicles or sleighs for hauling to the mill or stream. Now, however, owing
to the greatly increased distance from the timber to the mill and to the much rougher
country being logged, the transportation of the log is far more complex.

Horses can be used to skid logs, even on decidedly steep slopes. In a few places,
however, the ground is too steep and "hand logging" is resorted to; here men
working with cant hooks roll and slide the logs down the steep slopes to points where
some better means of transportation is available. Although steam donkey engines
and cable systems have been operated for many years to skid logs in California and
in the Coast Fir region, onh^ in the last few years has this form of logging come into
extensive use in the Inland Empire. Now both ground and overhead steam skidding
systems are increasing in use rapidly. This sort of skidding is done most advan-
tageously in connection with a railway, but in a few cases donkeys are being used
as adjuncts to stream driving. While horse skidding is feasible under almost all

conditions, horses are being replaced by steam because many ingenious devices
have made the latter less costly.

In order to reduce the time of transportation from stump to mill, thus reducing
the investment tied up in logs, railway logging tends to replace stream driving; this
also eliminates the large losses involved in water transportation. In valley bottoms
too steep to permit railroad building and where conditions are not suitable to stream
driving, flumes are coming into use to carry the logs to a railway or drivable stream.
These flumes are V-shaped, with sides 40 to 60 inches high; a large quantity of timber
can be "flumed" with a comparatively small volume of water.

A large part of the Inland Empire logging is now being done on rough ground,
and in the future both the percentage of rough ground and the roughness of the
territorjr logged will increase. No little engineering skill is required to select the
best method of logging for a given set of conditions and to adapt it effectively to the
particular "chance." Rapid progress has been made in improving methods.

Between 40 and 45 per cent of the logs produced are transported by water at one
time or another in the course of their movement to the mill. Most of these logs are
driven from the bank very near where they are cut direct to the mill; in a few cases
they are transported part way by rail and then driven to the mill; and in other cases
they are driven for a considerable distance and then loaded on cars for shipment to
the mill. With all of these methods the logs are subject to the losses which custom-
arily take place through sinkage and strayage in driving.

Data available on .slightly more than a billion feet of logs handled by companies
which drive much of their timber indicate a loss in driving of approximately 6 per
cent. These are companies which no doubt suffer the heaviest losses in driving,
owing to the conditions under which they operate Moreover, this figure covers all

losses from the time the logs are scaled in the woods until they are rescaled at the
mill, including the sinking of heavy logs and the strayage of other logs into sloughs,
meadows, etc., in time of high water, ducking under booms, breakage in dynamiting
jams and going over falls, breakage in chuting, unloading from trains, etc.; so that,
on the whole, 6 per cent for these particular companies is believed to be slightly high
for the driving loss alone. Probably it is fair to assume that the shrinkage in log
scale between the woods and the mill in the Inland Empire is approximately 6 per
cent of the 40 per cent of the cut which is driven. With an annual cut of 1.33 billion

feet, log scale, this shrinkage would approximate 32 million feet. If the logs have
^n average value of $6 per thousand feet, a money loss of about $190,000 is involved,
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which is mainly due to the loss in driving. This loss is accounted for as part of the
cost of logging,

MILL OPERATION.

The milling plants in the Inland Empire are generally up-to-date. This is true
because the Inland Empire has developed more recently than anj- of the other
important lumber producing regions, and because the degree of manufacture is

higher than in most other regions. The two most important species in the Inland
Empire, western pine and white pine, together including about 65 per cent of the
cut, are especially valuable. Thej^ are graded more closely and manufactured more
highlj' than most other species. Furthermore, owing to the long distance the product
has to be transported to market it is usuallj^ found profitable to manufacture as
highly as practicable before shipment m order to reduce shipping weight. Very little

of the product is manufactured into final form in the Inland Empire, however; that
is to say, less of the lumber is manufactured into doors, window sash, etc., or even
into cut-up stock ready for manufacture at an Eastern mill into doors, etc., than is

the case in California.

In the Inland Empire there are about 65 individual plants (more than one some-
times owned by the same company) each of which cuts on the average more than
5 million feet of lumber each year. The smallest of these plants is usually equipped
with one band head saw; the largest plant has four band head saws and one gang saw.
A single band saw (constructed with teeth on one edge) does not cut lumber as rapidly
as does the double band with two cutting edges. It is generally considered, however,
that the better quality of sawing done bj^ the single band more than offsets the greater
product of the double band. A single band ordinarilj^ cuts from 50 to 60 thousand
feet of lumber in one ten hour shift. The mills of the Inland Empire, cutting over
5 million feet each annually, may be roughly classified as to size as follows: 30 one
band mills, 25 two band mills, 10 mills with 3 bands or more. In this classification

a gang saw or a resaw is considered the equivalent of a band saw. The mill with
two single band head saws, which is the characteristic size for mills cutting over
5 million feet yearly, cuts about 120 thousand board feet per ten hour shift, 240
thousand board feet per day of two shifts, 6 million feet per month of 25 double shift

days, and 60 million feet per 10 month year. This is theoretically possible, but in

practice is not accomplished. This point is discussed further in connection with
capacity.

The process of lumber manufacture in the Inland Empire is in most respects
similar to that emploj^ed in other important lumber regions. It has been studied
more by lumbermen and it has reached a higher stage of development than has
logging. Still the mill work is not so thoroughly standard as it can be made. This is

indicated by the large differences in the cost of performing the same operation, which
are shown in Table 7.

GRADES OF LUMBER PRODUCED.

For the important species of the Inland Empire, Table 21 (Appendix) shows that
approximately the following per cents of the various grades were shipped during
1915. The proportion of the grades shipped is not always the same as the proportion
of the grades produced, owing to the varying market demands, still they give a fair

idea of the average product of the various species cut. White pine consists of about
84 per cent common lumber, 14 per cent select lumber, and 2 per cent shop lumber;
the common which is produced in 5 grades, runs 12 per cent number one, 29 per cent
two, 26 per cent three, 12 per cent four, 2 per cent five, and 3 per cent miscellaneous
common (total 84 per cent). The select lumber is used principally for finishing

purposes and is comparatively clear. Common lumber, in the form of inch boards,
is more or less knotty, and is used as boards principally in constructing houses,
barns, fences, boxes, etc. The characteristics of common lumber are roughly as
follows: number one common contains small tight knots; number two has larger
tight knots; number three, still larger knots which may be more or less loose; number
four is extremely coarse knotted, has some small rotten spots, and is more or less

checked; number five common is still more defective. Shop lumber has large knots
generally, which may be loose but are so distributed that clear "cuttings" for door,
window sash, and pattern stock may be obtained between them. White pine is the
most highly prized general use lumber known, owing principallj' to the ease with
which it is worked, its lightness, and its fine, even texture. Properly seasoned and
planed, it averages about 1900 pounds per thousand board feet.

Western pine runs about 10 per cent select, 68 per cent common, and 22 per cent
shop. The five grades of common run .4 per cent number one, 19 per cent two, 39 per
cent three, 8 per cent four, .3 per cent five, and 1 per cent of miscellaneous common.
The uses and qualities of the grades of western pine are very similar to those of white
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pine. Western pine is not quite so soft and light as white pine, but approaches it so
closely that it frequently goes under the trade name of "white pine." It weighs
about 2100 pounds per thousand feet.

Douglas fir and larch, which are classed and handled together on account of their

similar qualities, run about 3 per cent select, 21 per cent common, and 76 per cent
dimension lumber, timbers, and ties. The common lumber averages about 3 per cent
number one and two, 14 per cent three, and 4 per cent four. The dimension lumber
and timbers are used for frames of buildings, mine timbers, and the like. These
species are considerably harder and heavier than the pines, and so are less desirable
for general building purposes. Their weight, about 2300 pounds per thousand board
feet, limits the distance to which they can be profitably shipped.

The species already named constitute over 90 per cent of the cut in the Inland
Empire; in addition small amounts of white fir, cedar, and spruce are produced.
The white fir all goes into common lumber, running 92 per cent number three and
better and 8 per cent of four and five. Its principal good point is that it is about as

light as white pine, but it is not so soft. The cedar runs 3 per cent of select and
97 per cent of common lumber. It has the advantage of being the lightest of any
of the Inland Empire woods, weighing only 1600 pounds per tliousand board feet.

It is produced in such small quantities, however, that a demand for it is not readily

developed in distant markets. Spruce runs 1 per cent select and 99 per cent common.

THE VOLUME OF LUMBER PRODUCED.

The cut of lumber in the Inland Empire in 1900 amounted to 560 million board
feet. By 1907 it had nearly reached 1,400 million feet. Since that time the increase
has been less rapid; in 1915 the cut as 1,642 million feet, or about 5.3 per cent of the
total softwood production of the United States. In 1900 the cut of western pine was
76 per cent of the total, while white pine was less than 2 per cent; by 1915 the cut of

western pine had declined to slightly less than 40 per cent and white pine had
increased to 25 per cent.

The total cut of the Inland Empire in 1880 was probably less than 100 million feet.

In 1890 the cut was probably under 300 million feet. From 1L07 to 1915, inclusive, it

has varied between 1,375 and 1,705 million feet, reaching the maximum (l,705j in

1910 (see figure 4). Figure 4 shows also the variation in the cut of principal species,

which is brought out further by figure 15 (Appendix). Table 4 gives the cut by
principal species and by States in 1915. Table 22 (Appendix) shows the cut for the
year 1900 and from 1905 to 1914 inclusive. Table 17 (Appendix), showing the cut by
species for various parts of the Inland Empire in 1912, brings out clearly that white
pine, white fir, hemlock, and cedar are cut principally in north Idaho; and that the
cut of eastern Oregon consists principally of western pine.

The cut in western Wyoming has been omitted from these tables, since it amounts
to only about IJ^ million feet annually. The cut for Montana includes that east
of the Continental Divide, which it was impracticable to segregate. This also is

a comparatively negligible amount/, averaging less than 10 million feet yearly. The
cut of Douglas fir, cedar, and spruce in the portions of Washington and Oregon
included in the Inland Empire is estimated. The other data are based on census
figures.

Table 23 (Appendix), based on identical mills, shows a decrease in cut from 1914
to 1915, in Montana and Idaho combined, of about 2.5 per cent. A decrease of 3.8

per cent in the entire Inland Empire from 1913 to 1914 is indicated by Table 22
(Appendix) . These decreases are undoubtedly due to market conditions. 1916 shows
an increased cut over 1915. (See Table 24, Appendix.)

Figures 4 and 15 (Appendix) show the production of various species by years in

the Inland Empire. The cut of western pine in 1907 was 789 million feet; it dropped
off in 1908, but rose to 870 million feet in 1910; from 1911 to 1915 inclusive it fluctuated
between 600 and 700 million feet. One reason for the decline since 1910 is that western
pine occurs at the lower elevations and is generally the most accessible class of

timber. A large quantity of this species was logged in the early years. Much of the
accessible supply was exhausted and cutting extended into the higher and less

accessible areas, which contained more of the other species. Furthermore, the
tendency has been to increase the cutting of white pine, which has a higher selling

price. However, the construction of new mills in southern Idaho and in the Des-
chutes region (regions of slight manufacturing development heretofore) will probably
increase materially the cut of western pine.

The cut of white pine increased from 116 million feet in 1905 to 419 million feet in

1915. White pine is second in importance of the species produced. Larch rose from
a cut of 75 million feet in 1905 to 317 million feet in 1913. The production of this

species fell off to 243 million feet in 1914 owing to the poor market and the resulting
tendency to leave larch in the woods. Douglas fir, the wood next in importance,
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increased from a cut of 79 million feet in 1905 to 209 million in 1915. Figure 15
(Appendix) shows the percentage of each species cut in the Inland Empire and
brings out clearly the decline of western pine and rise of white pine in importance.
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Sofluood lumber cut in the Inland Empire in 1915, by upecies and Slates,
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to make up depleted stocks. The cut and shipments of the Montana Larch and
Pine Association show even a closer relation than do those of the Western Pine

Manufacturers' Association.

PRESSURE FOR PRODUCTION.

Pressure to cut is felt not only as a feature of stumpage ownership but also in

connection with lumber manufacture. This is against the interests of the manufac-
turer from a market point of view. But an operator with an organization in good
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per unit of product. The management also usually takes a real interest in the
welfare of the community dependent for its living upon the running of the plant.
Though it may barely be coming out even, or may be losing some money, a feeling of
responsibility for the maintenance of the community tends to keep up cutting.

SAWMILL CAPACITY.

The sawmill capacity of the Inland Empire is far from being fully utilized; only
47 per cent of the "maximum theoretical capacity" of the larger mills was used in
1914; the capacity of small mills was even less fully utilized. The capacity in large
mills has been developed very largely since 1905, with large plants rapidly replacing
small ones. Indications are that the large mill capacity will continue to develop
in the immediate future.

The 55 larger mills, each of which cuts over 5 million feet annually, cut altogether
about 1,290 million feet in 1914, or about 86 per cent of the total cut. The cut of
these 55 mills in 1914 was 1,192 million feet. Few of them, however, cut all that they
could if operated to full installed capacity throughout the year. The "maximum
theoretical capacity" is based on a maximum possible length of cutting season at
each plant, taking into account climatic conditions at the mill site, the feasibility
of obtaining logs, the equipment of the mill and the cut normally produced by it in

two 10-hour shifts 6 days per week throughout the cutting season.

The 55 mills had in 1914 a maximum theoretical capacity of 2,520 million feet
annually, so that on the average the group was used in that year to approximately
47 per cent of its maximum theoretical capacity.'

It must be clearly understood that the companies owning these mills could not
attain the "maximum theoretical capacity" without extensive improvements in mill
equipment, increased logging facilities, more working capital, etc. Furthermore,
the market conditions and "good times" which would encourage running to full

capacity automatically limit the labor available, and thus tend to prevent capacity
operations. This was true during a considerable part of 1916. Several large plants
constructed since 1914 have materiall}^ increased the capacity.

There has been a steady tendency for small mills to go out of business. The total
cut of the Inland Empire has not been increasing nearly so fast as the cut of the
larger mills. Small mills going out of existence have had their places taken bj' large
mills. In 1910 there was a total cut in the Inland Empire of about 1,705 million
feet; the larger mills, each cutting over 5 million feet annually, cut about 1,020
million feet, leaving 685 million feet cut by small mills. Similarly 475 million feet

was cut by small mills in 1913, and 390 million feet in 1914.

When, during the last 5 years of the last century, the lumber industry in the
Inland Empire began to develop as a producing region shipping lumber into the
Mississippi Valley, the cut was very largely by small mills. These mills were
usually set close to the railroad and in the edge of a body of timber. They prospered
more or less; at least the number of them was considerable, especially from 1905 to
1909, when the lumber industry was most profitable in the Inland Empire. Since
1910 the number of small mills has diminished rapidly, although there still existed a
considerable number in 1912. They dropped off nearly one-third in number from
January, 1912, to January, 1913, but there was a slight increase in 1914. This is

shown by Table 24 (Appendix), which gives the total number of active mills and the
lumber cut in each year from 1906 to 1917, inclusive, for the states of California,
Oregon, Washington, Idaho, and Montana. This table shows the period of greatest
activity of small mills. In each of the States a decreasing number of mills is shown
after 1909, while the cut increased.

Table 25 (Appendix) gives the number of mills of various sizes operating in each
of these States in 1914. It shows, for instance, that in Idaho 25 mills, each cutting
over 5 million feet yearly and representing 18 per cent of all the mills in the State,
cut 89 per cent of its total lumber output. Table 26 (Appendix) gives the number of

mills of various classes active in different parts of the Inland Empire in "1914; at the
bottom of this table the decrease in the number of small mills and the increase in
the number of large mills from 1912 to 1914 are indicated.

The principal reason for the rapid decrease in the number of small mills was the
decreasing accessibility of the timber, which made necessary much larger logging
investments than formerly, and the hard times in the industry which forced small
operators out of business. Furthermore, the local markets which many of the small

1 In the summary report on the lumber industry, the "maximum installed capacity" of the Inland Empire
is stated at approximately 3. .5 billion feet. This, however, includes small mills and is determined in a some-
what different way from the "maximum theoretical capacity." See "Some Public and Economic Aspects
of the lumber industry," by W. B. Greeley.
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mills formerly supplied have been made accessible to larger mills through railroad
development.

The nature of a small mill business is such that it usually goes out of existence
without causing any considerable financial disturbance. The investment is small
and usualh' entirely owned by one man. When things are not going profit abh' he
can quit of his own accord; or the sheriff may force the issue. When times become
hard with large companies, however, a much greater struggle to stay in existence is

possible and is actually made, owing to the larger number of people who have
invested and whose resources are available to nurse the enterprise through what is

hoped to be only a temporary depression. Bankers and other creditors also exert
themselves to help the larger enterprises staj- on its feet as long as practicable. In
recent years the struggle has been severe for many of the larger operators, and by no
means successful on the part of all of them.

With the decreasing accessibility of the standing timber in the future, it seems
probable that the proportion of the cut turned out by small mills will continue to

decrease. Usually the small, portable tj-pe of mill with a rotary saw is decidedly
less eflBcient than the larger modern band mill. The small mill usually produces
poorly manufactured lumber and lacks proper facilities for handling it; the waste is

considerable; it is apt to saw but one class of products, such as railroad ties, thus
failing to utilize timber qualities to the best advantage; and it usually has very poor
selling arrangements, so that often it cannot get a living price for its product. Of
course there will always be small bodies of timber which can be most economically
handled by the portable mill. This is especially true where the market is local and
consumes only a small quantitj' of material each year.

There appear to be three broad stages m the economic development of a forest

region. First, the country is settled up in advance of railway development; small
mills spring up here and there to supply local needs; lack of transportation facilities

make it impossible to ship lumber in or out. In the second stage, transportation is

developed, and large mills with their many economic advantages tend to replace the
small plant. These large mills remove the bulk of the virgin timber. In the third

stage, the virgin timber is largely gone, but small areas remain here and there and
stands of second growth have reached saw log size. These bodies of timber do not
justify the running of large mills, and can be handled more economically by small
units.

The Inland Empire as a whole is emerging from the first into the second stage,

which will last for many years. The Lake States, the South and the North East are

in or are rapidly approaching the third stage. It must be understood that these

three phases merely indicate general tendencies. The second phase in the Inland
Empire, even when well advanced, will by no means eliminate the small mill, for

there are many small bodies of virgin timber here and there, inferior species left on
culled lands, and moderate sized areas of second growth, which can best be handled
by the small, mobile plant with its limited investment. Similarly, the small logging

contractor will hold his place. In the third stage, however, where water or other

cheap transportation make it feasible, some of the larger mills remain in operation.

Where the general market is to be supplied and a sufficient quantity of timber is

available, a single band mill with an average cut of from 50 to 60 thousand feet per

ten-hour shift is regarded as the minimum size for a thoroughly efficient plant. It

is a serious question, however, whether such an operation is ordinarily efficient from
. the marketing point of view.

Table 27 (Appendix), showing the average number of shifts operated per year by
various sizes of mills in different regions of the Inland Empire in 1912, indicates that

the number of shifts operated steadily increases with the size of the plant. Some
consideration must be given to the fad that the position of a given mill in the classi-

fication depends upon the number of shifts operated. In general, however, this table

brings out the irregular operation of the smaller plants. Even at the largest mills

the average number of shifts operated is scarcely more than enough to equal one

shift per day for a reasonable number of working days in the year. To permit com-
parison similar figures are given in the table for other regions.

YARD STOCKS.

The Inland Empire sawmills carry very large quantities of lumber in yard stocks.

The average quantity on hand is 78 jjer cent of annual shipments; and the minimum
stock, about April 30 each year, is 66 per cent of the annual shipments. The stock

is turned over on the average 1.3 times each j^ear.

Inventories of the yard stocks on hand at the various sawmills are ordinarily

taken as of December 31 each year. A few mills take inventories more frequently.

The production of lumber at mills in the Inland Empire runs somewhat as follows.

There is very little sawing during January and February, owing to climatic condi-
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tions. During March there is cut about one-third of the quantity ordinarily pro-
duced during one of the summer months; during Aj)ril two-thirds is cut; during May,
June, July, August, September, and October the mills are generally running as near
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During 1915 the sawing of lumber was distributed among the months as follows
expressed in percentage of the total cut. The figures are based upon approximately
two-thirds of the production in the Inland Empire for the year. The percentages
run: January, 1.5; February, 1.9; March, 5.1; April, 8.6; May, 11.1; June, 12.0;

July, 12.2; "August, 11.9; September, 11.7; October, 10.9; November, 8.1; and
D'cember, 5.0.

During the milling season enough lumber must be cut to keep the yard stocks in

satisfactory condition throughout the year, so that shipping may go on in accordance
with demand as it usually occurs. The usual demand for lumber, as is shown by the
monthly shipment curve, figure 6, is lowest about the first of January and greatest
in midsummer. This change conforms somewhat with the cut. Figure 7, ba.sed on
slightly less than one-half of the production of the Inland Empire, shows the con-
dition of yard stocks at the mills from January 1, 1911, to January 1, 1915. It in-

dicates that the maximum stock is generally on hand December 1, and from that
time on stocks decrease until about the first of May. Then the stock increases until

it again reaches the maximum level about December 1. Of course, this varies some-
what from year to ,vear, depending upon the rate of cutting and the rate of shipments.
Generally speaking, however, as is shown by Table 28 (Appendix) the December 31
inventory is 83 per cent of the annual cut and 88 per cent of the annual shipments.
There is a discrepancy here between annual cut and annual shipments, owing to
certain losses which have taken place, especially from fire at certain mill yards and
local use around the plants.

The December 31 inventory is above the average for the year; the latter amounts
to 78 per cent of the total annual shipments, while the former represents 88 per cent.

The average minimum yard stock at any one time during the year, about April 30,

is approximately 85 per cent of the average stock on hand and 66 per cent of the
average shipments during the year.

The average yard stock on hand in the Inland Empire is greater in proportion to

annual shipments than in most of the other lumber producing regions in the United
States. The reason for this situation as compared with Coast fir, for instance, is

that a larger part of the latter is shipped green from the saw in offshore cargoes, or
is kiln-dried and shipped soon after by rail, so that only about 25 per cent is kept in

stock. (See Table 25, Appendix.) In California a comparatively large percentage
of the timber is kiln-dried and therefore ready for shipment at an earlier date; Table
25 (Appendix) indicates that in California the inventory averages about 50 per cent
of the average shipments. In the South a large proportion of the cut is kiln-dried.
In the Inland Empire, on the other hand, probably less than 10 per cent of the lumber
is kiln-dried, and air seasoning requires from 3 to 4 months. In the summer, the
period of largest shipments, the yard stock cut during the same year is for the most
part not yet dry. The climate of the Inland Empire forces an uneven distribution
of logging and milling operations throughout the year; furthermore, the lumber is

highly manufactured and sorted into a large number of species, grades, and sizes
(over 500 in all ) , so that a large quantity must be kept in stock to fill orders. Table 25
gives data for 1914 on the ratio of yard stocks to the cut at mills of various sizes.

In Idaho the stock of the mills cutting less then 500 thousand feet annually is only
17 per cent of the cut. This percentage increases with the size of the mills; mills
cutting over 10 million feet annually have a stock of 71 per cent.

This large yard stock represents at pre-war wage and price scales an average
investment of about ten thousand dollars for each million feet of annual shipments.
The iinits of production included in Table 28 (Appendix) have an approximate annual
output of 30 million feet per plant. The smaller of these units require a larger ratio
of stock to shipments to be able to fill orders promptly with well seasoned stock than
do the larger units. Large marketing units, handling an annual output of say 500
million feet, could by a careful distribution of orders among the various plants make
it possible to reduce the yard stock somewhat, thus reducing the capital required.
Furthermore, it is believed that the development of better methods of seasoning,
both in kilns and in the open air, will permit some reduction in the average yard
stock and also save much of the considerable loss that now takes place in the process
of drying. A large yard stock is not without its advantages, however, since it acts
as a reservoir in relation to fluctuating market demands.

Lumber stocks are turned over in the yards on the average 1.3 times per year.
It is interesting to compare this rate of turn over with large department stores,
where the stock of goods is turned over as often as 6 or 7 times a j'ear. The heavy
investment in yard stock is thus one of the points at which the lumber industry in

the Inland Empire is handicapped.

THE MARKETING OF LUMBER
The Mississippi Valley is the principal market for Inland Empire lumber, absorb-

ing 47 per cent of the production. 37 per cent is sold within the States of the Inland
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Empire itself. The remainder goes principally to other Rocky Mountam States and

to the Atlantic Coast. The average freight on Inland Empire lumber to its markets

is $7.50 per thousand board feet. The average cost of selling lumber is 43 cents per

thousand feet.

LUMBER SHIPMENTS.

Figure 8 shows the distribution of over 60 per cent of the shipments of Inland

Empire lumber in 1914. Table 29 (Appendix) gives the same data for 1911 to 1914

inclusive. Table 29A (Appendix) gives data for later years. These figures represent

merely that part of the Inland Empire output which it has been possible to trace

fairly accurately. The States of the Inland Empire absorbed approximately 37 per

cent of the entire cut in 1914. The proportion marketed in these four States has been

rather steadily diminishing. In 1908 the mills of the Western Pine Manufacturers

Association marketed 50 per cent of their cut in these states, but subsequently the

proportion decreased to 30 per cent in 1915. Coast fir has tended to take the place

of Inland Empire timber in its home market, while its own product has been shipped

in greater amounts to the States farther east. .

A considerable part of the lumber marketed in the four Inland Empire btates

goes outside of the producing territory dealt with in this report. Montana east ot

the Continental Divide absorbs approximately 250 million feet of lumber annually

from the Inland Empire output. About 70 million feet more is consumed m Butte

which is practically on the Continental Divide and over 100 miles east of the nearest

mills in the producing region. It is estimated that approximately 15 per cent ot the

cut is consumed in the Inland Empire itself outside of southern Idaho and Butte.

In 1914, in addition to the 37 per cent marketed in the Inland Empire btates,

about 7 per cent of the shipments went into the other Rocky Mountain States; 35 per

cent went into the Mississippi Valley west of the river; 12 per cent into the Central

States east of the Mississippi River; 6 per cent to the Atlantic Coast; 2 per cent to

Canada; and less than .1 per cent of one per cent to other foreign countries. Dunng
the first eight months of 1918 the distribution of shipments was as loHows: inland

Empire States 28 per cent, other Rocky Mountain States 6 per cent, Mississippi

Valley west of the river 33 p«r cent. Central States east of the Mississippi River

19 per cent, Atlantic Coast 14 per cent, Canada .04 per cent, other foreign less than

.01 per cent.
, t^ •

i u • +v.

Table 5 indicates the per capita consumption of Inland Empire lumber m the

principal States to which it is shipped. Montana, which secures its lumber almost

entirely from the Inland Empire and the Coast fir region, uses approximately 850 leet

per capita annually of the Inland Empire product, and 380 feet of lumber from the

Coast fir region. Compared with the per capita consumption of the entire United

States, about 400 board feet annually, that of Montana, 1,237 feet m 1914^ is remark-

ably high. This is because of the large quantity of timber used m the Butte mines

and also because of the very rapid settlement of eastern Montana in recent years.

Montana secures a greater proportion of its lumber from the Inland Empire than does

any other State, about 70 per cent, the remainder coming from the Coast far region.

In the Dakotas, however, the situation is reversed. Of the lumber supplies drawn

from the Northwest as a whole North Dakota takes 28 per cent and South Dakota

26 per cent from the Inland Empire. These States also draw on Minnesota tor a

small quantity of lumber; and South Dakota secures part of its supply from the

Black Hills within its own boundaries. This condition is largely due to the freight

rate situation.

Table 5—Market comparisons—Inland Empire and Coast fir.

(Based on 1914 shipments of 1,500,000 feet from the Inland Empire and 6,000,000 feet from the West Coast.]

State

Washington . .

.

Oregon
Idaho
Utah
Montana
Wyoming
Colorado
North Dakota
South Dakota
Nebraska
Minnesota. . .

.

Iowa
Wisconsin
Illinois

Population



Figure 6, showing the seasonal shipments from mills, indicates a general tendency
to small winter shipments and larger summer shipments. This graph reflects other
conditions clearly. The lumber market was decidedly good in 1906, and had been
improving steadily for several years. Up to about August, 1907, it was still better.

Then the panic of 1907 brought a severe depression. A slow recovery through the
spring and early summer of 1908 followed, which was assisted in the fall of 1908 by
fairly good crops. In 1909 the crop was extraordinarily good; and after midsummer,
when it was well assured, the rising curve indicates the prosperous condition of the
farmers. With this crop to look back upon and with very rapid settlement beginning
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at the beginning of the year. 1914 started out about as well as 1913, but the effect of

the war was plainly evident in the latter part of the year. A good 1914 crop with
war prices, however, brought shipments back in the early part of 1915; the mid-
summer business of 1915 was nearly as good as that of 1912; and the shipments in the
late fall and winter months were the best that the Inland Empire has ever experienced
at that time of year, because of the general wave of prosperity beginning in the fall

of 1915.

Other data from the two lumber manufacturers' associations shows even more
strikingly the effect of crop j^ears and other local conditions in specific States. The
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FIGURE 8

DISTRIBUTION OF LUMBER SHIPMENTS
FROM THE INLAND EMPIRE IN 191-^

COMPILED FROM REPORTS OF THE WESTERN PINE MAN'f'RS ASSOCIATION
AND THE LARCH AND PINE MANUFACTURERS A5SOCfATiOKI

shipments to Canada show the very rapid progress of settlement in the prairie
provinces taking place between 1909 and 1913, but reflect the business depression
in that country during the next two years. The effect of the freight rate change,
shutting the product of northwest Montana mills out of North Dakota, also stands
out clearly.

FREIGHT RATES ON LUMBER.

In 1883, when the Northern Pacific Railway completed its line to the coast, it

put into effect a rate of 50 cents per hundred pounds on lumber to its eastern ter-
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minals. The Great Northern, completed in 1893, immediately cut this rate to 40
cents, partly to get business from the North Pacific and partly to fill the empty cars
moving east. The Northern Pacific met this rate. Up to about 1897, there was so
little development of the lumber industry in the Inland Empire that there was no
objection to the railroads keeping the coast rate and the Inland Empire rate to
eastern points blanketed together at the same figure. About 1897 the Kalispell
region in northwestern Montana began to develop, and secured favorable rates
from the Great Northern to Montana and Dakota points. About the same time the
early mills in the Missoula region obtained similarly favorable rates from the Nor-
thern Pacific. A little later, in 1900 to 1902, as mills were established near Spokane
they also received rates lower than those from the Coast. At about the same time
the eastern Oregon mills secured from the O.-W. R. & N. Co. differentials under the
Coast rates to Rocky Mountain and Missouri River points.

In 1907 this railway rate structure, gradually evolved in response to the develop-
ing lumber industry, was upset by united action on the part of the railways, which
increased all eastbound lumber rates from 10 to 25 per cent. The western lumbermen
objected to any general increase owing to its effect upon their competition in Missis-
sippi Valley markets with the Southern and Lake States product. The West Coast
lumbermen objected to the new rates, since the differentials in favor of various parts
of the Inland Empire were increased. The Coast appealed the case to the Interstate
Commerce Commission, which restored the old 40 cent rate for the Dakotas but
allowed an increase to 45 cents to the Minnesota Transfer (St. Paul-Minneapolis).

The Spokane group of mills then appealed to the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission for a larger differential than the 5 cents per hundred pounds granted in the
Coast case, and also for blanket rates to the Mississippi Valley covering all the
lumber producing territory from Spokane to the Continental Divide. The decision,
instead of increasing, reduced the differential from 5 to 3 cents to the Minnesota
Transfer, gave a small differential to mills on the east slope of the Cascades, and
established the blanket rates mentioned above.

The Kalispell mills could not stand this situation, for, owing to their heavier
timber, the blanket rate in effect took away the most important part of their market.
So Kalispell next appealed to the Commission, and succeeded in getting back part
of the differential lost. As a consequence, shipments from the Kalispell Region into
North Dakota fell off from approximately 50 million feet per year before 1907 to
about 10 million after that year. Fortunately for this producing region, the rapid
settlement of eastern Montana beginning at this time furnished new demands more
than sufficient to make up for the loss of the North Dakota market. The Missoula
region appealed to the Commission at the same time for similar relief from the
blanket rates, and secured differentials similar to those granted Kalispell.

These four cases established the present rate structure, although several minor
and more or less local changes have since taken place. The freight rate situation
as it is now exists in the Inland Empire is illustrated by Figure 9. Butte can obtain
lumber from Seattle, a distance of about 780 miles, on a rate of 35 cents per hundred
pounds; or can bring its lumber 380 miles from Spokane for 20 cents, 310 miles from
Sandpoint for 16 cents, or 120 miles from Missoula for 10 cents. This gives Missoula
a 6 cent differential under Sandpoint, 10 cents under Spokane, and 25 cents under
Seattle. To Livingston, Montana, the Missoula differential is 8, 10, and 15 cents,
respectively, under the other three producing points. At the Minnesota Transfer,
Missoula is blanketed with Sandpoint and Spokane with a 3 cent differential under
Seattle. This same blanket and 3 cent differential then holds all the way to New
York.

Table 30 (Appendix) gives additional data with regard to freight costs on about
25 per cent of the 1913 shipments. These particular shipments include the more
va,luable products, shipped on somewhat higher rates than the average. The average
mill value of the lumber included was $16.25 per thousand feet, or $1.18 more than the
average value of all of the lumber sold in 1913. The average carload of this lumber
had a mill value of $406; the freight charge to destination was $206, or slightly over
50 per cent of the mill value of the lumber. The average freight rate on all Inland
Empire lumber is about $7.50 per thousand feet, or about 50 per cent of the mill
price.

The transportation companies of the country receive, it is estimated, approxi-
mately 12 million dollars annually on shipments of Inland Empire lumber, these
shipments amount yearly to about 1,680,000 tons of freight. In addition to hauling
lumber, the railways of the Inland Empire secure considerable revenue from hauling
saw logs and other forest products. It has been stated that over 50 per cent of the
traffic of some of the principal carriers of the Inland Empire consists of forest
products. That the stability of the lumber industry of thejnland Empire has an
important relation to the prosperity of its railways, no one can doubt.
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The investigation of the distribution of lumber in the Mississippi Valley has
secured data which are of interest at this point. Lumber purchased and resold by
city yards and by country yards is considered separately.

To city Tocountnj
yards. yards.

Manufacturer's price on car at the mill $13 .95 $1.5 .94
Added to the price by the wholesaler .92 1 .06
Added bv railroad freight 5.77 6.60
Added by retailer 5.80 7.15

Total paid by consumer $26 .44 $30 .75

In the city retailer's price there is included a profit of about 6 per cent on his in-
vestment; the countrj' retailer's price gives him about 10 per cent net on his invest-
ment.

It is rather commonly believed by lumbermen that lumber takes an unduly high
freight rate as compared with other commodities. The arguments in favor of a low
rate on lumber are that it is a low grade freight, that it loads heavily, needs no
special equipment or speed in transit, is not unduly seasonal in move ment, moves
in large volume, and that it is but very slightly susceptible to damage and claims.

Table 31 (Appendix) shows that the Inland Empire lumber shipped to the Atlantic
seaboard consists principally of white pine, with some western pine. Proceeding
west, the proportion of white pine decreases, that of western pine increases, and
Douglas fir, larch, spruce, and white fir make up a much larger share of the whole.
The more valuable species and the higher grades will stand the e.xpense of the longest
shipments. Lumber is generally well seasoned and planed before it is shipped, to
reduce the shipping weight as much as possible preparatory to the long hauls common
from the Inland Empire.

In accordance with the general practice in handling lumber, the lumberman
selling the product quotes a certain price per thousand feet delivered to the retailer
or other purchaser at some market point. This price is based upon the "listed" or
average shipping weight of the species and grade. The lumberman paj's the freight
and gets the advantage of whatever underweight there may be through very careful
seasoning, and loses whenever the lumbej is shipped with too much moisture in it.

Thus he is the one to deal directlj^ with the railroads in regard to promptness of

shipments, claims, and other traffic matters.

SELLING METHODS.

The ordinary selling organization of the Inland Empire manufacturer is a sales
manager, responsible directly to the general manager of the plant, and one or more
salesnaen under his direction on the road. In a group of 17 companies selling about
550 million feet annually direct to retailers, there were 12 sales managers and 51
salesmen. These men cost the companies an average of approximately .S4,000 each,
including traveling expenses but excluding office expenses for stenographic help,
stationery, etc. This results in a cost of approximately $200,000 for the lumber so
disposed of, or about 36 cents per thousand feet. These men, including the sales
managers, sold approximately 8.7 million feet per man annuallj-. The salesman on
the road averaged about 11 million feet of sales per j'ear.

Table 6 shows that the average cost of selling over three and one-half billion feet
of lumber in the six j'ears, 1909-1914, inclusive, was 43 cents per thousand feet.

This covers all the lumber sold and all methods of selling by the mills included.
Under the present competitive condition in the industry there is duplication in
selling costs, for very frequently the salesmen of different manufacturers call on the
same customer one after another. One man could readily handle the business of

several companies, a plan which would tend to make the market more stable. The
competition of the present salesmen is principally through price cutting rather than
constructive salesmanship based on the quality of the product.

Another arrangement for selling on the part of Inland Empire manufacturers is

through wholesalers, who are ordinarilj- granted a reduction of one dollar per
thousand feet from the price at which lumber is sold through the company's own
salesmen to the retail trade. The service rendered by the wholesaler consists in

finding business for the manufacturer which the latter otherwise would have to find

for himself at his own expense, in carrying the account, and also in taking the risks

inherent in passing the product along to the retailer.

Another method of selling is through commission men, who merely secure orders
for lumber and turn them over to the manufacturer. For this service they receive a
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commission usually of 50 cents per thousand feet, or about what it costs the company
to secure its own business.

Some companies market a considerable part of their product through lines of

retail yards which they control or which are owned by the same stockholders. The
dealings of a particular manufacturer with its related retail yards, however, are not
as close as one might imagine; for generally the retail line j-ards buy wherever they
can buy most cheaply, whether of the parent company or not; and the parent com-
pany sells wherever it can get the best price. But the two branches of the business

operated jointlj^ are usually a source of mutual help.

In a few cases companies make contracts with wholesalers under which the whole-

saler advances funds to the manufacturer, to be returned later in the form of lumber.

The wholesaler in this case ordinarily gets his lumber at a better figure and receives

interest on the money which he has loaned. The manufacturer selects this method
of selling as a means of financing his operation. This arrangement is ordinarily used
only when the financing of the companj' is difficult, for it is generally to the disad-

vantage of the manufacturer.
In some cases sales are made through wholesalers who are in control of or deeply

interested in the manufacturing company. In these instances the wholesalers obtain

the lumber at a price insuring an adequate return on their risks in taking over the

disposal of the mill product.
A number of the mills cutting white pine have taken advantage of the larger unit

principle and organized a selling agency, with the object of securing, in a limited

portion of the market and for white pine only, the advantages of larger stocks than
any one companj^ possesses. This agencj' has not been in operation long enough
to demonstrate fully its possibilities. Successful operation requires that the head
of the agenc}' be a competent sales manager, that he understand thoroughly the

stocks available at the different member mills, and that he hold the full confidence

of the manufacturing companies. On the other hand, it is essential that the mills

adapt their product and manufacturing practice as far as may be necessary to the
business developed by the agency.

It is the practice of the manufacturer to grant a trade discount of 2 per cent for

cash within 15 days and 1 per cent within 30 da.vs; and to charge interest for periods

exceeding 60 days. This custom is sometimes abused, especially in the case of weak
companies; the purchaser does not pay cash within 60 days but does secure the 2

per cent deduction.
As in the case of any commodity, complaints occasionally develop owing to the

condition of lumber when received. The manufacturers of the Inland Empire handle
such cases usually through the inspection force of the Western Pine Manufacturers'
Association. This Association maintains one or two inspectors east of the Rocky
Mountains, mainh^ for reinspection work in connection with complaints. The
method pursued is to re-grade the lumber to determine its condition upon arrival

in the hands of the purchaser and see whether it is as specified in the original invoice.

The reinspection sometimes shows that the lumber was up to grade when shipped
but deteriorated in transit from improper seasoning and consequent staining in the
car; or it may show that damage occurred in transit caused by dirt}' cars. More
rarely it is found that the grade has been "sweetened" by adding some lumber of

the next higher grade in order to secure further orders from the same purchaser in

times when it is difficult to sell. In a similar waj' when the manufacturer holds the

upper hand the grades may be "robbed" of the boards of better quality near the
upper limit of the grade, or a percentage of distinctly lower grade lumber included
in the shipment.

In a few cases it has been shown that a wholesaler has purchased lumber on one
invoice from the manufacturer and substituted a new invoice in which grades are

arbitrarily raised to the subsequent purchaser. In general the party at fault,

purchaser or shipper, stands the cost of the reinspection; and if a claim on the part
of the purchaser is found valid it is up to the millman to make good. The cost of

settling complaints, aside from adjusting the claim itself, is approximately one-half

cent per thousand feet on shipments subject to this method of settlement.

LUMBER PRODUCTION COSTS

The cost of producing lumber from 1909 to 1914, exclusive of stumpage and interest

charges, averaged .S12.23 per thousand board feet mill tally, leaving a margin of S2.62
between this cost and the returns on the product. Interest on borrowed capital
used up, on the average, SO.55 of the margin, and stumpage was charged on the books
at $2.67, thus leaving a paper deficit of SO.60 per thousand feet. The cost of logging
increased about SI per thousand during the period. Labor varied decidedly in

efficiency, especially in the woods; and wages were rising on the whole. Labor
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conditions require careful study and can be considerably improved. The industry

paid alaout $13,500,000 annually to the men employed.

Table 6 indicates in some detail for the period 1905 to 1914, inclusive, the cost of

producing lumber, together with the price realized from its sale and the net profit

or loss. At the beginning of this ten-year period only 4 mills are represented, while

for the last four j'ears it was possible to secure usable data from 22 or 23 mills. The
table includes data on lumber produced to the extent of about 4,380 million feet or

approximately 30 per cent of the 14.5 billion feet of lumber manufactured in the

Inland Empire during this period. Stumpage is introduced as a cost in Table 6 at

the rate at which it is charged on the books of the manufacturing companies, whether
actualh^ purchased from some other owner for immediate cutting or taken from their

own stumpage holdings. As previously indicated, the rates charged on the books
of the companies include, on the average, a material profit on the investment in

timberland.

This table shows that the average cost of logging from 1909 to 1914 inclusive was
$6.13 per thousand feet, on a lumber basis (equivalent to $7.35 on a log basis). If

the book charge for stumpage is added, the average cost of logs delivered in the log

pond was $8.80 lumber basis (equivalent to $10.55 log basis). (The figures usedin
the text of this report from this point are on a lumber tally basis unless otherwise

stated.)

The cost of sawing the logs into lumber and piling the lumber in the mill yard
averaged $2.39 per thousand feet. The cost of handling lumber from the pile through
the planing mill and into the car ready for shipment averaged $1 .46. Selling expense

averaged $0.43 and overhead expenses $1.05 per thousand feet. The operating costs

at the mill, from log pond to car, total $5.33. To this amount, however, should be

added $0.79 for- plant depreciation, bringing the mill total to $6.12.

The total cost of production, exclusive of stumpage, is $12.23, or $14.90 including

stumpage as entered on the books. So far no allowance has been made for interest

on indebtedness: if this is included, it adds $0.55, and brings the total stumpage,

logging, and milling cost to $15.45. All of there figures were taken directly from

company books, excepting depreciation, which, for certain reasons discussedlater,

had to be estimated, and excepting interest, which had to be apportioned as indicated

at the foot of the table.

The figures prior to 1908 are not so satisfactory as the later ones, owing to the

smaller number of mills included. The average book charge for stumpage rose from
$0.94 in 1905 to $3.22 in 1909, and dropped to $2.32 in 1914; the reasons for this are

discussed in connection with stumpage values. The average cost of logging advanced
in a somewhat erratic way from $4.06 in 1905 to $6.45 in 1913; in 1914 it declined

$0.35. The general reason for this increase has been the decreasing accessibility of

the timber. In each of the other classifications the average cost has not fluctuated

widely since 1908 and shows no very definite trend, excepting that overhead and
selling expense increased somewhat.

Table 7 gives the average, maximum, and minimum figures for each itera of cost

set forth in Table 6. One would expect wide spreads between the maxirna and
minima for stumpage, logging, and selling expenses, for reasons pointed out in this

report. For sawing, yard expense, overhead, and handling from pile to ear such

wide spreads would not be expected. For instance, take the item of sawing in 1914

—

the highest sawing cost was $2.88, the lowest $0.96, and the average $1.42. Sawing
is a fairly well standardized process. The high mill may have some entirely unusual
expenses; perhaps the low mill sacrificed quality of work to speed; but even then the

average is entirelj^ too high above the minimum, and it looks as though there were
opportunity for most of the mills to reduce their sawing costs. Similarly the large

differences between maximum, minimum, and average costs for yard expense, over-

head, and "pile to car" incline one to believe that the average mill lags considerably

behind the best in efficienc3^
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Table 7.

—

Maximum, minimum, and average costs of various divisions of lumber pro-

duction at Inland Empire mills, 1905 to 1914, inclusive.



Table 8.

—

Production cost analysis, Inland Empire averages, 1905 to 1914.

Log cost:

Stumpage $2 .
50

Logging-
Logging in place $4 .22

Transportation 1 . 81— 6.03

8.53
Mill cost:

Sawing—

•

Rooms and pond labor and expense 08
Sawmill- labor 1 .

19

Saws 04
Oil 04
Files, belts, and miscellaneous supplies 11

Repairs 09
1.55

Yard expense:
Sorting platform 30
Transportation to yard 11

Piling 27
Miscellaneous yard expense 19

Overhead:
Management and office salaries 25
Insurance and fire protection 39
Legal expense 03
Donations and miscellaneous 13

Taxes on plant and personal property 24

Pile to car:

Planing labor 39
Repairs and supplies 23

Shipping labor and expense 82
1.44

Selling expense -43

13.86

Depreciation of plant -79

14.65

Note.—This analysis of the average costs shown in Table 6 was made by prorating

the costs obtainable from mills in the detail shown here against those averages on a

percentage basis.

Of the $6.12 cost of milling, including depreciation, indicated in Table 8, about
54 per cent goes directly to labor and about 10 per cent to salaries. Part of the other

third of the total goes indirectly for labor employed in producing hay, saws, belts,

etc. It is estimated that about 85 per cent of the $6.03 logging cost also goes to labor

and salaries. A portion of the remainder is expended indirectly for labor employed
in producing supplies used in logging. On this basis, the industry pays its employees
over $13,500,000 annually, in addition to large sums for supplies of all kinds and for

railway freights.

Table 6 shows the general condition of the best and most successful lumber
companies in the Inland Empire during the period under consideration. From
1909 to 1914 inclusive there was an average loss of 5 cents per thousand feet after

allowing a reasonable amount for the depreciation of the plant, but making no
allowance for interest on borrowed money. This of course leaves out of account
the profit on investments in timberland, since stumpage is taken at its book value.

Between 1913 and 1914 the cost of logging was reduced 35 cents per thousand,
or 5.4 per cent. This was due princiiially to reduced wages and the increased

efficiency of labor. The changing accessibility of the timber has doubtless had some
influence, but probably in the opposite direction. Reductions in cost were also

made by other branches of the operation in which labor is the principal item; sawing
was reduced 6.6 per cent; yard expense 11.1 per cent; and the cost of handling from
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pile to car 7.5 per cent. Figure 10, showing the cost of lumber production, presents

graphically this tendency toward a lowering of costs from 1913 to 1914.

LABOR COST.

It vs believed that the lower cost of labor per unit of output in 1914 is the most
important factor in the reduction of operating expenses. Figure 16 (Appendix)
shows the movement of wages of different classes of labor employed in logging and
milling. The showing on the whole is .that wages rose just before 1907, fell off

somewhat after the panic of 1907, rose from 1910 to 1912, and decreased in 1914 and

figure: 10

COST OF PRODUCING LUMBER
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1915. The drop is shown most definitely at the beginning of 1915. Wages rose

again in 1916, but data were not available for the graph.
The effect of this wage movement is reflected most clearly in curve 6 of figure 10,

which shows the cost of logging. When work becomes plentiful and labor is in

demand, wages are increased and board often decreased in price and iniproved in

quality, in order to secure and hold men. The men, with an assurance of jobs easily

obtained, work for shorter average periods and fall off in efficiencj'. On the other

hand, when the demand for and price of lumber fall off, which usually occurs simul-
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taneously with slack periods in other industries, the cut is curtailed and men are
thrown out of employment. It becomes so easy to obtain men that wages are

lowered, men work harder and more effectively to hold the jobs they get, the least

effective men are eliminated from crews, and the price of board may be raised or the
quality of food lowered. Thus a combination of forces is at work to reduce labor
costs in hard times and increase costs in good times. Figure 16 (Appendix) shows
that the charge for board was lower in 1912 than in 1914.

There is a great difference in the lumber industry between the labor employed
at the mills and that employed in the woods. In the mill towns housing conditions
and opportunities for recreation are generally fair. Steady men with families are
available for work, and they stick to their jobs fairly well. In the woods, however,
living conditions are generally unsatisfactory; too little attention is paid to the
physical, mental, and moral welfare of the men. Many attribute this to the general
belief or experience of operators that the lumberjack does not appreciate or respond
to better surroundings. At any rate, the labor in the woods is usually of a poor
quality and shifts rapidly; and its efficiency is low in consequence. The payroll of

one company in 1914 showed on the average for each month 154 men in the woods
for every 100 jobs. This meant on the average a new crew about every two months,
or a complete turn over six times a year. The situation was considered unusually
good, however, since in other j^ears when labor was more in demand and consequently
more independent, the turn over had been far more rapid, men in some cases averag-
ing onl}' about ten days on the job.

The 1910 census shows that the average number of men employed in woods and
saw mills in California was about 23,000, in Oregon about 15,000, in Washington
about 44,000, in Idaho about 5,000, and in Montana about 3,000. About 14,000 of

these men were employed in the Inland Empire, which is not far from the number
now employed. When allowance is made for the men who have just been fired or
have quit, for the men "blowing in their roll," and for the men hunting a new job,

this number is increased by at least 25 per cent. These latter are to be reckoned
with; for they form part of the whole number supported by the industry, and part
of the force ui:)on whom the industry must count to get its work done.

Unemployment in the lumber industry, as in others, represents a great economic
loss to the laborer, to the industry, and to society. It is a problem which can be
solved, at least in part, and is being partly solved by some lumbermen. ^ Table 32
(Appendix) shows the seasonal character of work in the lumber industry. Employ-
ment is at the lowest ebb in the winter time. In Idaho less than 60 per cent as
many hands are required in winter as in the summer and fall. Ifi Montana the
month of minimum employment still shows 70 per cent of the maximum.

MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATIONS

Trade association work in the Inland Empire is of great importance to the lumber
industry. Its most important function is standardizing the grades of lumber and
maintaining these standards both through inspection at the mills and through
reinspection in connection with complaints made by purchasers. Price data from
lumber sales are gathered, summarized, and redistributed. Railway traffic matters
are handled; and many other less important things are done. The activities of

trade associations should be extended materially, for there are many other important
ways in which they can assist the manufacturer.

The Western Pine Manufacturers' Association, with headquarters at Portland,
has in its membership about 45 of the principal companies in the Inland Empire,
located in all parts of the region. The manufacturers of northwest Montana until
very recently had an association of their own called the Montana Larch and Pine
Manufacturers' Association; its members have now joined the Western Pine Asso-
ciation.

The principal function of the former Montana Association, which had about 12
members, representing a cut of approximately 125 million feet per year, was to grade
lumber at the mill in order to standardize grades among the plants in its region.
The Association also gathered statistics of various kinds, but no data on lumber
prices. The secretary also conducted the fire protection work of the Northern
Montana Forestry Association.

The work of the Western Pine Manufacturers' Association, representing an
annual cut of approximately one billion feet, consists in standardizing grading by
the members of the association bj^ means of 3 or 4 inspectors constantly on their
rounds among the mills and by reinspections in the markets east of the Rockies to
determine the reasonableness of complaints made by customers. It also conducts
an information bureau for about thirty of the mills, representing a cut of approxi-

1 See "The Labor Problem" in the final chapter of this report.
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mately 700 million feet. The members of the bureau furnish daily copies of all

orders accepted, giving all the information on each order excepting the destination
of the shipment. These orders are then reduced to a local mill price basis by proper
deductions for freights; and a summary of the orders accepted by each mill is

distributed to all of the members of the bureau. This information has been found
of material help in stabilizing the market.

The two men on the reinspection force in the East are also employed to gather
data with regard to the kinds of lumber required for eastern use by various classes

of users, and such other information as may appear to be of benefit to the manu-
facturers.

The association as such has also taken part in various forest products exhibits
and is doing some co-operative advertising.

It conducts a traffic bureau which gathers all sorts of information on railroad
tariffs, the service rendered by individual railroads, and similar matters. A traffic

expert is employed to handle this work; one of his duties is to collect freight claims
for members who care to turn this work over to the association. Members who
turn over their bills of lading have them checked by the traffic bureau as to the
correctness of the rates charged by the railroads, and if any overcharges are dis-

covered claims are made. Members who turn all of their work over to the traffic

department have it handled at a cost of 10 per cent of the overcharge collections.

Other members prefer to handle all of the easy claims themselves, that is, claims
for all amounts which they find readily upon inspection of their bills of lading,
referring the residue to the association. The latter are naturally harder to discover
and collect, and for services under this arrangement the traffic bureau charges 30
per cent of its collections.

The Association also gathers data of a more or less general nature and furnishes
its members with bulletins from time to time giving information of interest. It

recently arranged for a field agent of the American Red Cross Society to spend
several months among the logging camps of the Inland Empire with the object of

giving instruction in "first aid" work in all of the camps visited. This agent has
also been giving attention to sanitation and to the improvement and standardiza-
tion of camp conditions.

The Western Pine Association has been developed to a high state of usefulness;
there are, however, a number of fields to which its activities could be extended with
great benefit to its members. These possibilities are discussed further in the final

chapter under the heading "Cooperation Through the Trade Association."

^HE RETURNS OF THE LUMBER INDUSTRY.
LUMBER PRICES

The price received for lumber at the mill during the six-year period from 1909
to 1914 averaged $14.85 per thousand feet for all species. Lumber prices have moved
up and down in general reponse to the degree of prosperity in the country, but in

their movement have lagged behind other commodities. The wide spread in prices
on a given item of lumber on the same day indicates unhampered competition. The
"price lists," which are prepared bj^ the trade association and widely used, have the
legitimate function of showing the relative values of different species, grades, widths,
lengths, and patterns of lumber when delivered to the purchaser on different freight
rates. Such lists would, of course, be useful in efforts to "fix" prices among the
several mills; and for this reason have sometimes been looked upon askance from
the standpoint of the public. In the Inland Empire lumber prices have been deter-
mined during the period under study, by the individual manufacturers; and the use
of the list has been mainly to establish the relative value of different grades and
items.

Since the summer of 1912 the Western Pine Manufacturers' Association, through
its information bureau, has been collecting data which include the prices at which
sales of lumber have been made by the members of the association subscribing to
the bureau. Before that time no data are available to show the prices of lumber by
species, grades, and dimensions, excepting the original invoices of shipments. To
secure the same sort of data for 1908 to 1912 would involve going through many
hundred thousand sale invoices. To show the general ups and downs of the market,
however, it was undertaken to secure prices for certain items and grades of important
species produced in the Inland Empire, direct from the original invoices of several
representative companies. In doing this work about 60,000 invoices were examined.
Western Pine Association data are used for the period following 1912.

To determine the general returns from sales of lumber prior to 1913 it was neces-
sary to use the average mill price obtained by different plants in various years.
These prices are, of course, variable from plant to plant because of the general price
levels in the lumber markets, the proportion of species manufactured locally, the
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proportion of different grades secured, the quality of the mill work or of the timber
itself, whether or not the mill was sawing for the maximum volume or the best grades,

etc. In si)ite of these differing conditions, the variation in average price is not so

great as might be expected.
Table 9 summarizes the prices of various grades of white pine, western pine, and

other Inland Empire species. The value of white pine did not fluctuate much before

1917, for the species is well known and readily marketed at a fairly uniform price.

Its average price held fairly close to S18.75 per thousand feet. Western pine dropped
from about $17.50 in 1913 to about $1.5.00 in 1914, and to about $13.50 through most
of 1915: in 191G it rose to about $16.50. Larch and Douglas fir dropped from about
$12.75 in 1913 to $10.50 in 1914, and $8.75" through most of 1915. In 1916 they rose

to about $12.50. The other species have had price movements more or less similar

to those of western i)ine, fir, and larch. These prices must still be adjusted for trade

discounts, claims, bad debts, "overweights" (lumber incompletely dried and entail-

ing a freight charge above the estimated amount) and "under weights." The net

result of this adjustment is to deduct from 20 to 35 cents per thousand feet from
the selling price.

riGII? FLUCTUATION QFAVERAGEMILL RUN LUMBERPRICES ON IMPORTANT SPECIES
FO B MILL IN THE INLAND EMPIRE

The curves presented herewith in figure 11 show the variation of prices from 1908

to May, 1916, on No. 2 and No. 4 common white pine. No. 2 and No. 4 common
western pine. No. 3 common cedar, and No. 1 common fir and larch. It is the inten-

tion to show merely the general ups and downs of the market and not the absolute

price returns to the mill. Each sale of these items was plotted on cross-section

paper. It was found that the dots representing the sales of each item fell in a com-
paratively broad band. This indicates that on a given daj^ the prices received for

the same item generally vary widely. In some cases it was found that for a given

day the maximum price for an item was as much as 100 per cent higher than the

minimum, and usually the maximum was at least 25 per cent higher than the mini-

mum. Wide variations occur even in the sales of the same company, for the sales

manager accepts or turns down a proffered purchase for a variety of reasons such
as the average price on the whole order, the effect of filling the order upon yard
stocks, the credit of the individual making the offer, etc.
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Table 9.^Selling price of lumber per thousand, all widths, for 1913, 1914, 1915, 1916)
1917, and 1918, compiledfrom data furnished by the Lumbermen's Information Bureau
of the Western Pine Manufacturers' Association.

Grade 1913 1915 1916 1917 1918 1919

IDAHO WHITE PINE

B Selects
C Selects
D Selects
No. 1 Shop
No. 2 Shop
No. 3 Shop
No. 1 Common
No. 2 Common
No. 3 Common
No. 4 Common
No. 5 Common
Miscellaneous .

.

Average price .

.

$52.00



Table 9.

—

Selling price of lumber per thousand



full knowledge of the facts and intelligent use of this knowledge in forecasting the
market. For instance, late in 1914 the demand for No. 2 common white pine became
quite strong.

_
The sales managers were anxious to move anything that they could

and sold this item in solid carloads in some cases. Suddenly they awakened to find
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the item practically cleaned out of Inland Empire yards; they then undertook to
balance their stocks by raising the price materiallj'.

Lumber prices are made largely by the purchaser. Owing to the pressure to sell
and to cut prices, on the part of salesmen representing neighboring firms in the
Inland Empire; owing also to serious competition from other producing regions and
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from various substitutes for lumber, great efforts are made to secure buyers. With
so many competing offers coming to the i)urchascr from all directions, he occupies
the strategic jwsition and simply has to choose the best quotations. As the saying
is, lumber was formerly bought Init is now sold. In other words, earlier in the
history of the country the users of lumber were anxious to obtain it and went to the
manufacturer to buy. Now the situation is generally reversed.

LOG PRICES

As indicated previously, only approximately 20 per cent of the timber is logged
by men who do not also mill it. Most of this tinaber is contracted to the manufac-
turer before it is cvit, and but a very small quantity is sold in the open log market.
However, small markets do exist in various places; that is to say there are well

known current prices which companies in the different regions are willing to pay
for logs. The log markets, such as they are, show ups and downs in conformity
with the general condition of the lumber business. They also fluctuate with climatic
conditions, which may interfere with logging or milling. For example, in the winter
of 1914-15 there was less than one-third of the normal sno'R'fall in the Bitterroot and
Coeur d'Alene Mountains. The spring was an early one and the snow went off

early. It was anticipated that a shortage in white pine logs would be felt in Coeur
d'Alene Lake, owing to failure to get out various drives. Some predicted that white
pine logs ordinarily selling for $13 per thousand feet would reach $15. While the
shortage did not materialize, the situation illustrates the effect of climate on log

prices, which may sometimes be more important than general market conditions.

Table 33 (Appendix) indicates the prices of logs during the last few years in various
waters of northern Idaho and western Montana.

FINANCIAL CONDITION OF THE INDUSTRY

During the six-year period ending with 1914, a group of companies cutting 59 per
cent of the lumber output of the Inland Empire and including the largest and best
managed mills, earned on the average 1.06 per cent on all of their capital employed,
borrowed and unborrowed, exclusive of their profits on stumpage investments.
Aside from the profit on timber, these concerns failed to earn enough to pay 6 per
cent on their indebtedness in four our of the six years and on the average for the
period.

Table 10 shows the financial condition of the leading lumber companies in the
Inland Empire during the 6 years ending with 1914. The companies included are
all manufacturers; none of them are merely timber owners. Timber ownership as
well as the operating part of the business is included in the statement. There are

also included such side issues to the main business of manufacturing lumber as are
common in the industrj^—-boarding houses, commissaries, stores, boom com])anies,

retail lumber yards, etc. These secondary enterprises are usually more profitable

than the main business, when tested by the percentage earned on the capital em-
ployed. One company made about enough on a small store to offset its losses in

manufacturing lumber. On the whole, the net earnings from secondary enterprises
amount, perhaps, to $200,000 annually.

The average quantity of timber owned by these companies will furnish a supply
of logs for approximately 21 years without allowing for overrun, or for about 28 years
on the basis of a 32 per cent overrun. Some companies own from 50 to 75 years'
supply at the rate at which cutting is now going on. Some companies own practically

no timber, or so little that it could be cut out in less than one year if the company were
to operate in it exclusively. The companies included in this group cut approximately
5,655 million feet in the 6 years,_or 59 per cent of the total cut of about 9,600 million

feet in the region during that time. These mills were operating on the average to
the extent of 48 per cent of their theoretical maximum capacity, and the ratio did
not vary much during the 6-year period.

The "paid up capital stock" includes cash and property such as timberland and
plants paid in for shares; in all cases so far as known the property paid in has been
put in at a reasonable valuation. The "capital emploj'-ed" includes paid up capi-
tal stock and borrowed capital; it does not include earned surplus retained and
used in the business. It would have been desirable to include earned surplus if

the figures had been readily available; the omission does not, it is believed, mater-
ially reduce the "capital employed." At any rate it is felt that the broad pur-
poses of the investigation are fulfilled bj^ using "capital employed" as defined
above. The exact financial status could be determined, if at all, only by a detailed
audit of the affairs of each individual company through its entire history and by
a revaluation of its assets.

The debt of the companies here included increased steadily during the period.
In 1909 the debt amounted to 28.7 per cent of the paid up capital stock, and .in 1913
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it had increased to 51.1 per cent. A slight decrease is shown in 1914; but it is more
apparent than real, owing to the absence of records from some com])anies in 1914
which were represented in 1913. The debt of the.sc companies is made up as follows:
in 1914, with a total debt of approximately $18,383,000, there was in bonds outstand-
ing $3,416,000, bills payable $11,725,000, accounts payable $704,0(X), land contracts
$312,000, lumber contract advances $185,000, mortgages based on plant and plant
site only $113, 0(M), and unclassified $1,928,000. About three-fourths of the unclassi-
fied debts are bills i)aya])le. About two-thirds of all the bills i)ayablc consist of

stockholders' notes, which amount to somewhere in the neighborhood of $8,000,000.
The interest rate on the bonds varies from 5 to 7 per cent, exclusive of brokerage
and discounts allowed in floating the issues, which frequently increase materially
the rate of interest on the money actually secured. The interest on bills payable
varies from 4 to 8 per cent. In many cases the debt of the companies was increased
rather regularly by meeting interest due on stockholders' notes by issuing new
notes; some companies paid practically no interest on such indebtedness excepting
by issuing new notes.

In this table stumpage is figured as a cost at the rate at which it is charged on
the books of the companies included. As previously shown, a considerable profit

is earned on the stumpage investment when timber is charged to operation at such
rates.

Accounts receivable average approximately 30 per cent of the annual sales, or

the equivalent of 3.6 months shipments.
The item of depreciation requires some explanation. In line 9 of Table 10 depre-

ciation is set down as actually charged off by the companies represented. There is,

however, a very great variation in the rate at which property subject to dej^reciation

is written off. Some companies are charging off their depreciable assets at a rate
which will eliminate them in ten years or even less; on the other hand, some are

charging off no depreciation whatever. There are all stages between these extremes;
and there is frequently a material variation from one year to another in the rate at

which depreciation is charged off by the same individual company. The theory
upon which many managers work is, "Wait until everything else is taken care of at

the end of the year, and see if there are any earnings left from which to deduct
depreciation. If there are no earnings, charge no depreciation; if there are con-

siderable earnings, charge enough depreciation to cover the current year and other
years also."

Many have not written off any depreciation, hoping that conditions each succeed-
ing year would be good enough to charge off some depreciation without showing a

loss. This appears to be no uncommon situation in the business world in general.

It is stated that, of 66,000 corporations in the United States doing a business of over
$100,000 annually, 30,000 charge off no depreciation.

The average rate of depreciation written off by all the companies represented
in Table 10 was 4.1 per cent, which would wipe out the depreciable assets in 24
years. After careful consideration of the plants in question, what is considered a

reasonable operating life was fixed for each in view of the time that the plant had
already been running, the available supplies of timber, and the favorableness of its

site from a manufacturing standpoint as to physical conditions, labor conditions,

accessibility of timber supplies, etc. In the experience of the region it is frequently
found that, while a mill may still be in usable condition a site is available nearer
the timber which will reduce operating costs. In this case it may be profitable to

abandon the old plant with a salvage value representing ten per cent or less of its

original cost. In other cases a new company may buy out an existing operation,

decide that the old plant does not suit its requirements, and build a new one.

Such things have taken place so many times that it seems unsafe to predict a very
long life for any sawmill. In spite of this uncertainty, however, reasonable operating
lives have been predicted, varying from 25 years in the case of some plants to 10

years in the case of others. The weighted average is 18 j^ears, which requires that
5.6 per cent of the plant investment be charged off as depreciation annually.

The rate of interest on debts is set down at 6 per cent, which is exceedingly close

to the average rate of interest paid.
Line 16 of Table 10 gives the earnings of this group of companies without deduc-

tions for interest on indebtedness or plant depreciation, amounting to approximately
$1,322,000 as the average annual return throughout the 6-year period. Line_ 17
shows that this amount is an average earning of 3.7 per cent on the paid up capital

during the 6-year period. Line 18 shows the earnings after deducting 6 per cent
interest on the debts and a reasonable depreciation on the plants. In 1909 and 1910
there was something left over in the form of net earnings after deducting both interest

and depreciation. Subsequently, however, there were in the aggregate no net
earnings as thus defined, but a loss varying from $460,000 in 1912 to $1,500,000 in 1914
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and averaging about $364,000 for the 6-3'ear period. As is shown in line 19, this is

equivalent to an average annual loss of 1 per cent on the paid up capital stock.

Leaving interest on the debt out of account in order to get at the earnings of all

of the capital employed in the business, line 20 shows an average annual earning of

about $536,000. This is equivalent to 1.06 per cent on all of the capital employed;
in one year, 1914, this item was also a minus quantity. In other words, during the
6-year period ending in 1914, these companies earned on the average 1.06 per cent
on all the capital in use, borrowed and unborrowed, exclusive of their profits on
stumpage investments, and failed to earn enough to pay interest on their indebted-
ness. The profits realized from stumpage investments are discussed in the first part
of this report and also in the following section.

There appears to be a feeling on the part of many lumbermen that their industry
is peculiarly unfortunate in the matter of profits. Stumpage ownership and lumber
manufacture have been closely united; during the years prior to 1907 stumpage
values increased enormously throughout the country. This put lumbermen in the
habit of expecting large profits. Now that conditions have radically changed, most
lumbermen are finding difficulty in readjusting their ideas of profit; and the feeling

is common that most other industries are doing much better. It has been stated,

however, that of the 250,000 corporations in the United States 100,000 have no net
income, and that 90,000 more have a net annual income of less than $5,000 each.
The owner of the average farm is said in the long run to own no more than a job, as
far as income from the investment is concerned. It is reported also that the prices
of soft coal and crude oil barely return the cost of production.

While the lumber industry may be no worse off than many other important
industries, it is believed that up to the middle of 1915 conditions were becoming
worse so rapidly as to threaten a serious demoralization of the industry. In 1916,

however, better market conditions gave a breathing spell with a chance to put the
industry in much better working condition and to overcome certain of its weak-
nesses.

A very few companies in the Inland Empire have paid moderate dividends con-
sistently; some have paid one or two dividends; but most of the companies have
paid none at all. Most of the concerns are reasonably well supplied with capital;

it is not more capital that is needed, but less of it in the form of borrowed money.
With a profit margin as narrow as that shown to exist, any considerable amount of

debt is a great handicap to success. New organizations planning to start in the
business should study the situation very thoroughly from this standpoint.

INTERRELATION OF STUMPAGE AND OPERATING PROFITS

For the group of large companies discussed under the preceding heading, the
total margin between the sale price of lumber and the actual cost of production,
leaving out stumpage, profits, and interest, may for 1914 be divided in any of the
following ways:

(1) An earning of 12 per cent compound interest on the stumpage investment
and of one-tenth of one per cent simple interest on the operating investment;

(2) An earning of 6 per cent compound interest on the stumpage investment and
of 3.3 per cent simple interest on the operating investment; or

(3) No earning on the stumpage investment (with timber charged at its actual
cost) and a return of 5.1 per cent simple interest on the operating investment.

Table 10 shows, as the average for 6 years ending with 1914, a total investment
of about $50,600,000 in approximately 19.S billion feet of stumpage, mill plants,
working capital, etc., in operations cutting about 940 million feet of lumber per
year. On the same basis an investment of about .$33,400,000 would be rectuired for
the remaining cut in the Inland Empire of 6C0 million feet, together with 13.9 billion
feet of stumpage, if the ratio of standing timber to lumber cut were the same. Thus
there would be a total investment of .$84,000,000 carrj-ing 33.7 billion feet of stumpage
and providing the operating plant and capital for a yearly cut of about 1,600 million
feet. This leaves 58. 1 billion feet out of the total of 91.8 billion of privately owned
stumpage in the Inland Empire still to be accounted for. At an average outlay of
$0.95 per thousand feet, no interest included, this additional timber represents an
investment of about $55,200,000. Hence the total investment of the lumber industry
in the Inland Empire is somewhere near $140,000,000. About $47,000,000 is invested
in the lumber manufacturing end of the business, and the re.st in stumpage. If the
stumpage were put in at the rate at which it was charged off in 1914 on the books of
the operators, the total investment in the industry would be increased to about
$330,000,000.

As indicated previously, approximately 40 per cent of the logs are driven. This
necessitates a considerable investment in labor and supplies which must be carried
from the time the season's supplj^ of logs is cut until it is sawed at the mill. With
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railroad logp;inp;, timber can ordinarily be taken from the stump to the saw mill in

about a month; but where driving is resorted to the timber is felled during the

summer and fall, and the logs are not usually delivered at the mill until the following

spring, and are not all sawed before winter. On the average, it is estimated that

10 months elapse between cutting the log and sawing it into lumber where driving

is used as a principal method of transportation.^

A weighted average thus indicates that an investment in logs is carried for an
average period of 4.0 months. If approximately $0 per thousand feet, lumber tally,

is invested in the log before it reaches the mill, for each million feet of annual output
a capital of approximately $2,300 is required for the log supply. The amount so

invested, of course, fluctuates with the season of the year. This does not include

the money expended in purchasing timberland.
Table 10 shows that the original cost of the portions of plants producing an average

cut of 943 million feet which are subject to depreciation was $14,138,rX)0; the non-
depreciable portions of the plants would bring this amount to about $i.5,0(K),fXX).

For each million feet of lumber cut annually the plant investment is thus about
$15,900. It has been shown that the average inventory is 78 per cent of the yearly

shipments, or 73.5 per cent of the annual cut. For each million feet of annual cut

there are 735,000 feet of lumber in yard stocks.
_
At $9.50 per thousand feet (stumpage

not included) this amounts to about $7,000. Bills and accounts receivable, averaging
approximately 30 per cent of the annual sales, amount to about $4,200. Thus the

total investment engaged in the manufacture of lumber amounts to about $29,400

for the average million feet of lumber cut annually.

The rates at which stumpage is being charged off on the books of the operating

companies as the timber is cut include a profit above its original cost. These profits

varied from 4 to 6 per cent compound interest in the case of companies which bought
their stumpage early at a low price but were still charging it off at only about a

dollar per thousand feet, up to as high as 20 to 25 per cent compound interest in the

case of companies which also bought their stumpage at a low figure in the early days
but were charging it off at as high a figure as $5 in 1914.

Table 11 shows for different years from 1909 to 1914 what profit was obtained from
timber investments under various methods of accounting, and the corresponding

earnings on the operating investment. Stumpage for which there was an actual

outlay of $0.95 per thousand feet, in 1914, would have a capitalized value of $1.70,

if 6 per cent compound interest were added. In that year the stumpage cut was
being charged off at $3.06. This figure gave an earning of 12 per cent compound
interest on the actual outlay for timberlands. One-tenth of one per cent simple

interest was earned on the capital invested in lumber manufacture, if the stumpage
item is so handled.

Table 11.

—

Relation of profits on stumpage and operating investments.

Actual outlay for stumpage cut (no interest

included ) , Timber estimate basis

Actual outlay for stumpage cut plus 6 per cent
compound interest

Book charge for stumpage
Profit, compound interest, on stumpage at book

charge, per cent
Earnings, simple interest, on operating capital,

with stumpage at book charge, per cent ........

Earnings, simple interest, on operating capital,

with stumpage at actual outlay plus 6 per cent

compound interest, per cent
Earnings, simple interest, on operating capital

with stumpage at actual outlay, without in

terest, per cent
Profit per thousand feet of lumber produced, with
stumpage at book charge

Profit per thousand feet of lumber produced, with
stumpage at actual outlay plus 6 per cent com-
pound interest

Profit per thousand feet of lumber produced, with
stumpage at actual outlay only
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the stumpage charge to its actual cost plus 6 per cent would leave a profit of SI.30

per thousand feet of lumber; while placing the stumpage charge at its actual cost

only would bring this profit up to $1.87. In this year, then, the earnings could be

so divided that 6 per cent would be earned on the stumpage investment and there

would be left a profit of SI.30 per thousand feet of lumber, equivalent to 3.3 per cent

simple interest on the manufacturing investment. The data given in Table 11 are

presented graphically^ in figure 17 (Appendix).
The figures just given are presented to illustrate the interrelation of stumpage

and operating profits under different conceptions as to how each should be deter-

mined or how the total earnings should be divided between these two elements. As
indicated in discussing the "Value of Timber," the correct method is believed to

be, not to capitalize stumpage at an automatic interest rate, year by year, but to

base its valuation (and hence the profits earned upon its original cost) upon the

margin between cost of production and selling price, after deducting a moderate
manufacturing profit. To even off the frequent ups and downs of temporary dura--

tion in the lumber market, some such interval as five years might be used for this

purpose. Then if 5.1 per cent be regarded as a reasonable profit on the manufactur-
ing investment in 1914, the average stumpage in the Inland Empire was w'orth what
it cost and earned no profit in that year. Or if 3.3 per cent on the operating invest-

ment be regarded as sufficient, the stumpage earned a profit of 6 per cent compound
interest.

HOW CAN THE LUMBER INDUSTRY BE MADE MORE STABLE?

A SUMMARY OF THE PRESENT SITUATION

It is well to remember that the excessive burden of privately owned stumpage
is by far the most important factor tending to prevent stability in the industry.

There is strong pressure to convert stumpage into lumber in order to liquidate the

stumpage investment and utilize the plant investment. There are several reasons
for this pressure. The total debt of the industry in the Inland industrj' on timber
and mills is about .$40,000,000. It takes about $1.50 for every thousand feet of

lumber produced each year to take care of the interest on this debt. Taxes on timber
and plant amount to about $1.25 for each thousand feet of lumber produced annually.

Similarly, timber land administration adds $0.11 and timber protection $0.08. To
this must be added approximate^ $1.59 for management and office salaries, insurance,

legal expenses, and depreciation on plant.
These outlays can be recovered ultimately only through the manufacture of

lumber. From the standpoint of the industry viewed as a whole, they can be said

to be equivalent to a fixed charge of $4.53 per thousand feet on the present output
of the region.

If the cut is reduced, the fixed charge per thousand feet will necessarily increase,

for these expenses continue regardless of cutting. The natural tendency is to cut
as much lumber as possible each year, so that the fixed charge per thousand feet will

be at a minimum. From an operating point of view it is entirely feasible, as we have
seen, to increase the cut materially, since most mills are operated below_ their

capacity. It is highly desirable to keep mills in continuous operation, even in the
dullest times, in order to preserve the personnel organization. The financial stand-
ing of a company suffers greatly if it changes from a "going concern" to one that is

inactive. There is also a real responsibility, which is generally recognized bj- the
management, to continue operation for the sake of dependent conmaunities.

The following conclusions and suggestions are based upon frank discussions with
many different lumbermen of the region, upon knowledge gained bj' the writer in a
number of years of local experience in the work of the Forest Service, which has
touched closely many phases of this investigation, and upon all of the data and facts

brought to light by the investigation itself. The personal judgment of the writer

necessarily affects the conclusions and suggested remedies which follow. Few of

these suggestions are original. Most of them have been in the minds of one or

another of the lumbermen in touch with the situation. It is attempted here merely
to bring together the most reasonable conclusions and suggestions, both for bettering
the industry itself and for meeting the larger public interests involved.

A BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF THE SITUATION BY THE PUBLIC

The public at large has not realized that it is interested in the welfare of the
lumber industry. It has suspected that various forms of restraint upon trade have
arbitrarily raised the price of lumber, and that huge profits have been obtained by
stumpage owners and li mber manufacturers. This report has shown that large

profits have been made by some investors in timberland in the Inland Empire, while
some have lost money. The study has showTi also that the profits from the manu-
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facture of lumber by itself, in the Inland Empire during the 6 years ending with
1914, were small. The country as a whole, and osjuudally the industries and people
in the regions in which the lumber industry itself is of the greatest importance, have
not realized how the unstable conditions in this business cause a waste of the nation's

timber resources; nor have they realized fully the dependence of the railways,

farmers, bankers, storekeepers, cities, etc., upon this great industry. They have
not appreciated the fact that a sick industry in their midst has been the cause of

some of their own ])ains.

There is great need that the lumber industry be put on a more stable basis. Its

present unsoundness injures both the ca])ital and the labor engaged and the whole
economic life of the region. Such a condition is harmful to the interests of the con-

sumers of lumber in the long run because premature cutting brings about a waste
of resources which will make itself felt sooner or later in a shortage of supply and
higher prices for forest products.

It is believed that the lumber industry might well cultivate the attitude of the

most progressive public service corporations throughout the country, as expressed

in the slogans, "the i)ublic be served" and "the ])ublic be informed." Lumbermen
should take the public into their confidence and show clearly at frequent intervals

just what is the condition of affairs in their industry. This should be done through
statistics i)ublishod at regular intervals showing mill capacity, cut, itemized costs

of production, prices obtained, payments to the railroads in the form of freight, and
the profits earned. Undoubtedly, as a number of operators believe, it would be
helpful in bringing about a more friendly spirit between the industry on one side,

and the labor engaged in the industry and the public, on the other, for each company
to publish a statement annually showing its financial condition.

The public should be given a clear understanding of the industrial side of the con-

servation problem; how the utilization of short length boards where they will do as

well will reduce waste; how the use of low grades in places where they are serviceable

will tend to closer use of standing timber; how the choice between lumber and
substitutes can be made with the greatest advantage to the user, putting lumber of

the right kind in places where it can be employed most advantageously and using

substitutes where they are economically best; and how the use of timber in the

woods, the husbanding of the country's timber resources, is affected by the current

conditions in the industry. The lumbermen, the laborers in the industry, the men
of other local industries, the consumers of lumber, and the public in general, should

understand the importance of using the virgin timber and the timberland resources

which produced it and are capable of reproducing it in such a way that future supplies

may be assured while present needs are met. It should be clearly realized that the

"conservation idea" is an irresistible trend of the times which is mainly concerned

with human betterment, and that to cooperate with it is the wisest policy.

The public should imderstand the problems of the private owners in handling

cutover lands and the difficvdties which confront him in attempting far-sighted plans

of reforestation. The public can be best informed through statements gotten out

at frequent intervals by the lumbermen; but these statements should be supple-

mented by data prepared by some governmental agency, so that the public at large

will be convinced that the information which it is obtaining is of an unbiased and
authoritative nature.

WHAT THE GOVERNMENT CAN DO

With some lumbermen it has been the custom to charge all of their troubles to the

government and to believe that if the government would only let them alone or pass

laws favorable to their industry, the situation would be greatly improved. But the

government must approach the question from the standpoint of the welfare of the

whole people. By "government" is meant all the public agencies, Federal, State,

and local, which come into contact with the lumber industry.

THE TARIFF UNIMPORTANT.

The tariff has come in for a good deal of discussion by individual limibermen and
by trade journals. The most intelligent opinion in the Inland Empire is to the

effect that the tariff has had extremely little influence upon the lumber industry of

this region, whatever may be its influence in other parts of the country.

REGULATION OF PRICE OR PRODUCTION.

Many lumbermen feel that the Sherman anti-trust law should be so modified as

to permit them to organize with the object of regulating prices and, a necessary

feature of price regulation, of regulating lumber production. Owing to the economic

conditions existing in the industry and to the individualism of the lumberman, such
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a change in the law would probably be useless as a means of stabilizing the industry
unless accompanied by effective government regulation. However, some Federal
agency, such as the Federal Trade Commission, should be definitely authorized to
advise lumbermen on how they may cooperate more eiJectively in giving their
industry greater stability.

TAXATIOX OF TIMBERLAXDS.

The lumber industry must, of course, contribute to the support of government
on an equitable basis in comparison with other industries; on the other hand, the
government must, if it is wise, take fully into account the character of the industry
and its ability to pay taxes. It is folly to tax timberland so heavily or in such a
manner as to force the destruction of the resource taxed, and thereby destroy the
source of future comm-mity income as well as of community industries. The
present general property system of taxation tends to do just this. It is highly
desirable that some equitable form of the income tax principle be applied to tim-
berland. It would be a conserving rather than a destructive force and would
eliminate the pressure to liquidate timbjrland investments so far as it is caused
by taxation.

STATISTICAL REPORTS.

The government should make arrangements to cooperate with the industry in

gathering statistics of all kinds regarding its condition, financial and otherwise, for
the purpose of presenting unbiased statements to the public at regular intervals.

Such information will also be of great value to the lumbermen themselves.

THE DISPOSAL OF PUBLIC TIMBER.

The policy followed in disposing of National Forest timber has an important
bearing upon the Imnber industry. Uncertainty on this score, with the fear that
large quantities of public stumpage might be forced upon the market, has been a
factor in the pressure to cut private stumpage. As far as National Forest timber
influences the situation, it should be a stable and conserving factor, not a demoraliz-
ing one or one which adds to the tendencies inherent in the industry to use standing
timber wastefully. The definite establishment of such a policy in the administration
of National Forest timber with the concurrence of all of the public agencies involved,
when coupled with a general timber policy in which the government cooperates with
the industry in stabilizing the holding of private timber, will be of material aid in

putting the industry in the Inland Empire upon a sounder footing.

The outlines of such a National Forest timber policy are given in the summary
report of the study of the lumber industry conducted by the Forest Service.' Its
cardinal points are to sell National Forest stumpage only for immediate manu-
facture, eliminating altogether the element of stumpage speculation, at conservative
appraisals which represent its full value, not as determined by the latest rise or fall

in the liimber market, but bj' all its movements over considerable periods, and to
purchasers adequately financed to conduct successfully the logging and manufactur-
ing enterprises contemplated. The government should not force the cutting of its

timber when not needed by economic conditions, but should supply all logical and
well founded demands which come to the Forests in the course of the development
of the lumber and other industries in the western states. The same principles might
well govern the disposal of timber under other forms of public ownership or
control.

EXTEXSION OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP OF TIMBERLAXD.

The liberal and ill adjusted land laws of the United States in times past allowed
huge areas of timberland to pass into private ownership. Now a strong desire to
liquidate private timber holdings unquestionably exists. The private owner now
sees no profit which Y\'ill justify his holding timberlands for the production of wood
after cutting the present merchantable crop. He has no intention of holding such
lands indefinitely. If for nothing else he plans to sell most of them for grazing.

Here in the Inland Empire is a great national asset in the form of approximately
6,000,000 acres of privately owned land best suited permanently to the production
of timber. It would be a material economic loss to have this land turned over to
unrestricted private grazing, because the land is needed in forest both to supply the
nation's timber needs and to protect watersheds. In addition, about 400,000 acres
suitable only for summer grazing or protection forest, also requires a kind of manage-
ment which it is not likely to receive in private ownership.

It is strongly felt that one of the most important features of a permanent solution
of the problem, although necessarily one which could be put into effect "onlj- gradu-
ally, would be the adoption of a policy on the part of the Federal Government of

1 "Some Public and Economic Aspects of the Lumber Industry," by W. B. Greeley.
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acquiring cutover lands more valuable for the production of timber than for other
purposes within areas suitable for permanent management as National Forests.

Such land might be acquired through gifts, purchases, or exchanges in which the

Government returned land or stumpage for the cutover areas acquired. The States
might well undertake a similar policy. In accord with its principle, the States

should retain permanently all the lands now owned which ace shown by an expert
classification to be suitable mainly for forest growth. Lands of like character
obtained through nonpayment of taxes or otherwise acquired should be added to

these permanent State forests.

It would also be desirable for the public to acquire lands interspersed through
the holdings of private owners upon which there is a growth of young timber which
will not become merchantable for some years. Furthermore, there is a considerable

quantity of privately owned timberland, located principally within the existing

National Forests, so remote from means of transportation that the timber has no
value for immediate conversion into lumber. Where owners of such timber are

inclined to turn it over to the public at a low price, means should be provided
whereby they may do so.

Such a policy should not be developed as a means of giving hard-pressed timber
owners an opportimity to liquidate at a profit. Prices should be held down to the
value of the tracts for public forest purposes. Similar provisions are now in effect

under the Weeks Act, for taking into public ownership land whose control is essential

for watershed protection purposes.
The great load of privatelj^ owned timber, with all its evils, is at the root of the

difficulties of the lumber industry and of the public losses which the present situation

involves. The Government itself, through its ill adjusted land laws, is partly

responsible for the situation which has arisen; but the justification for the recovery
of a portion of these lands lies in the vital public interests which can be safeguarded
most effectively by this means. In a region like the Inland Empire where the rate

of growth is relatively slow and the fire danger is considerable the production of

timber on a large scale and the protection of watersheds is usually better adapted
to public than private enterprise, since the private individual can afford to do it

excepting when there is a rare combination of favorable conditions. A forward
looking land policy should be adopted by the Federal and State governments as the

surest solution of this great problem.
The most serious objection to this plan is that it would remove land from taxation

and thus burden local communities. This is a drawback which must be provided
for definitely in the public ownership policy. In the case of the National Forests
the government is providing compensation in lieu of taxes to local communities by
turning over 25 per cent of the gross receipts from the sale of timber and other

resources. An additional 10 per cent is spent locally in road construction.
It is not to be inferred that the author of this bulletin is opposed to private

ownership of timberland. He believes that the private owner can secure a low rate

of interest by engaging in the business of growing timber; and that private owners
who are willing to accept a moderate return should be encouraged to remain in the

business. The policy outlined above should by all means be put into efTect to protect

public interests until private owners are content with the relatively small profits

obtainable from permanent forest management. Public initiative in acquiring forest

land should be supplemented by cooperation between the Government and private

owners with the object on one hand of providing for the protection of forests from
fire and other forms of injury, for the maintenance of forest growth on cutover lands,

and on the other hand of providing conditions under which private owners may
engage in the business of growing timber with reasonable prospects of moderate
profits.

GOVERNMENT COOPERATION WITH THE INDUSTRT.

Once more let it be emphasized that the Government should definitely and
energetically encourage the lumber industry in doing those things which only the

industry itself can do to improve its condition. Developments of this character
should be accompanied by a large degree of public cooperation, both to give the

industry what aid is possible and also to protect the public welfare and hold the

confidence of the public in what the industry may undertake. Suggestions along
these lines are made in the following section.

WHAT THE INDUSTRY CAN DO

COMPETITION OFTEN EXTREME AND DESTRUCTIVE.

While there are certain ways in which the people as a whole misunderstand the
industry and in which the actions of governmental agencies bear upon its prosperity,
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there are also many evils in the situation which can be cured only by action of the

industry itself. In a word, the lumber industry needs to be modernized.

Far from there being a lumber trust, the competition in the industry is usually

keen and frequently destructive. This competition exists between lumber and
substitutes for lumber, between various large producing regions, as the Inland

Empire and the Fir region, between different parts of the Inland Empire, as between
the northwest Montana region and the Missoula region, between different com-
panies within each region, and even between different mills of the same company.
Indeed, there are frequent instances of extreme individualism and lack of coordina-

tion between difTerent officers of the same plant, as when the woods foreman sends

in exceedingly defective logs in the effort to show a low cost of logging, or the sawyer
in the mill saWs carelessly in order to show a big output, instead of cooperating with

the management in getting the maximum returns from the whole organization.

What is needed in the lumber industry is the modern spirit of cooperation rather

than the extreme spirit of individualism which now exists.

THE LUMBERMAN TOO INDI\^DITALISTIC.

Although the lumberman has shown the many admirable traits of the pioneer,

going boldly into a wilderness and subduing it by main strength applied through

rule of thumb methods devised by his native ingenuity, he has developed, in con-

sequence of his comparative isolation, a decidedly individualistic character. He
shows something of the character of the independent and self-sufficient feudal lord;

it has been necessary for him to be self-reliant, and he has developed an aloofness

and lack of trust in other lumbermen; he trusts and believes in his own methods
and distrusts the methods of others. His isolation has made him more or less pro-

vincial and kept him out of touch with the cooperative spirit of the times. At a

meeting of lumbermen there is frequently an agreement upon a general policy but

an immediate falling out over non-essential details.

If the lumber industry is to be modernized through cooperation, each unit,

whether it be laborer, woods foreman, shipping department, company, or region,

must give more consideration to the good of the whole, and stop following the present

policy of "Every man for himself and the devil take the hindmost."

LARGE SCALE UNITS OF PRODUCTION.

It has been suggested that it would be desirable to organize in the Inland Empire
one large corporation including within its scope ownership of all of the timberland

now privately owned and all the plants now operating. Even if the Federal authori-

ties were to permit such a corporation, which in fact would produce less than 6 per

cent of the softwood of the country, it appears exceedingly doubtful if one could be

brought into existence. The reason for this is again the individualism characteristic

of lumbermen.
It has also been suggested that several large corporations be organized, each with

an output of say four or five hundred million feet of lumber annually,—sufficiently

large to justify all of the overhead expenses which are needed to make a modern,

large-scale business successful. Perhaps one corporation of the size indicated could

be organized, but it is very doubtful if others could.

Where it can be employed, large scale production with several mills in one

organization has many advantages. These include the financial ability and the

volume of output necessary to employ a staff of experts in various lines, the develop-

ment of a strong selling organization with a large stock from which to draw, the

elimination of cross shipments to some extent, the standardization of accounting,

and a strong central purchasing department.

COOPERATION THROUGH TRADE ASSOCIATIONS.

The greatest hope of cooperation lies in bringing the manufacturers together

through trade associations for handling features of the industry requiring specializa-

tion and research which no one concern can afford. The present activities of the

Western Pine Manufacturers' Association, for instance, could be greatly extended.

The association could develop a corps of experts in various lines who would be

available to the individual lumberman to furnish information, check up his technical

practice, and aid him as consulting experts to increase the efficiency of his business.

STANDARDIZATION OF ACCOUNTING METHODS.

The methods of accounting found in the course of this investigation are far from

uniform. When one mill man tells his neighbor that it costs him $1.25 per thousand

feet to saw lumber it usually does not mean the same thing to each; one is including

items that the other is leaving out. Many companies keep their accounts in such
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poor fashion that it is impossible to compare their costs with those of other com-
panies. Not a few housewives keep better and more detailefl accounts than some
lumber companies. Practically no companies carry their cost accounting system to

the degree of refinement which many modern business organizations consider

necessary.
Uniform and adequate cost accounting systems, showing at just what point loss

replaces gain, afford an important check upon indiscriminate price cutting. With
a proper spirit of cooperation, uniform accounting and cost keeping systems could
readily be developed by an association accountant who had access to the records of

the various members. Accounting methods could be standardized and much data
secured which could be brought together, summarized for the whole industry, and
made available to the members of the association for their guidance.

TRADE MARKING AND ADVERTISING.

Trade marking is a recent development in the lumber industry. It seeks to

standardize the quality of the product, fix responsibility for shipments upon the

producing mill, and correct such abuses as grade manipulation, which have worked
against lumber as a competitive structural material. It is in line with the most
desirable improvements in merchandising lumber, toward the principle of "guaran-
teed goods." No one doubts that trade marked goods can be marketed to better

advantage than those bearing no trade mark.
The trade mark, furthermore, gives something definite to advertise. Cooperative

advertising, including various forms of pul)licity, is one of the most desirable forms
of joint action for lumbermen to take. An expert representing the association would
here be of great assistance.

THE SALES AGENCY.

The marketing of lumber offers opportunities for material improvement. There
is room for a reduction in the cost of selling, owing to duplicated efforts on the part

of sales managers and salesmen, which not only increase the cost of getting the

product to the consumer but also tend to lower the price indiscriminately. A sales

agency fully acquainted with the stocks at each mill could distribute orders in such
a way as to utilize them to the best advantage, thus making it possible to reduce
the average yard stocks and so effect a reduction in the investment. It could also

make a saving in freight rates by eliminating cross shipments to some extent, and it

could secure more detailed information on market conditions than is now obtained,
thus enabling sales to be made more intelligently. A sales agency might be a division

of the association, but probably should be an independent organization.
Marketing might be carried a step further by the agency, to bring the product

more directly to the consumer and eliminate intermediate handling. Besides
reducing the cost of the product to the consumer and putting lumber in a better

position to compete with substitutes, this would keep the merchandising more
closely in the hands of the manufacturer, who is most deeply interested in pushing
lumber sales. The Federal Trade Commission, or some similar public organization,

should be in close contact with the workings of such agencies, to make sure both that

they are organized on a thoroughly stable basis and that the public interests are

protected in their operation.

POSSiniLITIES OF SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT.
Scientific management has been applied with great success in some industries.

Its principles are universally applicable. The association could develop an expert
in this line whose business it would be to indicate how these principles may be
applied to the practical requirements of the companies making up the association

membership and to the specific operations of the industry.
The application of scientific management to the industry would be effective

mainly in reducing costs of production and in securing economies in the distribution
of lumber. Scientific management consists essentially in substituting for rule of

thumb methods, based largely on tradition and custom, methods which are the
result of hard study of the problem in hand and which are in thorough harmony with
all of the laws of nature and human nature having any bearing on the case. There
is little question that the application of scientific management by a thoroughly
qualified man could bring about worth-while economies in the manufacture and
handling of lumber.

INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH.

In connection with the application of scientific management, there should be a
research department of the association to give special attention tc the development
of the science of logging and manufacturing lumber, so that the most economical
methods may be determined and employed in each phase of the industry. The
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research department would determine, for instance, what character of logs it pays
to bring in under given costs of logging and under given market conditions; what
products can be manufactured most profitablj- from different kinds of logs; how these
products may best be treated in drying, etc.

The dry kiln practice of the region is decidedly diverse; yet there is certainly

some one best method for use under each set of conditions. It is highly probable
that the best methods have not yet been developed, since the basic scientific prin-

ciples of kiln drying have not yet been applied in practice.

]Mill and woods wastes need to be investigated; in some places there is room for

saving; in others perhaps the present utilization is too close to be profitable. In-

vestigation of the possible uses of short lengths, chemical by-products, etc., is a
further need of the industry. The development of a commercial value for the large

proportion of the raw material now wasted would go far in solving basic problems.

TR.UNED MEX NEEDED.

One of the most important fields for the application of scientific management is

in the selection of the personnel of the industry, from managers to swampers. At
the present time the industry employs men by decidedh' haphazard methods. The
intelligent selection of men for particular positions has been found to increase greatly

the work done by the organization and to promote the general efficiency of the

companies in which it has been used.

A serious weakness of the lumber industry is the lack of carefully trained, broad
minded young men ready to be called into service in the more responsible positions

as openings occur. The most successful industries in the country are very keen in

their efforts to develop an effective personnel, and to have promising young men of

the right ability available and in training. The industry can be greatly strengthened
in the long run by securing energetic young men of technical education, giving each
of them a thorough training in the various phases of the business, and fitting such
of them as prove competent into vacant positions which they maj* be qualified to fill.

THE LABOR PROBLEM.

The lumber industry has done its share to develop a condition wherebj' about
3,000,000 men in the United States have become casual laborers, sometimes called

hobo laborers, or "blanketstiffs." There is no one who complains more bitterly

than the lumberman, as a rule, of the character of his labor, and yet is he not largely

responsible? When urged to improve living conditions in the camps iii order to

attract abetter class of labor, some managers have said better living conditions would
tend to spoil the lumberjack. The lumber company manager does not expect to

drive logs up the river; they must go down the river. Such are the laws of nature.

But he frequently does expect and try to house and keep his labor in violation of

the laws of human nature, and can not vmderstand his resulting difficulties.

The condition of many logging camps indicates that sanitation and comfort have
so far received scant attention. It has been clearly demonstrated in several indus-

tries, and to some extent in the lumber industry, that it pays to provide camps that

are thoroughly sanitary, with good facilities for bathing and for drying wet clothes,

with well lighted reading rooms, with simple amusements, with opportunities for

schooling, etc. ^lodern hygiene has demonstrated that men who have slept in

improperly ventilated bunk houses reach their highest efficiency only after several

hours work in the open air in the morning. Some camps have excellent conditions;

in the worst camps life is endurable for the average man only with the prospect of

an earl}- debauch.
When labor is scarce and in strong demand, it is extremely restless and migrates

very freely, much to the lumberman's disgust. When work is scarce, it is possible

to get more efficient labor, and men will stick to their jobs better. This unstable

labor situation means inefficiency in the highest degree. Yet what adequate steps

are being taken to cure the situation?

The labor situation is one of the most serious weaknesses of the industry; and it

is likely to become more serious. The solution of this difficulty lies in the develop-

ment of stable labor in place of the present migratory labor, of moderately satisfied

labor in place of the present dissatisfied labor. This involves reducing to the

minimum the seasonal character of operations, providing work for the off seasons,

encouraging family life and the settlement of employees on agricultural lands,

improving housing' conditions, etc. The initiative to secure these better conditions

must be taken by the emploj-er. Action in these directions should be taken, not

merely to appease labor, but because it is the right and fair thing to do. Employers
in the aggregate can not dodge their share of responsibility for present conditions,

nor should they avoid initiating action to improve matters. Employers can not
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enter into the spirit of scientific management without developing a real, not a

simulated, interest in the welfare of the men. Real cooperation must be developed
between the employer and the laborer.

Of course there is a great deal to be said on the employers' side of this question.

However, the employer should take the initiative in studying and dealing with the

labor problem, the final solution of which will certainly require hearty cooperation

between employer and employed.

PERMANENT FOREST MANAGEMENT.

The profits to be expected from the permanent management of forest lands for

the production of timber crops are not sufficiently great to be attractive to many
lumbermen. However, individuals are likely to become more conservative in their

ideas as to what constitutes a reasonable profit. Furthermore, it is believed that

various steps will be taken by the government to make conditions more favorable

for private owners to engage permanently in timber production. With such changes

in attitude and conditions considerable areas of private land are likely to be devoted

permanently to forest management.

CONCLUSION.

The lumber industry has many difficulties. It is un-American to believe that

they can not be solved. Their solution, however, will require much hard thinking

and friendly cooperation, not only within the industry but on the part of the Govern-

ment and people who are deeply concerned in its stability.
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the Inland Empire, publicly and privately owned,
regions and species.

Table 12.

—

Standing timber in

[Estiniateri stand in millions of feet board measure, log scale.)

by



Table 12.

—

Standing timber in the Inland Emjiire, 'publicly and 'privately owned, by
regions and species—-Continued.

[Estimated stand in millions of feet board measure, log scale.)
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Table 15.

—

Rotation and rate of growthfor various forest types under various conditions.

Forest type.





Table 17-



Table 19.

—

Summary of stumpage cost data.
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Table 21,

—

Grades of lumber from various species shipped in 1915 by members of the

Western Pine Manufacturers' Association.



Table 22.

—

Softwood lumber cut in the Inland Empire in various years, by species and
States, based on Census and Forest Service data, in millions of feet board measure.

Year.



Table 22.

—

Softwood lumber cut in the Inland Empire in various years, etc.—Continued.

Year.



Table 25.

—

Cut and yard stock at mills of various classes in 1914.—Millions of feet.

State.

Mill groups based on thousands of feet cut annually.

Group 1

—

50-500.
Group 2

—

500-1,000.
Group 3

—

1,000-5,000.

OS

3 a
O 6

~ 3 a
O

Group 4

—

5,000-10,000.

3 P.

o

Group 5

—

Over 10,000.

3 a
O

Idaho:
Mills and cut
Yard stock
Yard stock—per cent of

cut

140
115

764
497

51

644
456

71

Groups 4 and 5 combined

Montana:
Mills and cut

Yard stock
Yard stock—per cent of
cut

25 mills=18 per cent of
total mills.

68-3 cut=89 per cent of

total cut.

124

100

Washington

:

Mills and cut
Yard stock
Yard stock—per cent of
cut

512
431

Oregon:
Mills and cut
Yard stock
Yard stock

—

per cent of
cut

408
341

California

:

Mills and cut
Yard stock
Yard stock—per cent of

cut

175

150

318
238

3,946
932

1,818

367

20

1,303

619

48

166

138

208
164

101

86

32

213
45

142

28

20

225
196

87

13 mills^lO per cent.

259 cut=81 per cent.

360
94

125
116

3,290
779

24

174 mills=34 per cent.

3,650 cut=92 per cent.

38

1,494

284

65 mills^l6 per cent.
1,591 cut=.88 per cent.

106

66

1,114

530

4S

54 mills=31 per cent.
1,220 cut=94 per cent.

CUT BY MILLS OF VARIOUS CLASSES IN 1913.

Class



Table 26.

—

Classes of mills by regions in 1914-—From the U. S. Census.



Table 29.

—

Distribution of lumber shipments from the Inland Empire. Computed from
reports of the Montana Larch and Pine Association and the Western Pine Manufac-
turers' Association.

1911

Thousand
feet.

Per
cent.

Thousand
feet.

Per
cent.

1913

Thousand
feet.

Per
cent.

Thousand
feet.

Per
cent.

Washington
Oregon
Idaho
California
Montana
Utah
Wyoming
Colorado
North Dakota
South Dakota
Minnesota
Nebraska
Iowa
Kansas
Missouri
Nevada
Oklahoma
Wisconsin
Illinois

Indiana
Michigan
Ohio
Other Eastern States.
Atlantic States
Canada
Export.
Unclassified

Total

.

77,058
8,136

46,974
28

199,857
22,243
7,546

24,114
35,031
45,990
28,476
35,053
37,713
2,449

1,277
157
19

34,787
26,276
3,186

5,072
2,733
13,745

19,789
51,303

118

729,135

10.56
1.11
6.44

27.40
2.91
1.04
3.30
4.80
6.30
3.90
4.80
5.16
.34

.17

.02

4.76
3.60
.44

.70

.37

1.89
2.71
7.05

.02

86,609
8.587

50,234
63

268,134
34,2.30

8,771
35,081

85.947
64,229
72,789
52,455
59,199
2,612
2,641

54

7.80
.78

4.53

67,155
7,312

50,197

6.9
.75

5.15

24.20
3.09
.79

3.23
7.75
5.80
6.57
4.73
5.33
.24

.24

310,559
28,813

14,518

20,871

61,261

51,968
69,943
35,644
57,039
2,852
4,480
479

31.9
3.0
1.5
2.1
6.3
5.3
7.2
3.7
5.9
.3

.5

.05

50,231

8,436
56,919

167

238.901
29,753
9,478

24,783
66.328
58,441

92,551

44,805
70,863

2,749

5.650
651

43,247
47,891

2,166
11,271

9,440
15,209
42,981

91,953
3,672
10,186

3.90
4.32
.20

1.02
.85

1.37
3.87
8.30
.33

.90

43.349
38.560
1.900

6,052
7,293

21,794
47,692
22,657
1,927

72

4.4
4.0

.2

.6

.75

2.2
4.9
2.3
.2

47,785
45,734

992
7,307

14,255

11,088
61,461

19,094

685

1,108,396 100 974,521 100 969,104

5 2

87
5 9

.017

24.7
3.1
1.0
2.6
6.85
6.0
9.55
4.6
7.3
.3

.6

.067

4.9
4.7
.1

.75

1.5
1.14
6.34
1.97
.07

100

Table 29a.—Comparative shipments of Inland Empire lumber to various regions, based
on shipments reported by the Western Pine Manufacturers' Association for 1911, 1914,
1917 and 1919.



Table 30.—Average mill values of lumber and freight thereon to each State consuming
Inland Empire products, based on partial shipments by members of the Lumbermen'

s

Inforviation Bureau, Spokane. 1913.

State. Thousand
feet.

Average mill
value.

Per
thou-
sand.

Per
car.

-\veraoe cost of

freight.

Per
thou-
sand.

Per
car.

Average value
of lumber at
destination.

Per
thou-
sand.

Per

Estab-
lished
average
freight
rate.

Cents per
hundred-
weight.

Freight
in per
cent of
mill

value.

Montana
Idaho
Oregon
Washington
North Dakota
South Dakota
Minnesota
Wisconsin
Iowa
Illinois

Kansas
Nebraska
Mis.souri

Colorado
Wyoming
Utah
Michigan
Ohio
Indiana
Pennsylvania and Delaware
New York and New Jersey
New England
Alberta
Saskatchewan
Manitoba

Total or average

45,876
16,222
1,68.3

14,672

46,966
26,911

27,126

20,139
31,297
22,451

2,127

22,713
3,447

8,960

7,653
10,146
2,865

3,798
1,536

5,442

8,603

3,346
33,132
5,.352

3,274

$14 60
15 70

15.65
15 70

17.10
16.90
17.20
17.25
17.55
17.80
16 45
16.70
17.40
15.10
15.90
16 20
18 30
18.10
17.80
18 35
18.40
18.20
12.80
13.90
14.60

$365
392
392
392
428
423
430
431
438
445
411

417
435
377
397
405
457
451
445
4.58

460
455
320
347
365

15.10
6 40
2.68
3 36
7.60
8.30
8.55
11.00
10.50
10.90
10.20
8.45
10.70
6.80
7.00
6 35

12 80

13.30
12.90
13.85
14.10
15.00
7.30
7.88
8.25

S128
160
67
84
190
208
214
275
262
273
255
212
268
170
175

159
320
332
322
346
3.53

375
183

197
206

S19.70
22.10
18. .30

19.00
24.70
25.30
25.75
28.25
28.05
28.70
26.65
25.15
28.10
21.90
22.90
22.55
31.10
31.40
30.70
32.20
.32.50

33.20
20.10
21.80
22.85

$493
552
459
476
618
631
644
706
700
718
666
629
703
547
572
564

804
81

830
503
544
571

24
30
12

15
36
42
42
51 5

47
42
49
33
33

30
61

62
60.4

35.0
41.0
17.0
21 4

44.4
49.1
49.8
63.9
59.8
61.4
62.1
50.9
61.6
45.1
44 1

39.3
70.0
73.6
72 4
75 5

76.8
82 5

57.2
56 8

56.5

375,737 16.25 406 8.25 206 24.50 612 37-40 50.8
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Table 32.

—

Number of men employed in the lumber industry in the Inland Empire in

1909. Seasonal character oj employment indicated.
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